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ABSTRACT 

The successful prediction of abrasive wheel behaviour should , 

greatly simplify the complex problem of wheel selection. This 

investigation examines the influence of abrasive surface topography 

on the actual mechanics of the metal removal process. 

The characterisation of abrasive surfaces using statistical 

properties of the cutting profile is discussed. 

A study is undertaken which examines the influence of abrasive 

grit geometry on the mode of metal deformation. In these tests, 

every consideration is given to reproducing conditions realistic of a 

practical grinding operation. 

A simplified plunge grinding operation is then considered to 

determine the influence of various process parameters on the mechanics 

of metal removal. 

Finally, a computer simulation of the above grinding operation, 

using Monte Carlo simulation techniques, is presented. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 GENERAL 

Despite the many recent developments in the field of metal working 

which have led to both the improvement of existing methods and to the 

introduction of a variety of new techniques, the grinding process still 

remains one of the most important and widely used operations for the 

precision finishing of components. 

Over the last ten years, the amount of research into this unique 

metal removal operation has increased substantially, but even today, the 

vast amount of grinding undertaken in industry is still conducted 

according to numerous rules of thumb based on past experiences. This 

situation is clearly unsatisfactory when one considers the expanding needs 

of modern technology. For example, new expensive alloys which often 

possess poor machinability are continually being introduced to perform 

highly specialised functions. The demand for better surface textures and 

geometrical accuracy has also steadily increased as engineers strive to 

meet modern design requirements. In addition, as a result of the 

developments in ceramic research, considerable progress has been made in 

the manufacture of new and improved abrasive materials. Consequently, 

experience alone is of little value in realising the full potential of 

the wide range of synthetic abrasives now available. 

Looking further ahead, the optimisation and control of complete 

manufacturing systems is slowly becoming a reality. In the limit, the 

effectiveness of such a programme will depend upon the degree of success 

with which each individual element of the process can be accurately 

described in mathematical terms. A complete understanding of the basic 

mechanics of the metal grinding process in therefore a clear necessity. 
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1.2 METAL GRINDING PRACTICE 

Although metal grinding can be accomplished by using either 

abrasive wheels or belts, and can be utilised in the removal of large or 

small quantities of material, the following remarks are concerned 

primarily with the implementation of the process as a precision finishing 

operation using abrasive wheels. 

In practice, the principal problem is the selection of an abrasive 

wheel which will contend satisfactorily with the operating conditions and 

material to be processed. Several important factors influence this 

selection, which is generally a compromise between satisfactory operation 

and economic production. 

Quite apart from the difficulties in'achieving the desired 

geometrical accuracy and surface texture, there are complications which, 

arise from the inevitable deterioration of the wheel cutting surface 

during operation, and the metallurgical damage which is often inflicted 

upon the workpiece surface. This deterioration can in some cases be so 

severe as to result in the gross breakdown of the wheel surface. This 

behaviour is generally referred to as a "soft" action. Alternatively, 

the wheel surface may "glaze" and in this case the behaviour is described 

as "hard". In general, an attempt is made to select wheels which 

operate between these two extremes, periodic regeneration of the abrasive 

surface being accomplished by the "dressing operation" in which a diamond 

tool is traversed across the rotating wheel surface. Worn grains and 

trapped particles of metal are torn out from the surface thus presenting 

a new cutting surface capable of further work. 

The metallurgical damage to the outermost layers of the workpiece, 

resulting from severe plastic deformation and thermal effects, can have 

a considerable influence on the mechanical properties of the material. 
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High induced residual stresses may also cause cracking in the surface 

layers resulting in an unacceptable product. These undesirable effects 

can often be diminished by careful application of coolants and lubricants 

to the grinding region, together with bulk cooling of the workpiece. 

In conclusion, it can be said that metal grinding practice has 

tended to develop more as an art rather than a science, and this trend 

will continue until a better understanding of the process mechanics can 

be obtained. 

1.3 PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

From the point of view of the research worker, the grinding 

operation presents a metal removal process of inherent complexity, 

possessing several salient features which clearly distinguish it from the 

more conventional machining operations such as milling, drilling, 

turning, etc:. 

(l) The cutting speed is much higher and is usually about 

6,000 ft/min, but can be as high as 12,000 ft/min. 

(2) The profile of the abrasive surface topography is virtually 

random, which is in sharp contrast to the above mentioned 

machining processes where, for research purposes, the shape 

of the cutting tool is relatively easy to define and control. 

C3) Because of the fundamental geometry associated with the 

interaction of individual abrasive grits and workpiece, the 

resultant groove geometries tend to be characterised by high 

width to depth ratios, This in turn gives rise to a complex 

combination of rubbing, plastic displacement, and microcutting 

phenomena within the grinding zone. 
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(4) The scale of deformation is very small. As a consequences 

the various grain-workpiece interactions tend to occur on a 

scale where the shear strength of the material varies 

according to the "size effect". Also, experimental 

evaluation of basic parameters is somewhat complicated because 

of the relatively small magnitude of the forces and distances 

involved. 

This project, which in the long term is concerned with the 

scientific application of grinding machines and abrasives, investigates 

the influence of abrasive surface topography on the basic mechanics of 

the metal grinding process. Much of the work is necessarily devoted to 

the development of experimental techniques and their application to 

situations which are realistic of those encountered in actual grinding 

practice. There are five main objectives which are stated below: - 

I. To present a comprehensive survey of both metal grinding 

research and work in other closely related fields. 

2. To examine one of the most fundamental problems in grinding 

research, viz. the successful quantitative description of 

abrasive surfaces. Abrasive surface topography will in 

general be the resultant of the basic wheel structure and the 

superimposed effects of the previously mentioned dressing 

conditions. This section examines the effect of dressing 

conditions upon the basic statistical properties of the wheel 

profile, i. e. the mean, standard deviation and skewness of the 

height distribution, and the autocorrelation function and 

power spectrum. 

3. To study the nature of metal removal in grinding. This is 

facilitated by using tools of known geometry to simulate the 
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action of abrasive grits. The high speed interaction of a 

single tool with a stationary workpiece has been investigated 

with the emphasis on reproducing conditions which are realistic 

of the grinding process, e. g., impact speed and duration, minute 

scale of deformation, and workpiece material. The influence 

of tool profile and cutting velocity upon the energy consumed 

and the mode of metal removal is a major consideration. 

4. To investigate a simplified grinding operation, viz., the 

plunge grinding of strip under constant load. The effects of 

dressing conditions and the application of various coolants 

are considered, and the results are interpreted in the light 

of the findings of the previous two sections. The possible 

use of the measurement techniques developed in Chapter III to 

study the influence of different wear processes upon the 

overall abrasive topography is also discussed. 

5. To develop a computer simulation of the grinding operation 

encountered in Chapter V. This is essentially a simplified 

mathematical model which incorporbates a random number generator 

to produce profiles having discrete height distributions in 

keeping with the experimental findings of Chapter III. By 

making assumptions regarding the spacing and shape of 

asperities etc., the resultant groove geometry, mode of metal 

removal and specific cutting energy are predicted. Comparisons 

are then made with the experimental results of Chapter V. 



CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 THE CHARACTERISATION OF ABRASIVE SURFACES 

2.1.1 SURFACE TEXTURE MEASUREMENTS IN GENERAL 

Before considering the papers which deal specifically with the 

fairly recent problems of abrasive surface characterisation (see 

Section 2.1.2), it is necessary to review briefly the methods and 

literature concerned with the more general field of surface texture 

measurement. 

Standard techniques for both qualitative and quantitative 

descriptions of surfaces are well established, and include among others, 

profilometry, interferometry, and electron microscopy. However, since 

one of the primary objectives of this project is to present a quantitative 

description of abrasive surfaces, only methods concerned with the 

numerical assessment of surface properties are considered. 

In general, the analysis is carried out on a two dimensional 

profile which is assumed to be representative of the entire surface. 

Although this profile can be obtained by a variety of different methods, 

it is usual to use a stylus tracing instrument. A diamond stylus is 

traversed across the surface to be measured, and an electrical output 

directly proportional to displacement is obtained. The main disadvantage 

of such a method arises from the unavoidable distortion of the surface 

profile caused by the finite dimensions of the stylus. However, since 

the signal is already in a form suitable for electronic analysis, and 

interpretation is relatively easy, the technique is likely to continue 

unsurpassed as a convenient method of obtaining surface profile 

measurements. 
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The different approaches to quantitative description of surfaces can 

be considered in terms of the mathematical properties of the surface 

profile: - 

(1) Simple numerical properties, e. g., C. L. A., R. M. S., and H 
max 

values (for definitions see (2)). These well known 

expressions have long been important considerations in 

defining the microtopography of surfaces. However, the 

inadequacy of such parameters unless accompanied by a detailed 

description of the manufacturing process has already been 

pointed out by many workers (more recently GreenwoodW ). 

No indication is given as to how the surface might behave in 

a realistic engineering application, e. g., wear characteristics, 

etc. In addition, the parameters do not facilitate such 

calculations as the initial approach of two bodies, the 

probability of plastic deformation, or the elastic recovery 

after unloading, etc. 

(2) The statistical height distribution. The distribution of 

asperity heights has been found to give a meaningful picture 

of the surface topography. The analysis can be confined to 

the distribution of asperity peaks, or extended to cover the 

overall height variation. Figs. la and lb show a typical 

surface profile and the resultant height distribution. 

Williamson 
(2) 

analysed the distribution of heights for 

surfaces prepared by a variety of methods, and concluded 

that the peak and upper height distributions were nearly 

always Gaussian. Deviations were experienced, however, in 

the lower height regions. 
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Using the notation of Fig. ls the following parameters 

can be determined from the height distribution: - 

a) Mean height1 m=f. f(r) dy 

b) Range of heights, Hm ymax - ymin 

c) The centre line average, C. L. A. 
too 

(y - my)' f(y) dy 
-00 

d) The variance, a2 

(y - my)2 f(y) dy 

where t? = standard deviation or r. m. s. value 

e) The Skewness, Sk 

my)3 f(y) dy 
Mýý 

f) The Kurtosis, K. 

KJ Cy - my) 
4 f(y) dy 

The effect of different degrees of skewness and kurtosis 

upon the basic height distribution is shown in Figs. 2a and 2b. 

Following an extensive investigation of a large number of 

surfaces, Peklenik(3) was unable in practice to establish 

a relationship between these two parameters and the C. L. A. 

or 'values. 

(3) The bearing area curve, or in statistical terms, the cumulative 

height distribution. This was first suggested by Abbott 

and Firestone(4), and has since become a useful criterion of 

surface roughn©ss(5'6). The curve is derived from the 

profile as shown in Fig. 3. For each height considered, 
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a line is drawn along the profile and the fraction of the 

surface above the line is measured. Essentially, it is a 

measure of the rate at which the surface "fills in", plotted 

against the level of penetration. 

(4) Reason(5) has discussed the so called "high spot count" which 

exists in two forms. One counts the number of positive 

going intersections of the profile with a reference level 

(Fig. 4), while the other computes the number of times the 

tangent to the profile changes from positive to negative when 

rolling round those peaks considered to be significant. 

Reason discovered that when the flanks of a cut surface 

having an obvious traverse feed are serrated, the count at 

different levels fluctuated considerably, and at all levels 

was greater than that which would correspond with the traverse 

feed. 

(5) Slope and curvature measurements. Wishing to relate 

frictional behaviour to the slope and curvature of surface 

profiles, 1iyers(7) arranged for the profile data to be fed 

into an analogue computer which calculated the mean slope and 

curvature. More recently, Kubo(8) has developed an instrument 

for measuring the slope distribution. 

Peklenik(3) has stated that a "division between large and small 

scale surface deviations (the so called waviness and roughness) is 

desired because their effect on functional behaviour is different". 

He also points out that "the measuring techniques employed for their 

detection have been developed on basically different concepts". AU 

surfaces contain periodic and random functions, and by introducing the 

techniques of random process analysis, Peklenik has distinguished(319h10y11) 
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between the periodic carrier profile and the superimposed random content 

which imparts real roughness to the surface. To this end, the auto- 

correlation function Ryy (A) is an important consideration: - 

(6) The autocorrelation function RB(A). This is defined as 

R (ý) =LJ (yx - my) (yx 
+- my) dx 

where the notation is as shown in Fig. 5a. Fig- 5b gives a 

typical autocorrelation function. The function is essentially 

a measure of the extent to which the profile repeats itself 

with distance, and is thus capable of indicating directional 

properties along the line of the profile. 

(7) The above analysis can be extended to 3-D by considering the 

cross-correlation function RZ(A) where 

RrZ L J(yX 
- my) (zX+A - mZ) dx 

L -*ao _ýjt 

and z(x) are the height ordinates of an adjacent profile. 

In general, for surfaces having pronounced directional 

patterns (Fig. 6), Ryy (A) and R(A) have the same shape. 

Ryz resembles either Ryy or RZZ and the maximum value of 

Ryz(A) approaches unity as a function of b, the distance 

between successive profiles. 

($) The power spectrum, Sy . The information obtained from 

correlation measurements can also be presented in the frequency 

domain by considering the Fourier transform of the auto- 

correlation function, known as the power spectrum (Fig. 7). 

This is given as: - 
DO 

2 Sy (w) = R (ý) cos w dA 
ö 

where w= 2nf, f in cycles/unit length. 
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In practice, the disadvantages of the application of random process 

analysis stem largely from the prohibitive cost of the sophisticated 

equipment and the large amount of digital information required. The 

latter is not always available with surfaces of limited size. In 

addition, it takes a great deal of skill and understanding to interpret 

the various correlation functionst and it is for this reason that the 

simple numerical values of C. L. A., R. M. S., etc., will always remain 

important surface texture parameters. 

2.1.2 ABRASIVE SURFACE MEASUREMENTS 

In addition to the problems encountered in general surface texture 

measurement, further complications arise when considering abrasive 

surfaces. For example, the range of amplitude variations within the 

surface is much larger. Also, since the wheel structure is porous, 

large voids and included cavities are to be found in the surface. As a 

result, in examining abrasive topography, several specialised techniques 

have been employed: - 

(1) Rolling the wheels under various loads over soot covered 

glass 
(12). 

In this early investigation, the soot was spread 

over the glass to a known thickness (usually 0.0001 in. ). 

The impression left by the wheel was examined to give a 

measure of the abrasive asperity concentration. 

(2) Taper sections of the workpiece. This method has been used 

fairly extensively to obtain a measurement of abrasive 

topography 
(12,13,14), 

The main criticism of this technique 

is that the final workpiece texture is a result of the inter- 

action of many individual abrasive cutting profiles, and 

hence the true shape of the profile may be obscured. 
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(3) Examination by projection of the impressions left by wheels 

when grinding thin strips of metal(15). The same criticism 

as above can be levelled at this method. In addition, the 

profiles obtained by the last two methods are not in a 

suitable form for rapid analysis. 

(4) Analysis of thermal impulses obtained when grinding micro.. 

thermocouples. This method was used by Redko(16) to determine 

the number of active cutting asperities within the wheel 

surface. 

(5) Optical techniques. Recently(17), research workers have used 

a photoelectric circuit, etc., to analyse beams of light 

reflected off the rotating wheel surface. The problem here 

is essentially one of interpretation, but it appears that an 

increase in the signal output correlated well with the 

development of wear flats on tho wheel surface. 

(6) Stylus scanning techniques. The relative merits of such 

methods have already been discussed in Section 2.1.1. When 

used in connection with abrasive surfaces, it must be 

remembered that because of the porous nature of the wheel 

structure, a continuous "touching" profile should not be 

possible. It can be assumed that where continuous profiles 

have been obtained(18)1 the dopth of penetration is sufficiently 

great to make stylus distortion considerable. 

Having considered the various methods for measuring abrasive 

profiles, attention can now be turned to their subsequent analysis. 

Abrasive wheel surfaces can be classified in part according to 

the initial wheel specifications designated by the manufacturer. 
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A typical specification might be: - A23 "- 46 .. K5 .. VBE, Reading from 

left to right, the designation refers to the type of abrasive, the grain 

size, the hardness grade and the wheel structure number, and finally the 

type of bond. The grain size determines to a large extent the size of 

the cutting asperities, whilst the structure number is a measure of 

porosity, influencing the asperity spacing. Early investigations 
(12,13,14, 

19,20,21) 
centred around determining such constants as the density and 

equivalent radius of active asperities, and the form factor (ratio of 

asperity width to depth) as a function of the above basic wheel 

specifications. More recently, Peklenik(18) has introduced a rigorous 

statistical analysis to the abrasive profile. After a comprehensive 

investigation of grinding wheel surfaces had shown the surface profiles 

to be both stationary and ergodic, he suggested that the following 

parameters give a complete description of the wheel cutting surface: - 

a) The number of cutting profiles, n, which move perpendicular 
z 

to the plane, E, normal to the grinding direction, Fig. 8. 

b) Average height y and the autocorrelation function, R. 

c) Cross correlation function for elementary cutting profiles 

passing through the plane, E. 

Empirical relationships were suggested between the number of 

cutting profiles, raz and the wheel hardness and grain size. Typical 

autocorrelation functions arc shown in Fig. 9. Since the grain depth of 

cut is an important parameter in grinding mechanics, the variation in 

yy and my with the profile level was also given. The depth cf 

penetration appeared to have little effect on the function, Rte. 

McAdams(22) has introduced the power spectrum, SY, to distinguish 

between two surfaces having the same height variation but different 

cutting properties because of the different frequency components 
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constituting the surface. The cross correlation function is also 

discussed and a distinction made between positive, zero, and negative 

correlation by considering the decay characteristics of the function. 

He suggested that positively correlated profiles were those in which 

high points follow high points and low follow-low. Zero correlation 

implied that successive rows of grits were randomly disposed so that the 

probability of a high following a high was just the same as that of a 

high following a low. Negative correlation implied that high points 

tended to follow low ones and vice versa, the profile thus "filling in" 

rapidly. From a performance point of view, the latter arrangement is 

highly desirable since the load per particle is equalised, wear reduced, 

and the surface texture of the ground component improved. 

2.1.3 INFLUENCE OF DRESSING CONDITIONS ON ABRASIVE SURFACE 

PROPERTIES 

There are basically two types of dressing procedure: - 

(1) Diamond dressing, in which a single diamond or cluster is 

used to machine the wheel profile. 

(2) Crush dressing. This process is usually associated with 

form grinding and requires a hardened steel roller to be fed 

radially into the wheel. 

In this project, the first technique is adopted, since the method 

is more commonly used particularly in the precision grinding regime. 

Looking through the literature, it appears that the work of 

Pahlitzsch(23,24) is very significant in that it is one of the few 

investigations which has attempted to relate dressing conditions to the 

resulting wheel roughness. The results were presented in the form of 

a 3-D graph, showing the effective wheel roughness as a function of the 
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dresser feed and depth of penetration, (Fig. 20). It was concluded that 

the effect of the diamond cross feed was far greater than that of depth, 

the influence of wheel speed being negligible. 

Although many other investigators have considered the effects of 

dressing conditions, the objective has usually been to study the 

resultant radial wheel wear (see Section 2.3.3), the metal removal rate, 

and component surface texture, etc. 
(25) 

It is the author's opinion that 

a detailed investigation of the effects of dressing conditions upon the 

abrasive surface properties would constitute a useful contribution to 

grinding research. 

2.2 STUDIES OF THE NATURE OF METAL REMOVAL IN GRINDING 

2.2.1 SIGNIFICANCE OF WORK IN THE RELATED FIELDS OF FRICTION 
AND WEAR 

Although metal grinding is usually considered within the context of 

metal cutting operations, it is essentially a high speed surface inter- 

action problem. Aa a consequence, it displays many features common to 

the closely related field of friction and wear. Therefore, before 

considering the specific action of abrasive grits, it is worthwhile to 

examine the more general behaviour of two surfaces in sliding contact. 

The complex frictional bonds which occur have received a great deal of 

attention by numerous workers in both fundamental surface physics and 

associated subjects such as lubrication and wear. 

The recent classification of the destruction of frictional bonds 

by Krago1sUi(26) is of particular interest here. A spherical 

indentor was assumed to slide over a fiat surface (Fig. 10), and it 

was suggested that five distinct types of event may occur: - 
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1. Elastic displacement 

2. Plastic displacement 

3. Microcutting 

4. Trapping of surface films and subsequent destruction 

5. Scuffing of surface films accompanied by tearing in depth 

The first three were considered to arise during the mechanical 

interaction of asperities, and the last two as a consequence of molecular 

interactions. 

In general, the action of a sliding indentor on a flat surface 

exhibits a number of distinct characteristics. The surface layers will 

become extensively deformed under the simultaneous action of normal and 

tangential loading, the resultant surface being either smooth as associated 

with elastic and plastic deformation, or jagged as a result of micro- 

cutting, scuffing and tearing in depth. A plastic wave will precede the 

indentor and extensive side swell may occur. When plastic deformation 

around the indentor is prevented, movement will either stop or material 

will pile up and eventually be sheared off. The high degree of strain 

in the. surface layers may lead to complex chemical and mechanical changes 

influencing the resultant frictional behaviour. At very high speeds, 

metal surfaces will be subjected to extensive frictional heating which 

may result in thermal softening, or in extreme cases, bulk melting of 

the metal surface. 

Following his initial classification of frictional bonds, Kragelskii 

examined the factors influencing the likely nature of an interaction. 

The h/R ratio was found to be an important criterion, where h= depth of 

penetration and R= radius of the contacting asperity. Another 

important consideration was the variation in shear strength with depth. 

From the point of view of grinding (see later), an important relationship 
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was suggested for a critical depth of penetration, tc, at which a 

transition from Type 2 to Type 3 destruction occurred. This critical 

depth was shown to increase with higher values of R and lower values 

of }1, the molecular coefficient of friction between the indentor and 

work. 

Only a cursory examination of the grinding process is necessary to 

determine the relevance of the previous remarks to this mode of metal 

removal. Asperities of various shapes and sizes are seen to engage the 

workpieoe surface, the actual grain depth of cut being generally less 

than 0.0002 in. The scratch left by any one grit will be characterised 

by a high width to depth ratio and it has been shown that considerable 

side swell may occur(27). Since the cutting speed is generally upward 

of 5,000 ft/min , high instantaneous temperatures could develop giving 

rise to complex chemical and thermal softening phenomena. These will 

be accompanied by unpredictable strain rate and work hardening effects, 

the nett result being difficult to ascertain. 

In fact, the metal surfaces will be subjected to all the types of 

damage specified by Kragolskii, although the ones of significance are the 

ploughing Type 2, the microcutting Type 3, and in some cases where the 

adhesive forces become excessive, the tearing in depth associated with 

Type 5" Class 3 destruction, which is generally undesirable in the 

normal contact of mating surfaces, may be considered the most efficient 

typo of surface deformation from the point of view of metal removal in 

grinding. Types 1,2 and 4 are inefficient since energy is wasted in 

in repeated deformations of the surface and in friction between the 

abrasive and metal, without any metal being removed. In addition, the 

resultant high temperatures produce excessive wheel wear rates. Typo 5 

wear, which may occur when the wheel is heavily "loaded" with metal 

particles, causes severe damage to the metal surface and must be avoided, 
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2.2.2 INVESTIGATIONS ON THE GRINDING PROCESS 

The study of metal removal in grinding has been complicated by 

the extraordinary complexity of the abrasive surface geometry. In 1952 

Backer et ai(12), in order to simplify the geometry, utilised the 

micromilling process to simulate the type of metal removal encountered 

in grinding with particular regard to scale and speed. They discovered 

that the chip thickness is an important parameter in determining cutting 

behaviour, and observed a significant increase in specific energy, S. E., 

(the energy required to remove unit volume of material) with decreasing 

chip thickness - the so called "size effect" (Fig., 11). Subsequently(28) 

the S. E. was found to decrease with increasing cutting velocity, this 

being attributed to the reduction in friction at the chip-grain interface. 

Armarego and Brown(29) expanded the work, again using the micro- 

milling technique and tools of known geometry. Theoretical and empirical 

relationships were presented for the variation in cutting force and S. E. 

with depth of cut. Their data on rectangular tools contradicted the 

size effect, the energy actually decreasing with'a decrease in chip 

thickness. 

Up to this point, microcutting was assumed to be the predominant 

mode of metal removal, little consideration being given to the rubbing 

and ploughing regimes. However, in 1962 Hahn(3O) presented evidence 

to substantiate the presence of metal ploughing phenomena in the grinding 

operation. Whilst investigating a controlled force system he noticed 

a sharp change in the gradient of the normal force intensity curve 

when plotted against the wheel depth of cuts and attributed this to 

the transition from a mode of metal removal predominantly ploughing, to 

one of cutting (Fig. 12). In a later paper(31) he makes a distinction 

between two materials A and B, A being characteristic of easy to grind 
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metals, and B being representative of a group of materials having poor 

grindability. Fig. 13 shows the normal force intensity, FN , plotted 

against the infeed velocity vi . In the case of difficult to grind 

materials, vi is not a linear function of FN and there appears to be a 

threshold value of FN which must be exceeded for metal removal to take 

place. He suggested that this is a consequence of the large amount of 

rubbing and ploughing associated with Type B materials. It was also 

postulated that the predominance of rubbing and ploughing phenomena 

associated with Type B materials was a consequence of the reluctance for 

fracture to occur within the "free plastic surface" preceding the grain 

(Fig. 14). 

Having established the presence of rubbing and ploughing mechanisms 

in practical grinding operations, attention turned to a more detailed 

investigations of the factors influencing the mode of metal removal. 

The significance of tool geometry as demonstrated by Kragelskii 

has already been discussed. About the same time, Sedriks at al(32) 

studied the action of loaded pyramidal tools when cutting lead at a 

speed of 1 in/min. The resulting groove cross-sectional area, A, was 

considered a function of the effective negative rake angle, a. As a 

became more positive, a rapid increase in A was observed at a= -300 

(Fig. 15). This was assumed to be the critical rake angle, ac at which 

the mode of metal removal changed from plastic deformation or ploughing 

to microcutting. The plastic deformation was analysed using Bowden and 

Tabor's(33) expression to determine the ploughing coefficient of friction, 

whereas the classic metal cutting analysis of Merchant(34) was applied 

to the microcutting regime. The analysis was also extended to include 

fully work hardened metals and alloys(35). It was shown that the 

critical negative rake angle was determined primarily by the coefficient 
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of friction between the contacting surfaces, whilst the initial increase 

in the force opposing the motion of an abrasive particle due to prior 

deformation of the workpiece was a consequence of an increase in 

hardness. 

Rubenstein et a1(36) investigated a micro-turning operation, and 

concluded that the method of metal grinding is no different in essence 

from other metal cutting techniques, and that any discrepancies can be 

attributed to the high negative rake angles inherent in the wheel structure. 

The critical rake angle was estimated to be in the region of -600 which 

is in considerable disagreement with the value obtained by Sedriks. 

Rowe et al(37) have developed an elementary theory of metal 

displacement in grinding making the assumption that it is analagous to 

bulge formation in strip drawing. They predicted that metal can be 

removed in the form of continuous swarf or be displaced without actual 

removal. To this end, the geometry of the grit was considered to be a 

major factor. A qualitative explanation of the influence of friction 

and strain hardening was given, and the theory was supported by 

experimental evidence gained from large scale tests involving the cutting 

of plasticine with perspex tools. 

By using specially prepared grinding wheels, Tanaka et al(38) have 

been able to study the influence of various abrasive wheel parameters 

upon the transition depth, to I under realistic grinding conditions. 
(Ideally t0 should be minimised in order to increase the percentage of 

abrasive asperities actively engaged in cutting. ) The value of to was 

seen to increase with increasing wheel hardness and grit size, and to 

decrease with increasing velocity. Shonozaki et al(39) obtained 

estimates of the tangential cutting force, T, and the normal force, N, 

developed when cutting single grooves with a specially designod fly 
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cutter at speeds of up to 60 ft/min (Fig. 16). They concluded that the 

regions of rubbing, ploughing and microcutting were in evidence at 

subsequent sections along the groove, and that a rise in the N/T ratio 

signified an increase in the extent of the ploughing phenomenon. 

Continuing this approach, Crisp of al(40) examined the forces 

developed when real abrasive grits cut single grooves in metal surfaces, 

at speeds more consistent with normal grinding practice (6,000 ft/min). 

They concluded that the high groove width to depth ratios obtained led 

to extensive rubbing and ploughing phenomena which resulted in high 

specific energies. 

Despite the considerable amount of experimental work which has been 

undertaken into the mode of metal removal, there appears to be a 

considerable lack of information based on conditions realistic of the 

actual metal grinding process. Although the information gained from 

slow speed/large scale of deformation tests may make a substantial con- 

tribution to the understanding of metal grinding mechanics, the true 

validity of any conclusions drawn from such data is questionable, when 

one considers the vastly different conditions of a practical grinding 

operation. 

2.3 FURTHER ASPECTS OF THE GRINDING PROCESS 

2.3.1 FORCE AND ENERGY CONSIDERATIONS 

The earliest papers to be published on the mechanics of metal 

grinding appear to have been published by Alden 
(41) 

and Guest 
(42). 

Expressions were obtained for the maximum undeformed chip thickness, t" 

The maximum force, per grain was then assumed to vary as t by Alden and 

as t` by Guest* Following further estimates of chip thickness by 
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Hutchinson(43) and Heinz 
(44), 

Roichenbach et al 
(45) 

classified grinding 

chips into five distinct types depending on their thickness to length 

ratio (Fig. 17). The classifications covered all types of wheel grinding 

and it was found that the S. E. was strongly dependent upon chip type. 

In 1952 Marshall and Shaw 
(46) 

developed the first dynamometer for 

measuring directly the tangential and normal forces during a simple 

surface grinding operation. They established the "coefficient of grinding" 

as the ratio of the tangential and normal forces and determined a value of 

approximately 0.5 for steel. They stressed the importance of S. E. as 

a criterion for interpreting grinding data and found the value to be 

about 10 x 106 lb f/in2 for steel. An interesting comparison can be 

made with straightforward single point turning data, where the above 

results are approximately 2 and 0.5 x 106 lb f/int. The large discrepancy 

in energy is indicative of the overall inefficiency of the grinding process 

when compared with more conventional machining operations. The grinding 

force components and S. E. were observed to be independent of the 

material hardness, this being attributed to the size effect. 

The previously reported (Section 2.2.2) work of Backer(12) and 
b 

Armarego`is also of interest hero. By considering the mean effective 

mike angle of the grinding process to be 0°, Backer determined the 

percentage energy due to shear. He further concluded that the 

percentage of total energy due to friction increased as the depth of cut 

decreased. 

Grisbrook(4? ) 
also examined the forces developed in surface grinding 

and substantiated the values of S. E, and grinding ratio determined by 

Marshall and Shaw(46). 
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Kumagai et a1(48) have investigated the role of the frictional 

force in grinding, with a view to ascertaining the relative merits of 

wheels treated with lubricants in various ways. The work is interesting 

in that it attempts to separate the cutting and sliding components of the 

tangential cutting force, T. Using a surface grinding operation and 

specimens of decreasing width, b, the relationship between the forces T 

and N, and b was determined (Fig. 18). A value for the coefficient of 

friction between wheel and workpiece, }i, was derived by extrapolating 

the results to b=0 and defining It= (T/N) 
=O . The tangential 

force was assumed to consist of two components, the frictional force Tf 

and the cutting force Tc . By assuming Tf = IiN, the magnitude of the 

work done in actually shearing the metal was determined (shaded area 

rig, 18). 

Story(49) has also succeeded in a similar isolation of the eliding 

components when grinding with c°eaited abrasives. During the initial 

stages of grinding, the tangential component obtained experimentally was 

considered to be entirely due to cutting, the wheel being in a sharp 

condition. In the final stages of grinding when the wheel became worn, 

the tangential component was assumed to be entirely due to sliding. 

An expression was determined for the rate of stock removal which was 

claimed to be a good fit for much of the data gathered in constant force 

plunge grinding experiments. 

Hahn(31) has developed a theory of metal removal for metals in the 

absence of extensive rubbing and ploughing. Based on the previously 

mentioned "metal removal parameter", he considers the theory of a 

system where all tho active grits in the interference zone are condensed 

to give a continuous effective width of cut, the elasticity of the 

wheel- workpiece system being allowed for in calculating the depth of 
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CIA, The results gave a simple ennirical equ% tlon for the metal removal 

parameter (or an equivalent S. E. ) which was in agreement with experimental 

observations. 

2.3 2 ABRASIVE WEAR 

Before continuing, it should be noted that throughout this report, 

the term "abrasive aºoar" refers to the deterioration of the abrasive 

material. This is pointed out to avoid any confusion with the 

terminology adopted in genoral wear studies, in which "abrasive wear" 

usually refers to the deterioration of the metal surface by abrasive 

processes. 

In the past, three distinct types of abrasive wheel wear have been 

classified: - 

1. Attritous wear 

2. Partial fracture of grains 

3. Complete dislocation of grains caused by bond failure. 

The first type occurs as a result of continued mechanical inter- 

actions giving rise to wear by plastic flow(50), disintegration(5l) and 

chemical solubility(52). 

It is generally assumed that attritous wear increases the area of 

contact between the abrasive grit and workpiece(51 '53) and results in a 

deterioration of the wheel's cutting ability. Detailed microscopic 

studies of the abrasive grain surface have bcen undertaken, particularly 

in Japan (54,55)0 
It appears that the surfaces of newly dressed grits 

have a very fine serrated structure. On grinding, the surfaces become 

relatively smooth and develop striation marks in the grinding direction. 
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The probability of the occurrence of the second or third type of 

wear depends to a large extent on the wheel hardness, and the relative 

strengths of the grain and bond. In hard grade wheels, the strength of 

the bond bridges may be high compared with that of the grain, and partial 

fracture is likely. On the other hand, with soft grade wheels having 

weak bonds, total dislocation of grains will be the probable mode of 

fracture. 

Yoshikawa 
(56) 

et al have investigated the fracture of bond bridges 

in grinding wheels. An analysis was undertaken assuming the mechanism 

to be analogous to the fracture of brittle materials. They concluded 

that the wear rate could be expressed as a single exponential of the 

grinding velocity and a double exponential of the grinding force. 

Hahn(53) has approached tho problem of wheel wear in a different 

manner. In ref (30) he introduced the idea of a sub-surface thermally 

induced stress in a grit, caused by the heat conducted into the grit 

during its brief engagement with the workpiece. Thus as the wear 

flat on the grain gradually increases, the heat input to the grain 

surface rises, thereby increasing the sub-surface thermal stress until 

finally the grain fractures. In this way an equilibrium distribution 

of the grain population is reached (Fig. 19). A further correlation 

was obtained between the rate of wheel wear and the length of the 

interference zone (the concept of an interference zone is discussed in 

ref(30) where it was shown that the heat input to the grain increased 

as the length of the zone increased). No correlation was observed 

between the rate of wheel wear and the average normal stress. This 

led Icahn to conclude that wheel wear can be satisfactorily explained 

by tho thermal stress fracture mechanism and is not dependent on the 

fracture caused by the mechanical loading of grains. It seems more 

likely however, that fracture wear is a combination of mechanical and 
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thermal mechanisms, the former being predominant in soft wheels, the 

latter in hard wheels. It is also worth noting that providing the 

wear rate is not catastrophic, fracture wear may be desirable as it 

produces a wheel "self-sharpening" action as now cutting edges are 

continually regenerated. 

2.3.3 THE INFLUENCE OF DRESSING CONDITIONS ON ABRASIVE WEAR 

The influence of dressing conditions upon wheel wear was first 

considered by Pahlitzsch(23). He presented an interesting graphical 

relationship between the dressing feed and depth, and the wheel roughness 

(Fig. 20). The two envelopes A and B represented the wheel roughness 

before and after grinding. The curve XY was deemed to describe a set of 

conditions for which the abrasive surface roughness did not change: - 

the so-called "optimum dressing conditions". 

A similar set of conditions was specified by Makino(57) based on the 

variation of cutting point spacings during grinding. The number of large 

spacings was seen to increase when grinding with finely dressed wheels 

whereas an increase in the total of small spaces was observed for 

coarse dressing conditions. It was postulated that optimum dressing 

conditions would be attained when the cutting point spacing remained 

constant throughout the grinding operation. 

Pattinson et al(15) have identified three distinct stages of 

abrasive wheel wear (Fig. 21): - 

a) A primary region of rapid wear 

b) A secondary region of more uniform and decreased wear 

c) A tertiary region. This occurred only under certain conditions 

and caused an increase in the wear rate after the wheel had 

become glazed. 
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Coarse dressing produced a wheel surface having a relatively low 

density of active cutting edges and a large amount of primary wear. 

It was suggested that rough dressing resulted in severe damage to the 

wheel structure causing grains to fracture out readily during grinding 

hence the large primary wear. The number of active cutting edges was 

observed to increase steadily with wear, the rate of increase being much 

higher for finely dressed wheels. 

The above work is typical in that it does not include a detailed 

quantitative examination of the newly dressed surface profile. With a 

knowledge of even, aey, the elementary statistical parameters associated 

with the asperity height distribution, the prediction and explanation of 

wheel behaviour would probably have been greatly simplified. 

2.3.4 THE APPLICATION OF GRINDING FLUIDS 

Fiarada et x1(58) have used a constant load plunge grinding system 

to investigate the performance of various grinding fluids. They 

concluded that in wet grinding with water soluble type fluids, the grain 

flank wear is less than in dry grinding, giving increased efficiency. 

A wheel self-sharpening action was also evident resulting from the thermal 

fracture of grains accentuated by the alternate heating and quenching. 

When steel specimens were ground, the wear rate of SjC grains was higher 

than that of A1203 grains, indicating the presence of chemical effects. 

Duwell et a1(59'60) considered the grinding of mild steely 

stainless steel, commercially pure titanium and aluminium, in air, the 

inert gas argon, under a water flood, and with a proprietary lubricant. 

In all cases, the substitution of argon for air in the grinding interface 

region resulted in a catastrophic increase in the energy consumed. 

A number of theories were proposed to explain the mechanism by which 
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reactive chemicals decrease the energy required for chip formation, and 

thereby diminish tool wear. These included a decrease in adhesion at 

the grain - workpiece boundary, the prevention of chip rewelding, and a 

decrease in metal strength caused by oxidation. 

Chalkey(61) has studied the grinding of hard materials, e. g., 

carbides, using diamond impregnated wheels. A variety of cutting oils 

were employed and a substantial reduction in wheel wear resulting from 

increased lubrication at the grain - workpiece interface was noticed 

This is illustrated in Fig. 22 where the stock removal rate is seen to 

be higher for neat oils. 

When using cutting fluids on an internal plunge grinding operation, 

Hahn(53) observed a considerable hydrodynamic effect. As the flow rate 

was increased, the radial stock removal rate was observed to decrease, and 

an appreciable reduction in the cutting force was also observed. By 

considering the passage of a worn abrasive flat through the grinding 

zone, he confirmed theoretically that a considerable load could be 

supported by hydrodynamic effects. 

Furuichi et ai(62) have shown that using emulsion type grinding 

fluids, the effect of emulsifier concentration on the rate of stock 

removal varied markedly with the wheel dressing conditions. For any one 

fluid, an optimum value of fluid concentration for maximum grindability 

was observed, the optimum being shifted to a higher value with increasing 

wheel roughness. This raises the important consideration that when 

evaluating the performance of cutting fluids using free infeed plunge 

grinding techniques, the wheel dressing conditions must be taken into 

account. 

The main effects of applying cutting fluids can be summarised as 

follows: - 

1) A substantial reduction in the wheel - workpiece interface 
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temperature. This results from two distinct mechanismsi 

viz., thQ conducting away of heat by the fluid and a lubrication 

effect causing a reduction in frictional heating. Wheel wear 

is depressed, surface finish is improved, the risk of metallur- 

gical damage to the workpiece surface is minimised, and the 

reduction in thermal expansion facilitates the attainment of 

geometrical accuracy* 

2) A chemical effect. The nascent surfaces and high temperatures 

present in the cutting zone offer favourable conditions for 

extraordinary chemical reactivity. The presence of cutting 

fluids will have a marked effect on both the type and speed of 

reactions, which in turn influences the resultant temperature, 

the frictional behaviour, and the rate of wear by chemical 

solubility. 

3) A wheel self-sharpening action may be induced. 

4) Continually washing the wheel surface ensures that debris is 

cleared away, und the wheel is kept "open" and "free-cutting". 

Although not really the subject of this work, the many other factors 

involved in the selootion of grinding fluids such as corrosion properties, 

susceptibility to bacterial contamination, chemical stability, disposal 

problems, and economic considerations are conveniently dealt with in 

articles similar to ref. (63). 



CHAPTER III 

ABRASIVE SURFACE TOPOGRAPHY MEASUR IQtT 

This chapter deals with a quantitative description of abrasive 

surfaces in terms of the basic statistical properties of the surface 

profile, e. g., mean, standard deviation, skewness of the height 

distribution, and the autocorrelation and power density functions* 

practical aspects of obtaining such measurements and their eventual 

contribution to the understanding of abrasive wheel behaviour are 

major considerations. 

It was shown in Section 2.1.3 that the effect of the dressing 

The 

operation on abrasive wheel surface properties has largely been ignored. 

For this reason, considerable attention has been given to variations 

in dressing conditions: 

3.1 APPARATUS 

As already discussed (Section 2.1.1), despite its many short- 

comings, the stylus tracing technique still presents a convenient 

method of obtaining surface profiles, and is thus adopted here. In 

the present work, however, a conventional instrument cannot be used. 

This is mainly because the large amplitude fluctuations and abrasive 

nature of the surfaces would undoubtedly damage the delicate stylus 

tracing mechanism. A special scanning device integral with the 

grinding machine was therefore constructed. This permitted scanning 

in both the axial and circumferential directions without removing the 

wheel from the machine. In addition, by suitably mounting the 

measuring head on the grinding machine table, complicated alignment 

problems were avoided. This also simplified the overall design of 
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the device, since it was possible to make use of the accurate machine 

infeed and crossfeed facilities. 

3.1.1 THE GRINDING MACHINE 

A standard Jones Shipman cylindrical grinder, Model 1310 was used, 

Two minor modifications were made to provide the required axial and 

circumferential scanning facilities for measurement purposes*. - 

a) Axial scanning 

Here the abrasive wheel was held stationary and the measuring 

head traversed automatically across the wheel surface by way of 

the machine table. In order that the surface profile should 

not become distorted by the stylus resonance, the scanning 

speed was limited to 1 in/mine Although the automatic drive, 

which is hydraulically controlled, is capable of attaining 

a wide range of traverse speeds, it was found that at very 

low speeds (less than 5 in/min. ) the movement became erratic. 

For this reason it was decided to utilise the purely mechanical 

manual drive which was available on the machine, in the 

following way: - 

A fractional hp DC motor with suitable gear box and reverse 

switch was mounted adjacent to the grinding machino, and 

coupled to the manual drive by a simple pulley and belt 

system. Before operating, the table was traversed at full 

speed and maximum sweep using the hydraulic drive, to ensure 

adequate lubrication of the slidewa; rs. On engaging the 

alternative mechanical drive, a constant axial scanning 

speed of 1 in/min was then obtained. 
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b) Circumferential scanning 

In this cases the measuring head was held stationary, and the 

wheel surface rotated across the front of the stylus. 

Assuming an average wheel diameter of 12 in., a rotational 

speed of 0.0265 rpm was necessary to achieve a surface speed 

of 1 in/min. This was accomplished by using a variable 

speed DC motor (0- 250 rpm) in conjunction with a double worm 

reduction gear box of 10,000: 1 speed ratio. The motor and 

gear box were mounted on a stand adjacent to the drive pulley 

located on the grinding wheel spindle. The main belt drive 

was disconnected and the slow speed attachment operated 

through a self-aligning coupling linked to the drive pulley. 

Again, after a suitable warm up period with the wheel 

rotating at full speed, satisfactory slow speed rotation was 

obtained. 

The grinding machine complete with modifications is shown in 

Fig. 23. 

3.1.2 THE ME,. SURING SYSTEM 

The measuring head is shown in position on the grinding machine 

in Fig. 24a. The associated electronics are shown in Fig. 24b. 

The displacement sensitive element is a Vibromoter TS/1230 

inductive feeler. Essentially, this consists of an inductive 

movable core and forms a half-bridge circuit. The core-is guided by 

two diaphragms and protrudes from the transducer casing in the form of 

a small threaded feeler to permit the mounting of different tips. 

In this case a diamond stylus. taken from a standard Tomlinson 

profilomotor was used. The transducer has a range of 2 0.025 in. 
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with a st, Lti: d linearity of + ins, wlron used in conjunction with a 

Vibromtk; tcr fully trnnnistori n+; d prcci; ion c. i: rci, -r 
iroqul: ncy nripl. ificr 

Typo 8- CFA{ - 1/B. 

In first examining the fczs: ibiiity of the measuring system, tlrc' 

signal was recorded on UV i, ai, (r. "K hough this was satisfactory for 

qualitative work and simple tju;; iit; tAi ve measurements, a detailed 

mathematical investigation of the surface profile could only be carried 

out using fuL thcr oloctronic techniques. Two systans wore un&, both 

Ya; :: r1 on commercially nvailabl. u instruments: - 

I., Analysis brý; 3c: <i on a high spot count of the surface profile. 

`1'h: Ls system (Fig. 25, system 1) incorporates rr single 

chonrscl Vlbror; iett; r 6tatisti. ca1. distribution walywr 

'Type AC - 1/A. Essentially, this counts the numbs al ti r< ,, 

the signal transcends a prod L,. rmint d voltage icvul selected 

by thy: user. Before the next impulse arise. .; nd can be 

counted as nn amplitude, the signal must chop 1 volt below 

the su ectcd level. T'huinstvirrrietrt therefor( yiuI a 

high spot count sa buggostcrt by Ft( ,,:,, (acetic 
. 1.1). 

iOn estimate of the count over the ent: jre monsurcmcnt rang e 

c,, e Ac! b, e obt. =t_il(: d . iWIly by wing il ten chin nHl version o1' 

the :' ustruio w Wt:,, (,, Ich t to a dif&ront 

ttlrunho d v. jt til io C% n, WiW eft t' 
, ('Idy a single 

ch wnel instrut e nt was availnbio and Kn er H gn¬ ]. had 

ic, he recotdeel rund roperLte:. cl1,1ýýýiyccl hack thrýýrxtrlr the 

. acti t_t uc rt ri di t'f, r"uun t thrf nho`ld iev< 1. 

2incu t1k (IIwretinr x°uig': o th( ; r: alynor is 0- 10 vu IN 

-inn t1w tl aximilni output Voltage of t: ho recorder is only one 

vott, y a dri. va wyj__L1iii' il`; t1 W hi' 1ilC', 1'por; it: 1 
. 
1ntýý tlli' 
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circuit. This had the unfortunate effect of amplifying the 

tape noise level with the result that the high spot count 

readings became unreliable. This problem was eventually 

overcome by including a low pass filter (cut-off 10 c/s) 

assuming all tape noire to be of a higher frequency. 

Although the system provk. d to be a considerable improvement on 

the time consuming visur. l analysis of UV trace , the retliocl 

gave only limited, inform.: tion about the surfaces under co11.. 

sideration. Also, the time taken to obtain results still 

limited the range of experimental work. 

2. A real time analysis using a correlator. 

During the latt. r part of this project, a Hewlett Packard 

Model 372111 Correlator became available, which permitted a 

much more rigorous and speedy , analysis of the surface profiles. 

The instrument is an all digital, dc to 250 kHz signal 

analys&; r, which is capable of making the following measurements: - 

a) Estimation of probability distributions (normal and 

cumulative) 

b) Doturmination of autocorrelation functions 

c) Detorminntion of cross-correlation functions 

d) Signal averaging (signal recovering, the process of 

recovering the wave shape of repetitive signals buried in 

noise). 

In this project, only tho first two modes of operation were 

used. The computed functions are displayed using 100 points 

on U. built in cathode ray tube (CM, and being essentiel ly 

an "on line" instrument, statistical behaviour can be 

observed in real time. This constitutes one of the major 
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advantages of the instrument as sampling times, avuraging time 

constants, etc., c-: n be quickly adjusted to give the required 

information in its most acceptable form. When used in 

conjunction with the measuring transducer, the signal could be 

fed directly to the correlrtor since signals can be accepted 

in the rangce 40 mV to 4V rms. In most cases, however, a 

tape recorder was used (System 2 of Fig. 25) in order that a 

complete record of the experimental work could be made and 

analysed at a later stage. 

3.1.3 WHEEL SPECIFICiLTIONS 

Two wheels were used in the investigation: - 

20A 80 - K5 - VBE 

20A 46 - K5 - VBE 

These are aluminium oxide wheels of equal hardness, structure 

number, and bond type. The only variable is the nominal grain size. 

The nominal diameters of abr is ive grits bused on the: ývLr, . ý; e of a large 

number of samples have been determined by Rodko(14) and Bau1(69). For 

thL 80 and 46 wheals, they are 0.0075 in. and 0.015 in. respectively. 

3.2 XPEIlIIMTAL PROCEDURE 

3.2.1 THE DRESSING OPERATION 

This was carried out u. oing a single point diamond (cone angle 1100) 

mounted on the machine table according to standard practice. To ensure 

repeatability of surface properti,,: s with dressing conditions, the 

operation was standardised as follows: - 
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a) The wheel was initially dr,,., ed fine. This was accomplished 

by taking succes, ive cuts of decreasing severity in order to 

eliminate the effects of the previous wheel history. In 

practice, it was found that coarse dressing conditions 

influenced the wheel structure to a depth considerably greater 

than thQ actual depth of penetration of the diamond. 

b) The required dressing conditions were then selected and the 

operation repeLted at least five times, the dressing depth 

being reset after each pass. 

lall dressing operations were undertaken in the presence of a 

cutting; fluid (a 40: 1 concentration of Shell Dromus D). This protected 

the diamond dresser and prevented abrasive fragments from becoming 

trapped in the wheel surface. For the majority of the work, four 

different dressing conditions were adopted: - 

CONDITION f in/min d in x 10 

A11 

30 3 

C 50 5 

D 80 8 

This wide range of conditions was chosen so as to coincide with 
(23) 

those used by Pahlitzsch. In fact, the conditions represent a 

dir_tgonul on the three; dir: iensional graphical relations hip suggested by 

this author (Fig. 20). 

3.2.2 Ci, LIBX TION OF THE MEASURING HEAD 

The transducer was calibrated initially using a micrometer head 

to deflect the stylus a known distance, and observing the voltage 

output on a display oscilloscope, Subsequently, it was found that the 
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transducer could be calibrated si u? by placing the stylus in contact 

Pj' t: i1. C Lots C: 1' CCllai. '. l :L 1'., hi 1C? Iltý, 

of 0.0001 in. using the accurat, -, infeed facility. This permitted 

frequent and rapid chocks to buu made on the calibration, and enabled a 

wide range of sensitivities to be used depending on operating, conditions. 

Fig. 26 shows a typical calibration graph for the maximum sensitivity 

setting, i. e., a scanning level, b , of 0.0005 in. 

3.2.3 THE, PROFILE MEASUREMENT 

Measurements of the surface were initially carried out in the 

circuinforuntial direction. The scanning level, b, and the desired 

sensitivity were first decided and the signal zeroed to ensure that the 

point of no stylus deflection coincided with the zero voltage level. 

The abrasive wheel was then rotated at the required speed and moved 

towards the stylus in increments of 0.0001 in., the result ant stylus 

deflection being monitored on the oscilloscope. This was continued 

until the desired value of b had been attained. Fig. 27 gives a 

schematic representation of an abrasive surface and stylus path. Fig. 28 

is an actual profile (b = 0.5 x 10-3 in. ) recorded by means of the 

oscilloscope storage facility. This surface profile is representative 

of an 80 grain size whoul when dressed to the fine condition, A. The 

vertical and horizontal scales are 1.25 x 10-4 in/cm and 1.65 x 10-2 in/cm 

respectively when related to the calibration curve, 

NOTE: At this point, a notation is introduced to signify the wheel 

grain size, the cares , ing.; condition and the scanning depth in thousandths 

of an inch. The conditions are simply listed in the order quoted, e. g., 

for the profile depicted in Fig. 28, the notation would be 80 :. 0.5. 



Fig. 28 Surface Profile of a Fine Dressed Wheel 

rr 

Fig. 29 3urrace Profile of a Coarse Dressed Wheel 
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In practice, the desired value of 6 w, as cýnsily ittaille"d when 

experimenting with fine dr,: s ging conditions, since the highest asperity 

peaks all tended to fall . At the name level (Fig. 28). IIowevnr, as the 

drug ; ing operations increaned in soverity, 6 was more difficult to 

adjust because thu outermost punks tended to display a co tsiderable 

variation in height (Fig. 29 - condition 80 B0.5) . 

Once the measuring head hind been successfully , ir. 

analysis of the profile can be carried out using either of tho two 

previously discussed me asuri. ng systems. In the case of the high spot 

count, the use of the instrument was quite strnigl Lforwnrd, the nur; il_ r, 

of high spots at a given level being, displayed on a digital rc; zd out. 

With the correlator, howevc r, the measurement process to more involved 1 

and considerable care has to be given to the many : instrument settings. 

In what follows, the exp:; rir; untai (. iii_fficultics , lssociater1 with 

probability and corrc 1atinn merl. surcmentJJ ; art dpi.: cussud, reference being 

ra, tdu to the implications of certain instrument settings where applicable. 

For a more fundamental description of the corrclator, Appendix A should 

he first consulted. The Appendix also contains a brief discussion of 

the errors involved in computing the various statistical paramLters. 

7.1 1'ROD: ', 11ILITY P., rY TRIIAIENTS 

fý dingrcmmatie reprc, "sentatic., n of a typicri abr.. sivu wheel 

probrbility c, ennity function (p(lf) is given in Fin 
_n. 

30. The 

horizont. 1 scn1. i: rupr,,. rentp, they height v, rinti. tý11 whip t}ro 

vcrticr, i ncalc is a mc. asuru of probability. The zero levu 1, 

out,,: rmost level., and scanning clýL. rth, b, "n düi'ä., I,: ci in Pik;. 2? 

are iridicatc. d. Thß. probobiii ty peak occurring . 1. t t}rk; zero level 

is mainly it ce, nn(2cquurice of the wheel porosity and the scanning 

depth. 
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:. ll pdf measur, 2ments were carried out using the dc cut-off ; since 

thL problem of display i: Jerprt: tation is simplified, 

Thi voltage sensitivity w. -, s c el. ctýd in conjunction with the trans- 

ducer sensitivity to give 4 cm deflection, i,, (2., 40 )pints on C1: T 

for all. values of the stylus 1>cnctr Ltion, b. 

The sampling int,.: rval was sot at 0.167 x 10-3 in. which corr,. c.; pondcd 

to a correlator sampling time, Cit, setting of 10 millisocs., wh.. n 

related to the scanning speed. The minimum sampling lcn; ths ware 

2 in. and 3 in. in the axial and circumferential directions 

respvctivcl. y. 

The profiles were first analysed using the summation mode of 

averaging. Howev,: r, for profiles with a high zero probability, 

c,. [;., coarse dressed and small 6, this mode is not satisfactory. 

This is because the measurement process stops ti-'hon the zero 

probability reaches full scale deflection, giving poor definition 

over the "positiv" height range. In these cases, the exponential 

mode of £v,; raging was utilised. Here, the mensuremcnt continues 

after full scale deflection (the spot returning to zero) and with 

a suitable averaging time constant (=N Ut) , the pdf can be 

magnified over the positive height range for greater accuracy. 

The zero probability height is then meaningless, however, unless 

a record is kept of the number of times the spot cycles the screen. 

2. CORkEL, MON '. ND SJ? ECTR'kL T al, SUREMIIM 

Consider the surface profile to consist of an ac and a Qc component, 

i. e., y(x) = ac + dc. 

Then the autocorrolation function Ryy is given by 

yy 
(Fig. 31) k (P) L iyx. 

yX+ß dx 

ý ý. 'no 
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where y= heiL; ht ordiný: 

x= subscript den'.;. nC p ition along the profile 

P= correlation inte;.: al (= sampling interval) 

and L= profile length. 

The mean squared value of the signal is given by 

Y, 
x2 . ac 

2+ dc2 Ryy (0) 

The value of ac is a measure of the standard deviation, whilst 

the dc level gives an estimate of the rniean heiCht, jt. Thum, 

correlation measurements should yield an estimate of and }-L. 

Further measurements can be taken from the autocorrelation function 

(, LCF) which indicate the change in profile properties along the 

surface. One simple measurement is the distance at which two 

points on the surface can be considered independent events. 

This has arbitrarily been defined 
(9'70 

as the value of ß at which 

Ryy has declined to 105 of Ryy (0). 

!, : lore rigorous analysis of the profile c, -. n be carried out by 

taking the Fourier transform of the LCF to give the power spectrum. 

IL11 correlation measurements were made in the circumferential 

direction using the summation mode of averaging. 

The selection of the sampling interval, ß, was an inportant 

consideration and needs further expla;, cation. The problem is 

best : approached by considering the profile in the frequency domain, 

i.. c., in ter;:;; of its spectral analysis. The many theoretical 

and practical aspects of spectral analysis have been discussed by 

numerous authors, e. g., ref. 66,67,68. Briefly, the basic 

requirements for the practical det(: ormination of power spectra are: - 

a) The sampling interval must be sufficiently small to permit an 

estirmcte of the spectrum to be made over the range of frequencies 
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which are of in'tere:,. If f 
max 

is the maximum frequency, then 

the following conditici mur, t hold: - 
1 G ýf 2f 
max 

If the analysis is limited to the scale of an abrasive grit; 

an estin.:. te of f 
Max 

can be obtained. For the 80 wheel, the 

nominal grain diameter was quoted as 0.0075 in. With a 

scanning speed of 1 iý: /min, the width of a peak as a function of 

time would be 450 riillisecs, i. e., fmax = 2.2 c/s. 

Hence Qt< 
414 220 nillisec 

In practice a scanning interval of At = 100 millisec, 

i. ý. ,ß=1.67 x 10^3 in. was used. This gave a mc: lsuring 

bandwidth of 5 c/s which was considered adequate since 

measurements of the profile using the storage scope revealed 

virtually no power above this frequency. 

b) The powor spectrum must be zero Above 2Ot. 
If this 

is not true, the problem of aliasing will arise, where 

frequency components above 2It 
in the initial signal will 

appear in the range -2A<f<26t. This is not a major 

problem in the present work since it has already b, ýün established 

that thu powur spectrum is zero above 5 c/s. 

c) The bandwidth of the spectral window and the required number 

of nutocorrelation points, m, for computation of the power 

spectrum must be determined. The technique of using spectral 

windows is extensively dealt with in ref. 63. Brasically, the 

process is a smoothing; operation on the power spectral 

estimate determined from the "raw" correlation measurements. 

The type of window adopted, the resolution bandwidth and the 



value of m nre ft.., ''t', '-r discussed in Appendix A2, since they 

have a direct inf un she estimation error. For the 

same reason, the selected value of the sample size, N, is also 

consicLred in the App, undix A2. 

3.3 RESULTS I. ND DISCUSSION 

Although a considerable amount of work was undert;: ken using the 

high spot count technique, bccr. use of its limitations compzred with she 

correlator, this is reported only briefly. The majority of results 

discussed relate to the measurements obtained using the correlator, and 

are considered under the following headings: - 

1. Probability measurements 

2. Correlation and spectral measurements 

3.3.1 PROBi. BILITY i. nr,. SUR : MENTS 

The influence of dressing conditions and grain size upon the 

pdf is shown in Fig. 32. The pelf's were obtained on the exponential 

averaging mode, and consequently the magnitude of the zero probability 

peak is of no special significance (as discussed in Section 3.2.3). 

For the fine dressing conditions, Fig. 32n and b, the distribution 

can be seen to have a marked negative skewness. As the severity of 

the dressing operation increases, the distribution becomes less skewed 

Fig. 32c and d. Indeed, with a very coarse dressing, the distribution 

tends to skew positively. This change in shape of the pdf gives a 

realistic indication of the change in the distribution of asperities 

with dressing conditions. For a fine condition, the peaks tend to 

terminate at the same level and the density of asperities in the 

outermost levels is high. With coarser conditions, there is a much 
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wider sprond of amplitude components and the density of asperities in 

tho outermost levels is correspondingly . 
lower. 

The influence of Crain size upon the pdf in nine evi, h; nt from 

Fig. 32. The distribution is sein to exhibit increased negative 

Q wness with an increase in nominal grain caiameti r. M is is considered 

to be a direct consequence of the flatter nature of asperity peaks 

associated with the larger grin sizes. 

A. quantittivk, meusurcni nt of th:, clirlnl; os in cýlri las 

made by cuiisidcrinq tic following priramctcrs derivod from - di ; itn7. 

road out of the pdf's . 

u) T'ho perccntýtt; a ep cin , 
S. 

If k1,171 ... kn the number of events occurring A. L the' 

different height levels and ho in the number of obsurvntiono at 

th aveC tv.. I , Lh, u fier any value of S 

k 
0 

wr. ý 
ok i= 

`1'hc p: zrnmet er is a mu"A'sure of the asperity sprocint, resulting from 

the initial wheel porosity and the superimposed dressing 

rý 
conditions. The value of "ý is shown aa : functhri} of 6 for 

different dr enoing conditions and the two wheels under consideration 

in T''ig. 33. For both wheels y t`)tore is an increase in spacing 

with in -. i. ncrcasc" in the severity of the dressing operation. 

T1t¬ effect of a ruditc: L.: i_en in ac: dn A no 1v to decrease the 

pCrcent g Kci. ilq which 1:; a (1inoct cons: qUunce of t. lu 
. 
fits r 

wiicel structure. n di[t'ac ube; l, t tw, >, rn i. Is, t. wý_ý lrlaýý,. k il 

however, i; 
_, much 1,. ß,,;,, r than ; ntl. c. i ft l�_" 1 . >inct; for wipe '1e; uitil 

ec1Uol porosity once could re. `atonnbij expect the value of S to 

be approximately constant for any value of 6 /R. Thu, 
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discrepancy cm be attribO ? to stylus dictortion wh c; i is 

greator in the case of fir_ r wheel structures. This distortion 

is due mainly to the cone si.: 'icture of the stylus tip which 

limits 1penetration into the cavities. 

The value of S is also seen to decrease with b, but a,; airi, the 

convergence of the 30 wheel curves is indicative of considura. ble 

distortion. The study of surface properties as a function of 6 

has important inplicntions. During a standard grinding operation, 

the Crain depth of cut is unlikely to exceed 0.0002 in, Frc-' 

this paint of view, one could then argue that the range of 

intcýruct lies bctwcun 0C;. < 0.0002 in. however, the uncl,, r- 

lying structure is important for two reasons. Firstly, it h. aa: 

an important bearing on wheel wear. Secondly, the strength of 

the underlying structure will no doubt influence the elnstitcity 

of the Crain mounting, which has already be shown to have an 

important efi'ect on the grain-workpiece interaction(30). 

b) The mean height, µ. 

Fig. 34 shows the variation in u with b for different dressing 

conditions. The figures are avt: rage values of readings taken 

in the circumferential and axial directions and are concerned 

with the positive height distribution only, i. e., neglecting 

the zero ordinates. The value of u is soon to increase with 

finer dressing conditions, indicative of an increase in the 

density of cutting asperities in the outermost levels. The 

mean also increases with b, but it is unreliable to draw any 

conclusions for large values of 8 where the effects of stylus 

distortion would be to exr. gRerato the true value of }i. It 

can be seen that for the fiac conditions, }i tends to be greater 

than the median and for coarse conditions vice versa. 
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It is interesting to compare the effect of dressing conditions in 

the axial and circumferent ß. a. 1 directions, Fig. 35. Ir the fine 

dressing condition, try- Bali ,e of u in the circumferential direction 

is less than the value cf u in the axial direction, the opposite 

being true for the coarse condition. This would suggest that 

changes in dressing co. -, d tions affect surface properties in the 

axial direction to a much Beater extent. This is to be 

expected if the dressing operation is considered to be analogous 

to a simple turning operation where the tool removes its own 

profile. 

Standard deviation ,t *r 

The normalised values of the standard deviation, '/}i, are shown 

in Fi1;. 37. The results arv aý; r in avora ; es of axial and 

circumferential readinis. '+lso, the "T and u values are derived 

from the entire profile and include the zero ordinates (for 

comparison with later correlation measurements). The standard 

deviation is seen to increase with an increase in thc: severity of 

dressing, which is again indicative of the wider range of 

amplitude fluctuations present in a roughly dressed surface. 

The measurements in the axial and circumferential directions 

(Fig. 36) support the conclusions already drawn from }i., the mean 

height estimates. 

d) Skewness, Sk. 

The skewness is shown as a function of dressing condition (based 

on feed, f) for 6=1x 10 3 in. in Fig. 38 - positive heights 

only. The curves reiterate the previous observations on the 

change in distribution with dressing conditions and grain size. 
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e) Bearing area curve. 

The bearing area curve can be considered to correspond. to -%e 

cumulative height dis ~i. ', >>tion. : although the results below were 

obtained from the digitised read out of the pdf's, the correlator 

is capable of computing directly the integrated pdf (Fig. 30" 

The variation in beariep; area curve wtih grain size and dressing 

conditions is shown in Fig, 40. The values of the percentat; - 

spacing are also included to give a more realistic pictu; -'e of the 

wheel surface. In ref. 5 the idea of a "consolidated asperit7" 

is introduced, where the bearing area curve is joined with its 

mirror image and then repeated along the profile length to 

simulate the measured surface. Viewed in this light, the increase 

in asperity spacing with dressing conditions, and the finer nature 

of the 80 wheel is evident from Fig. 4Q Also of interest is the 

actual shape of the consolidated asperity. For rough conditions, 

the peak tends to be narrow when compared with the finer dressing 

conditions. This would suggest in practice a rapid initial wear 

rate of coarsely dressed wheels. This was demonstrated by 

Pattinson et nl(15) (Fig. 21, Section 2.3.3). They suggested 

the rapid primary wear rate associated with coarse dressing was 

caused by severe damage to the underlying wheel structure. From 

the bearing area measurements, however, it is to be expected that 

the initial wear rate will be rapid, regardless of the stability 

of the underlying structure. . ts the depth below the surface 

increases, the gradient of the curves is approximately the same, 

suggesting that the wear rates of differently dressed wheels 

will eventually settle down to a constant value (neglecting the 

changing wheel structure during grinding). This is in fact 

found to be the case(15) as .. uar rates in the secondary regime 

level out to approximately '': e same value (Fig, 21). 



Fig. 39 Correlator Determination of the Integrated pdf 
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Uhen considcrinr, the heu . ig , ir(,. a curves obtained for the same 

ourfacc, but for diff,: r, -uuL. v-a1u so6, it would set. u re i-lblc 

to o: xpect o.; 'ru:: muht tl, c" curves ovorlap, provided t1ie distor- 

tion is negligible. 'I". o r-: ^ult of this exerciso is shown in 

Figs. 41 and 42. It ca be se, --n 
that this is true for sm '. i 6 

coarse dressing, and '., r e grain size. For other conditions, 

how.. vc rIa discrepancy ox-l; is between the curves. Thus, ',, 

ci iý ar .n 
thy: l: uar1ng areas in this way it is possible 1 scc 

the relative effects of stylus distortion. 

The high spot count. 

:s already mentioned, the results of this measuring; techaiquc 

were not encoura.. -ink;. The high spot counts for the two _, xtreme 

conditions 46A5 and 461)5 are sho'm in Fig. 43. It con be seen 

that although the previous pdf measurements show a marked change 

in distribution with dressing conditions, the high spot count 

shows little change. In addition, the results showed poor 

repeatability when considering nominally identical dressing 

conditions. Some typical results are given in Table I. The 

parameters listed are derived from the distributions obtained 

when scanning; a 46 wheel in the circumferential direction, at a 

depth of 5x 10-3 in. 

The results enabled 3D graphs to be drawn as suggested by 

(23) 
Pahliztsch. Such a graph is shown in Fig. 44 based on the 

parameter showing the widest range in values, i. e., Sk. The 

grr-, ph is useful in that it supports the widely held opinion that 

the influence of the dressing feed upon the surface structure is 

far greater than that of the dressing depth over the ranges 

considered. 
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1£AP, _, 
T 
ßz' w1 

DR SSING CONDITION DERIVED PARAPETILRS 

f in/min d in x 104 11 ins }: 103 tT ins x 103 Sk 

1 1 2.49 1.17 -1.42 x lo- 

30 1 2.23 1.24 5.75 x 10-3 

50 1 2.26 1.21 2.36 x 10-2 

8o 1 2.18 1.21 2.81 x 10.2 

1 3 2.34 1.21 -5.1 x 10-2 

30 3 2.21 1.24 6.17 x 10-2 

50 3 2.02 1.14 1.24 x 10-1 

80 3 1.93 1.1 1.89 x )-1 

1 5 2.23 1.23 3,72 x 10 -2 

30 5 2.06 1.30 5.72 x 10-2 

50 5 1.83 1.07 2.26 x 10-1 

80 5 1.82 1.04 1.84 x 10-1 

1 8 2.21 1.2 -1.98 x 10 -2 

30 8 2.09 1.18 1.11 x 10-1 

50 8 1.98 1.15 1.76 x 10-1 

80 8 1.92 1.14 2.33 x 10-1 
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3.3.2 CORRELATION AND ;, iii;!. _'-lL MEASUREI-IENTS 

The previously described pdf measurements are essenti=: lly conce ned 

with characterising abrasive: bur aces in terms of the height ordinates, 

In order to investigate additJ. "rnal profile properties correlation 

measurements were undertaken. 

Fig. 45 shows the ACF f, )v the condition 80 A 0.5, obtains ,! when 

using the dc cut-off. The funci.. Lon is typical of all corrdti ioii 

measurements utilising this mode, in that the presence of a dc level 

and the large amount of power at the very low frequency end of the 

spectrum cause a loss in information concerning the higher fregrency 

data. (Appendix Al). For this reason, the correlator was operated 

entirely in the ac mode, i. e., cut-off frequency of l Hz. Unfortunately, 

the dc level is then lost, and an estimate of the mean height, ,, is 

not possible. 

Figs. 46 and 47 give the ACF's for conditions 46 A 0.5 and 80 A 0.5 

respectively, using the l Hz cut-off. The functions are seen to 

decay fairly rapidly and exhibit an apparent oscillatory component. 

Further observation shows that for the given conditions, the period of 

this component is close to the nominal grain diameter. For the 

46 wheel, the approximate period is 1 sec. which is equivalent to 

16.7 x1031n. Similarly, for the 80 wheel, the period is 0.5 sec. 

equivalent to 8.3 x 10-3 in. These compare with the nominal diameters 

of 0.015 in. and 0.0075 in. for the 46 and 80 wheels respectively. 

Although in this case, the change in periodicity is almost certainly 

a function of grain size, in general, great care should be taken in 

drawing such conclusions. The reasons for this become clear when 

considering the case of a pure random signal (white noise). The 

theoretical ACF is a Dirac functicn at "s, =0(T time delay). The 

process of bandwidth limiting the -Ase 
(Fig. 48) changes the form 
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c, £ the ACF to 

R(r) _ 
dBsi. n(iB7') 

it T x cos(21tf r) 
0 

(Fig, 1; 9) 

In practice, this is furthe_i distorted by the non rectangular charac- 

teristics of practical filter, _,, As a check on the previous conclusions 

regarding the appearance of th"; grain size in the tail of the ACY, 

white noise of bandwidth 15c:, ` was fed directly into the cerrel. ator 

and also via the tape and low p--u 3 filter. No change was apparent 

in the resultant ACF function, Figs. 50 a) and b) ((a) into correlator 

direct). 

At this point it is worth comparing the general nature of , he 

. The ACF s tire milar 
(results 

with those obtained by luklcniklýýý 

in form, Peklenik having suggested that hit; functions could be expressed 

by the relationship 

R (P) = Ao 'p cos P+B 
yy 

where AI B, a, ý, and ß are constants. Unfortunately, no attempt 

was made to control the wheel parameters in an orderly fashion, the 

wheel specifications showing simultaneous changes in both hardness and 

grain size. The period of the oscillatory component did not appear 

to reflect the change in grain size. It should be pointed out, however, 

that a detailed comparison of two correlation studies is somewhat 

speculative unless one has prior knowledge of the filtering circuits, 

sampling lengths and computational procedures. 

When used in the ac mode, the mean squared value of the signal, 
2, 

üquals the (standard deviat: ion, "r )2. Thus, the ACF's should 

provide: a rapid estimate of 0. In Table 2a comparison is made 

between a values obtained from a range of pdf and correlation 

measurements (4+6 wheel, 6=2:: 1.0-3 inJ 
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TAi Li; 2 

DRESSING CONDITION S'Iý: NDARD DEVIATION in. x 10 

(pdf) (ACF) (clod) 

A 0.88 0.1+ 9 o. 84 

B 0.75 0.44 0.71 

C o. 62 0.39 0.61 

D o. 1+? 0.32 0.5 

The values of t' derived from the ACT's fall well below the 

values resulting from the pdf incasuremcnts. This was thought t,,, be 

duo to the considerable loss in power of the signal cau:. uucl l; y t it. 

1 HIz cut-off. In an attumpt to overcome this and ;, till meint: in the 

hig-11, c: r fr(-gt_i ncy datri, thy: prýýLi1c. were recorcied on the, . lowest tape 

:, f)Ced and replayed into the correlator at the highest type speed. 

`ftis effectively rainns all frequencies by a factor of 8, resulting in 

a larger proportion of the data escaping the lower cut-off point. 

With a corresponding reduction in sampling time, WIN the equivalent 

sampling interval is now 1.34 x 10-3 in. cf 1.67 x 10-7'. The modified 

values of tT are also shown in Table 2 where good agreement is 

obtained with the pdf results. Hence the ACF can be used to estimate 

the value of t7 provided the above proci lure is followed. 

Although measurcrnc: nts of the rate at which the ACF decayed to 1.0% 

were made initially (Section 3.2.3), the r_e: u; lts are not discussed 

here. This is because the rncn : ureements are essentially a function of 

the signal bandwidth, which j r, now auialysed in mors detail by 

considering the power spectrum, SY, of th surface profile. 



Since the area under the S c-"ye is a measure of the total 
y 

power in the signal, 
Y21 (, T2 when using l Hz cut-off), the power spectra 

measurements will obviously reflect the previously determined variations 

in Cr. Of more interest, however, _is the change in power with frequency. 

Hence it is convenient to study the normalised values of Sy = 5ýýý` 

known as the spectral density A typical spectral estimate is shown 

in Fig. 51 (condition 80 A 1). The frequency scale is calibrated in 

cycles/second and also in an equivalent cycles/inch. The results of 

the window closing technique as discussed in Appendix A2 are also 

indicated. As more ACF point;; are used in the Fouriý. 7t tr. ýrc: oý rn, 

greater resolution is obt. rin(. d, but the reliability of the erLirn: ýt: 

unavoidably decreases. It must be pointed out that the apparent 

condition S=0 at f=0 is a result of the correlator lower cut-off y 

frequency (lHz), and is not a property of the surface profile. 

The influence of scanning depth, grain size and dressing condition 

upon the spectral density is now considered: - 

Effect of b 

The influence of b on the spectral density is shown in Figs. 52 

and 53 for the 46 and 80 wheels respectively. As b increases, 

the pow.: r at the high frequency end of the spectrum decreases. 

This is a direct result of the disappearance of the sharp 

asperity peaks which conUtitute the higher frequency components. 

At the low frequency end of the spectrum, there is a tendency 

for the power to increase, as 6i ncrea: _, es. This is attributable 

to the introduction into the profile of the longer wavelength 

structure of the surface. 

b) Effect of grain size. 

Comparison of Figs. 52 and 53 shows the marked influence of grain 

size upon the spectral densit,, r, The highe-r frequency components 
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of the finer wheel are clearl: r indicated. Tho arrows on the 

frequency axis are the equ: ý. valent periods of the nominal grain 

diameters. No definite peaks occur at this point although there 

is a resemblence of one for bcth wheels when 6=1x 1073 in. 

c) Effect of dressing conditions 

The influence of dressing conditions upon the spectral density 

is not well defined. In the cutting direction, the main result 

of an increase in severity of the dressing operation is to 

increase the cutting point spacing. In terms of the spectral 

density, this should result in an increase in the low frequency 

power. Fig. 51 shows the influence of dressing conditions on 

Sy for the 46 wheel. The results were obtained using the high 

speed replay procedure to decrease the low frequency power loss. 

As can be seen, there is a slight increase in the low frequency 

power as the dressing condition becomes more severe. No 

appreciable change is noticed at the high frequency end of the 

spectrum. 

3.4 CONCLUSIONS 

This section has been concerned with a preliminary investigation 

into the quantitative description of abrasive wheel surfaces using the 

techniques developed for random signal analysis. The study was 

initiated in the belief that the successful numerical assessment of 

abrasive topography would make a valuable contribution to the study and 

eventual prediction of abrasive wheel performance, e. g., metal removal 

rate, abrasive wear, etc. 

Properties of the profile investigated are the statistical 

height distribution and derived parameters, the autocorrelation function 
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and the power spectrum. If such meaouremente are to be presented as 

realistic indicators of the wheel surface properties, they must obviously 

be sensitive to different wheel structures and superimposed dressing 

conditions. Hence, as a starting point, the influence of grain size 

and dressing conditions upon the above measurements was considered, 

The pdf estimates showed marked changes with both grain size and 

dressing condition and this was expressed through the change in per- 

centage spacing, mean height, standard deviation and skewness.. In 

physical terms, an increase in severity of the dressing operation has 

two distinct effects. The surface exhibits a wider range of amplitude 

fluctuations, and the spacing between individual cutting asperities is 

increased. This simple observation is used later (Chapter VI) in a 

computer simulation of the simple plunge grinding operation of Chapter V. 

With increasing grain size, the distribution became more negatively 

skewedy reflecting the bluntness of the abrasive asperities. 

As far as correlation and spectral measurements are concerned, a 

great deal more work is required before their value as a measure of the 

surface properties can be completely assessed. Initial. results seem 

promising, however, in that the effects of grain size and dressing 

conditions can be detected in both the ACF and spectral density estimates. 

A variation in total power of the signal is reflected by changes in the 

mean squared value of the ACF, and in addition, variations in power with 

frequency are also evident from the spectral estimates. Because of 

the importance of the sampling interval in terms of the scale of the 

information extracted from the surface, the implications of varying the 

interval must be studied furthai-. For example, it may wen be that the 

poorly defined low frequency changes associated with different dressing 

conditions could be accentuated ,y increasing the sampling interval. 

In addition, the present loss in powux' at the low frequency end of the 
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spectrum duo to the correlator lllz cut-off requires modifications. 

The problem could possibly be overcome by using the dc mode of operation 

in conjunction with an external filter operating at a lower cut-off 

frequency of, say, 0. O1I1z. Alternatively, if a proximity type transducer 

could be used instead of a stylus, scanning could be carried out at 

high speeds thus raising the signal frequencies above the lower cut-off 

frequency. As regards the present transducer, the errors due to 

profile distortion caused by the finite dimensions of the stylus have 

been indicated. The method can be satisfactorily employed as long as 

the wheel structure is fairly open and the scanning depth small. 

An ideal conclusion to the investigation ultimately would be the 

realisation that the abrasive surfaces can be exactly defined by 'x' 

simple numerical parameters. In a very recent investigation into the 

representation of machined surfaces, Whitehouse and Archard(70) 

suggested that, for their particular model, the surface could be completely 

defined by two parameters, viz., the standard deviation, tr-, and the 

correlation distance, 1K. In the abrasive measurements reported here, 

although the profile can theoretically still be represented completely 

by the pdf and ACF, it is unlikely that the latter will simplify to 

two straightforward parameters as in ref. 70. This is because in the 

first place, the distribution is not always Gaussian and in order to 

express the degree of skewness, etc., the measurements must be related 

to the scanning depth. Also, the ACF would appear to be of the more 

complex form as suggested by Peklenik. 
(i8) 

In terms of a complete definition of the wheel surface, the 

pdf and correlation measurements do not give any direct information 

regarding the numbor and shape of Individual asperities. This is a 

definite limitation of the presF; r work because, as already indicated 
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(Section 2.2.2) the geometry of an abrasive grit is likely to be a 

critical factor in determining tie mode of metal deformation during 

asperity - workpiece interaction. In ref. 70, however, an attempt 

was made to derive the slopes and curvatures of asperities from pdf 

and ACF measurements by theoretical means. When using a sampling 

interval that was sufficiently large to overcome the effects of 

stylus distortion, good agreement was obtained with experimental 

observations derived from a digital analysis of the profile. The 

feasibility of similar measurements being derived from abrasive 

wheel profiles could well form a useful continuation of the present 

vork, but it may well be that the only successful way of determining 

the shape of individaul abrasive grits is by examination under a 

microscope. 

One undeniable advantage of the present measuring system is the 

speed at which surfaces can be investigated. Sampling intervals, 

averaging modes, etc., can be rapidly adjusted to give the required 

information in its most satisfactory form. Hence an extensive 

investigation of a wide range of wheels can be contemplated as a 

practical reality. This is in sharp contrast to the scope of previous 

investigations which have been unavoidably limited to an extremely 

narrow range of wheel parameters. 

Another attractive possibility arises as a continuation of the 

present work in that if a suitable fast response proximity transducer 

can be obtained, the change in abrasive properties during a grinding 

operation could be studied. The correlator would then be used in 

its "on line" capacity, showing variations in statistical properties 

as the grinding operation proceeds, 
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Having established a measuring technique, the next step is to 

investigate the cutting performa,. ae of a wheel in terms of the 

statistical properties of its profile. This is the main subject of 

Chapter V, where experimental observations on the mechanics of a 

simple controlled force plunge grinding system are interpreted in 

the light of the initial abrasive surface properties. However, as 

a necessary corollary to this work, the influence of abrasive asperity 

geometry upon the resultant mode of metal deformation is considered 

in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE INFLUENCE OF ABRASIVE GRIT GEOMETRY 

ON THE MODE OF METAL DEFORMATION 

The study of metal removal during grinding can be facilitated by 

using tools of known geometry to simulate the action of abrasive grits. 

Previous investigations of this nature (Section 2.2.2) have indicated 

that in a practical grinding operation, the interaction of abrasive 

grit and workpiece can result in three main types of metal deformation: - 

a) Elastic deformation, associated with the rubbing of grits 

along the workpiece surface. 

b) Plastic deformation or ploughing where material is displaced 

without being removed. 

c) Microcutting, resulting in the formation of metal chips 

as in a conventional milling or turning operation. 

All the above types of deformation may occur simultaneously 

during grinding because of the varying geometries of the many 

individual grit - workpiece interactions. In addition, the mode of 

deformation associated with any one interaction may change as the grit 

passes through the workpiece surface forming a groove. 

In this chapter, a simulation is used to study the influence of 

abrasive aspericy geometry and wheel speed, on the type of metal 

deformation obtained. A single tool is arranged to interact with a 

stationary test-piece, with the emphasis on reproducing conditions 

which are realistic of the grinding process, e. g., impact speed and 

duration, minute scale of deformation, and workpieco material. The 

forces developed and the energy consumed during the impact are 
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analysed in rin attempt to correlate the mode of deformation with 

these fundamental parameters. Of particular interest is the influence 

of tool geometry and speed on the transition from plastic displacement 

to micro cutting. 

The findings are then substantiated by further experimental 

work involving an analysis of the groove side swell, observation of 

a fine grid on the test material surface, and high speed photography 

of the entire period of tool-tost piece engagement. 

4.1 APPARATUS 

4.1.1 GENERAL ARRANGT. iT 

The main experimental set-up (Fig. 55) was designed to reproduce 

as accurately as possible the path traced by a single abrasive grit 

during a practical grinding operation. A standard Churchill surface 

grinder (horizontal spindle, Model 'OSB') was used and a special 

holder constructed to take the small simulated tools. The test 

material was held stationary, the rotating tool thus forming a singýe 

ßontinuous groove (Fig. 56). Under those conditions, the path of the 

tool ralative to the material is seen to be, circular, and not 

trochoidal as in practice. The difference in-the resulting groove 

geometry is very small however, and the grooves approximate closely 

to Types 4 and 5 as defined by Reichenbach 
(45') 

and reproduced in 

Fig. 17 (Section 2.3.1). 

It was found possible to obtain a practical range of impact 

speeds by accelerating the tool from different angular settingsq ß, 



Fig. 55 Experimental Apparatus 
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1+., 1.2 TI Ill, DYNlhrioi, 1ETER 

A dynamometer possessing; a very high natural frequency is an 

essential requirement for the occur. to measurement of short duration 

impacts. This has been pointed out by Crisp et al 
(4o) 

who suggunted 

that for satisfactory performance, the natural period of vibration 

should not be greater than one third of the minimum impact time 

experienced during tests. Using the above criterion and an estimated 

minimum impact duration of 0.27 millisec, a required natural frequency 

of ilk Hz was obtained. The impact time was evaluated from the 

geometry of the interaction assuming a maximum speed of +, 000 ft/min 

and a minimum depth of tool penetration of 0.001 in. In order to 

achieve this high natural frequency the test piece was made an integral 

part of the two component dynamometer (Fig. 57). Two Kistler load 

washers having a resonant freque. icy of 50 kHz (Type 902 A- quartz 

crystal transducers) provided the pressure sensitive element::. These 

were insulated from the main body of the dynamometer in order to 

provide n triggering circuit for the Tektronic 561+B storage 

oscilloscope on which the impact forces were recorded. 

Initially, commissioning tests were carried out on the dynamometer 

to dutvrmine the natural frequencies in both the horizont-. l and 

vcrt. c,., l d: i rcctions , n(l Lhu cross, c nsi t ivLty: - 

a) E-, tuni frc: yuunclus, fn. 

Thee,, e were determined experimentally by observing tli,, e dynamometer 

response to an external pr . odic force of tho form P=P0 sin wt. 

A Goodman Vibrrtor was used in conjunction with a strindrlyd 

signal generator, this co ibination giving a peak force output 

of 1.5 lb f up to a frequo pricy ,' 20 k Hz. Fig. 58 shows the 

response of the dynnmomet-r in both the vertical and horizontal 
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directions ctnd the natural frequencies occurring at 9.7 and 

8o6 k Hz are indicated. Those high values were achieved by 

ensuring good contact at the various mating surfaces of the 

dynamometer and by using glass as the insulation material. 

Although less than the ideal figure initially estimated, 

i. e., 11 k Hai the response of the dynamometor is seen to be 

negligible over the anticipated working range, signified in 

Fig. 58 by the limiting frequency value based on the minimum 

impact time of 0.27 millisec. 

The resulting natural frequencies of the assembled dynamometer 

are seen to be considerably less than the stiffness of the load 

cells. This is due to the added mass of the test material 

and elasticity effects at the various contacting surfaces. 

Because of this unavoidable reduction in frequency a simple 

arrangement whereby the test piece is mounted on a standard 

composite two component load washer is not feasible, since the 

natural frequency of such a device is only 10k Hz. 

b) Cross sensitivity, 

In order to determine an accurate estimate of the cross 

sensitivity, the two component dynamomoter was subjected to an 

impulsive force. This was achieved by dropping a steel ball 

onto the test piece surface from a known height. The position 

and direction of the impact force relative to the axis of the 

load cells could therefore be. accurately controlled. The 

dynamometer was assumed to behave as a simple mass spring system 

with viscous damping (Fig. 59a), The theoretical expressions 

for the force exerted by the ball on the test piece and the 

duration of the impact (F1. g. 59h) were derived from dynamic 
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and elasticity considerations at the point of impact 
0): 

_ 

PmaX = 1.143 no. 
4 

M0.6 vo1.2 

T=3.215 (N)o- 4 
v0 0.2 

where n= ER1/1.364 

and E= Young's modulus for the ball matorirl. 

R= Ball radius 

M= Mass of ball 
Vo = contact velocity = Ugh)l 

h= drop height 

Fig, 62a shows the cross response of the horizontal load cell 

when a peak force of 80 lbf is applied in the vertical direction. 

Allowing for the difference in scope sensitivity settings, 

the horizontal force, TI = 6.8 lbf, i. e., a cross sensitivity of 

8.5%. The effect of T upon the vertical force, N, was found 

to be of similar magnitude. The results of a large number 

of tests whore the ball was dropped at different points on the 

test material surface, indicated that the cross sensitivity 

was always less than 10%. In addition, for a given drop height, 

the change in the measured value of Pmax was negligible, 

indicating that grooves could be formed anywhere on the test 

piece surface with the same measurement accuracy. 

4.1.3 TOOL GEOMETRY 

Detailed qualitative c: uuninations of abrasive surfaces using 

sterooscan techniques have reveaj. ed that the individual asperity 

geometry is extremely complex. last experimental and theoretical 
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investigations have often simplified the true situation by approximating 

the asperity geometry to idealised mathematical shapes. In general, 

these have taken the form of angular structures such as pyramids, 

truncated wedges, etc. In this investigation, two tool geometries 

have been used, viz., pyramidal and spheroidal. Spheroidal tools 

hove been included because, although the macro-structure of a wheel 

tends to be decidedly angular, the asperity tips which are responsible 

for the actual metal removal often display a pronounced curvature. In 

fact, Redko(14) has presented a graphical relationship between nominal 

gain size and asperity radius based on the investigation of a largo 

number of taper sections of ground surfaces. 

All tools were made from tungsten carbide, the initial filaments 

being rough ground to shape and then finished by diamond lapping in 

specially designed holders. The profile details are: - 

a) Pyramidal. These tools are characterised by the angles ao 

and Co (Fig. 60). There is a deliberate positive clearance on 

both the sides and trailing edge, to ensure that tool- test piece 

contact occurs exclusively on the rake face, thus eliminating ¬. iny 

interference effects. 

Two sets were used, and are given below together with the 

resultant groove width to depth ratios (form factor) assuming a 

maximum depth of penetration of 0.001 in. 

SERIES A0= 90°, a= -75°, -60° , -40°, -20° l 0° 1 +150 

FORM FACTOR 7.75,4,2.6,2.13,2 , 2.07 

SERIES Ba= -140° 0= 1500 , 1200,900,60° 
FORM FACTOR 9.71 4.5 1 2.6,1.5 
The rake angles selected are predominantly negative. This is 

because, although there may be a considerable diversity of 
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b) 

opinion on the basic geometry of asperities, it is generally 

believed and accepted that the vast majority possess large 

effective negative rake angles. 

Spheroidal. These were prepared by lapping the required radius 

on the apex of a 900 cone. The tool radii and corresponding 

form factors assuming a maximum penetration of 0.001 in. are: - 

TOOL RADIUS, Rin x 103 26 10 20 30 40 50 

FORM FACTOR 4 6.3 $9 12.6 15.5 17.9 20 

4.1.4 TEST MATERIALS 

It was decided to carry out the majority of tests on a ductile 

matorial and an aluminium alloy, BS HP 15WP, having the following 

mechanical properties was eventually selected: - 

0.1% Proof stress = 60 x 103 lb/in2 

Young's modulus = 10 x 106 lb/in2 

Elongation a 12.6 

Th3 low density of the alloy is an advantage in view of the detrimental 

effect of the test piece mass upon the resultant natural frequencies 

of the dynamometer, as discussed earlier. The intricate tools also 

withstood the impact forces satisfactorily with this material. 

Some additional tests wore also carried out on cast iron and 

brass to compare tho behavior..:: of ductile and brittlo materials. 

In the case of the surface grid deformation tests, specimens 

were specially prepared from stainless steel EN 58J. This is 

discussed in dotail in Section 4.2.2. 
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4.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

4.2.1 FORCE MEASUREMENTS 

In order to obtain an accurately aligned surface of good texture 

(( 10 CIA), the test material was ground in situ on the grinding 

machine table. The abrasive wheel was then removed and replaced by 

the special tool holder. The maximum tool depth of penetration, tm I 

was then sot as follows. The rotating tool was lowered slowly until 

the circuit triggered the oscilloscope indicating tool - test piece 

contact at the point C (Fig. 61). The tool was halted and the desired 

depth of penetration obtained by lowering the wheelhead assembly, 

noting the downfeed on a Rank Taylor Hobson Magna-gauge. In this way, 

tmax 
could be set to ± 2.5% over the desired operating range. 

The impact speed which depended on the initial angular setting 

was calculated by estimating the time taken for the tool to travel the 

distance AB (Fig. 61). The oscilloscope was assumed to trigger when 

the tool first contacted the test piece surface at the point A. The 

time taken to reach B was then determined from the width of the force 

traces recorded on the oscilloscope. The calculation which assumes 

the velocity to be constant along the length of the groove introduces 

only a small error because of the small arc of contact. 

In view of the negligiblo dynamomater xeaponse (Fig. 58) over 

t)}a desired operating rango, a static calibration for the dynamometer 

was considered acceptable and this was carried out at frequent 

intervals for a range of sensitivities. 
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442.2 SURFACE GRID DEFOR1u. TION TESTS 

The stainless steel test pieces were originally ground and lapped 

to give a high surface finish coupled with flatness (2 CIA and ± 0.0001 in 

over 2.5 in. The specimens were then lapped again using a slightly 

coarser paste, the ro. lative movement of the lap and specimen being 

restricted to one direction. This had the effect of producing a 

fine grid of parallel lines (5 CLA) on the test piece surface. Grooves 

were then produced normal to these lines, and examined under a microscope. 

If metal is displaced by plastic deformation only, it is fair 

to assume that the grid lines will remain visible on the groove base. 

On the other hand, microcutting can be expected to erase any trace of 

the original grid. 

4.2.3 GROOVE SIDE SWELL 

These measurements were made on the grooves cut in the aluminium 

alloy, using a standard Talysurf instrument. Profiles wore obtained 

of the groove cross sections in the nominal regions of entry and exit, 

and at the groove centre. 

4.2.4 HIGH SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY 

This involved a straightforward observation of the metal 

removal process along the entire groove length. In order to obtain 

the required number of frame: with the camera and lighting equipment 

available, the impact speed was limited to 250 ft/min in the case of 

these tests. With this lim: 1tation in mind, provision was made to 

trigger the whoolhead motor using the camera, thus synchronising the 

impact with the film speed required. 
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Details: - Camera - Fastaa: WF 17 with Weinberger Control Equipment 

Film - Ilford FP4 

Settings - aperture f 2.8, pictures/sec 5 , 000 

kß, 3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.3.1 FORCE AND ENERGY CONSIDERATIONS 

Fig. 62 b and c show typical impact forces for pyramidal and 

spheroidal tools (lower trace - tangential force, T; upper trace - 

normal force, N, i"e* relative to the test material surface) 

For comparison, the forces obtained when using an authentic 

abrasive grit are given (Fig. 62 d, Al2 03 grit, mesh size 46). In 

all cases, both T and N rise sharply on initial contact suggesting the 

absence of a proliminary rubbing regime. This was later confirmed by 

observations of the surface grid deformation (Section 4.3.2), and is 

attributed to the high rigidity of the system employed. 

The traces can best be discussed in terms of the important basic 

parameters which have become well established in practical g*inding 

ilivostigations, i. e., specific energy, etc. (Section 2.3.1) 

(3, ) EVALUATION OF THE SPECIFIC ENERGY, S. E. 

The S. E. is generally defined as 

S. E, Work done in removing material 
Volume of material removed 

In tho present investigation however, the S. E. at any stage of 

the impact can be determined by applying the relationship 

S. E. = Ti/A1 

where Ti = instantaneous tangential force 

A= corresponding groove cross-sectional area. 
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width to depth ratio or form factor is considered to be the 

significant factor in this casF 1 high values being associated 

with rietal ploughing and increased energy consumption. If the 

effective rake angle of a spheroidal tool is defined as - tan-1 '? tw 
max 

where w is the groove width, the transition is seen to occur in 

0 the region of -75 

tii i) T FFECT OF TOOL GIX)METRY ON THE ý/N RATIO 

For pyramidal tools the 
T/N 

ratio is seen to decrease as the 

rake ang e become., -.; mn'c negative (Fig. 00. Similarly with 
i 

spheroidal tools, the `N ratio decreanes with an increase in 

radius. This confirms the opinion that predominiantly ploughing 

mec}nm i <an::; associated with high negative values of a and large 

radii (high form factors) are charact . r. 
ised by low 

T %f ratios. 

In metal removal operations, e. 1;. , turning, the 
TA 

ratio generally 

falls within the range l. 5 to 2.0. In comparison, the range of 

values encountered in grinding is considerably lower: - 0.5 to 0.75. 

If it is assuriecl thr. t a grinding wheel. consists of pyrrimitinl tools 

only, from the evidence presented in Fig. 64, values of mean 

rake angle in the range - 600 to - 450 could be expected. Tlhi. s 

is at variance with earlier estimates (e. g. ,a ~- _ 30 a ref. 28). 

Alternatively, if the wheel is assumed to consist only of 

spheroidal gr°i n, th, P "n t'Fac Live rake angle could be expected 

to fall within tr: ! WK ._L to - 75°. The clo >, proximity 

of these values to the t. ranu; ti. on values Rocriboa earlier 

md shown in Fig. 63, suggests that although metal grinding 

is ussuntialiy a compluf. combination of rubbing, pinstic 

ctisplicement, and micrecutting under slightly unfnvourahlo 

khý 
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(iv) 

conditions, in the case of duet: ý. ie materials, ploughing could 

easily predominate, resulting in poor grindability. 

EFYECT OF IMPACT SPEED ON TIME FM RATIO 

The TIN 
ratio is seen to increase significantly with increasing 

speed for the pyramidal tool, but to decrease slightly in the 

case of spheroidal tools (Fig. 66). To explain this anomaly it 

is necessary to consider the apparent coefficient of friction, 

ut at the tool-test piece interface as given by Merchant's 

expression(34) 

N+T tan a 
T- Ntana 

From the above expression it can be shown that for small 

negative values of a, u is approximately equal to 
N/T. Similarly, 

for extremely high negative values of a (characteristic of 

spheroidal tools) the value of ji becomes more a function of 
T/T. 

Hence both trends are indicative of a reduction in the apparent 

". ", efficient of friction with speed. 

(y) EFFECT OF IMPACT SPEED ON THE SPECIFIC ENERGY 

Axt increase in impact speed results in a considerable decrease 

in S. E. values (Figo. 65a and b). This can be attributed 

mainly to the reduction in friction at the tool-test piece 

interface as shown already in (iv). The reduction in energy 

can also be explained by a decrease in the extent of the plastic 

deformation with speed (as discussed in the following Section 4.3.3), 

and the possible occurrence of thermal softening effects. 

Although the present rorý'ilts terminate in the region of 

conventional grinding speeds, the trends exhibited suggest that 
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further reductionfi in S. E. are possible at higher speeds, thus 

highlighting one of the p esible advantages of grinding at 

higher speeds. 

The considerable variation in S. E. over the speed range 

investigated also suggests that considerable care should be 

exercised when relating the results of slow speed simulation 

tests(32,35,37) to actual metal grinding operations. 

(vi) THE SIZE EFFECT 

Fig. 67a shows the change in U. with maximum groove cross- 

sectional-area, A, as a result of a variation in the tool depth 

of penetration. For both pyramidal and spheroidal tools, the 

SE. is seen to increase with a reduction in A giving evidence 

of the so-called size effect 
(12,29)0 

Previous investigations(l2) 

have tended to concentrate on rectangular tools whore A is a 

linear function of the penetration depth. The size effect has 

then been expressed as a function of depth. In the present tests 

however, A is a non linear function of depth and the SA must 

therefore be considered in terms of A. The importance of this 

is illustrated by the results from tests carried out with the 

IBf series of tools. Here the tool penetration depth remained 

constant, and the area changed by virtue of the different values 

of 0 influencing the groove widths. As can be seen from 

Fig, 67b, a size effect is still evident. 

The size effeot in grinding was first discussed by Backer ot a' 
(12) 

They proposed that the reduction in strength of a metal below 

a certain theoretical value, based on atomic considorations, 

was due to the presence in the material of inhomogenoitios, 

) 
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e. g., grain bounerixies, crystal defects, impurities, eLo. Thus 

as the grit penetratioa ac -veasesi the probability of a chip 

being formed between these defects increases, and the strength 

of the metal tends towar_ta its theoretical value. By considering 

grinding, micromilhing atuI turning, the variation in shear 

energy was seen to extend to relatively large values of chip 

thickness (Fig. 68). That the above hypothesis should explain 

the variation in energy for larger depths of tool penetration 

(O. Olin)is not entirely convincing, especially when the moan 

spacing of the inhomogeneitie, is quoted as lying in the 

range 4 to 40 }i in. 

In the tests described here, the above argument based on material 

imperfections could be applied in view of the small scale of the 

deformations involved. There is however, another important 

aspect associated with the decrease in grit penetration during 

a grinding operation. In general, such a decrease would result 

in an increase in the groove width to depth ratio whichl as 

indicated earlier, would generally lead to an increase in the 

relative amount of plastic deformation and hence the energy 

consumed. Further reductions in the penetration would tend to 

produce extensive rubbing with a further significant increase 

in the S. E. Within the scope of the present investigation it 

would not be possible to attempt to obtain the relative magnitudes 

of these effects. 

(vii) FORCE AND ENERGY CONSIDERATIO"; $ ALONG THE GROOVE 

The previous energy moaourernenhe were all obtained at the 

groove mid-point. By comparing values for the different tool 
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geometries, a transition in the mode of metal deformation as 

a becomes increasingly ne6ative has been indicated. In order 

to discover whether a transition is also evident along the groove, 

i. e., as the depth of penetration increases, values of the 

instantaneous tangential and normal forces were plotted for u 

number of positions along the groove. 

Typical results for both the pyramidal and spheroidal tools are 

given in Fig. 69 and 70 respectively. As can be seen, the 

general trend of the curves is the same. This is to be expectedt 

for although tool geometry may influence the shape of the curves, 

fundamental changes are unlikely. The tangential force follows 

the law T= Ctn whore t is the penetration depth and C and n 

are constants. For all tests, the value of n was found to be 

in the range 1. <n<1.3. This range is similar to that 

quoted by previous workers (as reported in ref. 65) when 

investigating coarse grinding operations. 

The energy curves show a decrease in S. E. as the penetration 

increases, giving further evidence of the previously discussed 

size effects. Contrary to what might be expect; ý4(38139,40) s 

the curves do not indicate a sudden transition in the mode of 

metal deformation along the groove. However, since there is 

already a decrease in energy with penetration duo to the size 

effect, the S. E. curve may not be the most suitable criterion 

for indicating the presence of a transition point. For this 

reason, a closer examination of the force traces was undertaken. 

It is suggostod that in the case of spheroidal tools, the first 

significant dip in the tangential force and the corresponding 
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change in gradient of the normal force (Fig. 62c) indicate a 

possible change in the mode of metal deformation. The position 

can be determined with reasonable accuracy by plotting the 
T%N 

ratio as a function of t as shown in Fig. 71 for R=0.006 in. 

This gives a critical penetration depth, tc ,=2x 1074 in. 

The force discontinuity was seen to move to the right of the 

traces with increasing radius until virtually smooth traces 

were obtained for R=0,041n. If the transition is assumed 

to be from plastic deformation to microcutting, the increase in 

t0 with radius agrees in principle with the slow speed results 

reported by Kragelskii(26). In a similar manner, tc was seen 

to decrease with an increase in impact speed confirming the 

results of the grinding experiments undertaken by Tanaka(38). 

The above transition along the groove was not observed with 

pyramidal tools and indeed the value of 
T/N 

was seen to be 

constant, Fig. 71" The explanation for this can possibly be 

found by examining the basic difference between the two tool 

geometries. For pyramidal tools, except for a small change in 

angle caused by the circular tool path, the rake angle is 

constant along the entire groove length. With spheroidal 

tools, however, the effective rake angle is a function of the 

penetration depth. In the case of the tool relating to Fig-71, 

the rctko varies from a theoretical - 900 at entry to a value of 

approximately - 700 at the mid-position, and as shown earlier 

this could be expected to lead to the observed increase in the 
T/N 

ratio as the penetration increases. 
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To investigate further the suggosted transition along the groove 

exhibited by spheroidal tools, the results of three further experiments 

are now discussed. 

4.3.2 SURFACE GRID DEFORMATION TESTS 

Typical results for the ploughing and microcutting regimes are 

shown in Fig. 72 a and b respectively. The striations are clearly 

seen on the groove base when the tool is ploughing, whereas lines are 

visible only in the cutting direction when microcutting occurs. By 

eptimating under a microscope the distance along the groove at which 

the transition occurs, a value of the critical penetration depths tog 

was obtained. Fig. 73 shows the plot of 
t/ 

against tool radius 

fpr tests with tmax = 0.001 in. For R>0.03, tc/tmax takes the 

value of unity as grid lines were in evidence as far as the groove 

centre. Since it is unlikely that cutting would occur as the tool 

emerges from the test piece, in these cases 
tc/tmax indicates total 

ploughing. The value of 
tc/tom 

= 0.21 i. e., t0=2x l04 in 

fpr R=0,0061n, compares very favourably with the result of 

Section '+. 3.1 (vii) based on the analysis of the tangential impact 

force. 

Fig. 72 c shows the tendency for metal immediately adjacent to 

the groove to be drawn in the direction of the tool, indicating the 

considerable extent of the plastic deformation. It is also interesting 

to note that grid lines are sometimes visible on the groove walls but 

not on the base. This would suggest that some form of transition 

with depth may also be operating in the transverse direction. 
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4.3.3 ANALYSIS OF SIDE SWELL 

The ratio of the area uf side swell to the total groove area 

A ) is given for different positions along the groove and for 

varying values of R (Fig. 74 a). For R "4 0.02 in. the amount of 

transverse deformation is soon to first increase and then decrease an 

A 
microcutting occurs. For R 0.0? in. however, p/A incr, atr, es 

along the full length of the groove but at an increa 
. ng rate in 

the exit section. This would sue %, est an overall transition in the 

mode of metal deformation in the region of R=0.02 in. For the 

smaller radiuned tools a trarloi tion also occurs at some point along 

the groove as MAMA by the rise and fall of the 
Ap/A9 

curve. 

, The magnitude of 
A 

p/Ag also decreasuo with an increase in 

the impact speed (Fig. 7+b) suggesting a reduction in plastic deformation 

with speed. This would confirm the earlier assumption concerning the 

reduction in S. C. with speed. 

flOTE: Vines of 
Ali/Ar 

above 105 could be caused by metre. he: tng 
E. ý 

dragged along the groove. Alternati. voly, the estimate of AP may be 

in error as a result of the Bide swell being "overlapped" as opposed 

to a solid displacement. 

1F. 3. ý1 Fil(11 SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY 

The results Obtained with the high speQd camera are shown in 

Fig. 75. To assist the interpretation of the photo raph3, a achem,: t1c 

ropro y:., n tati. c ii Of the intL rLcti on is given in Fig. 76. Ao rr: =r, uliu 

c" be summarised as follows: - 
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(1. ) I'Y RE', i, 1I 1)AL TOOLS 

Fig. 7Q aa=+ 150 Continuous chip fornvztion 

A g. 75 ba- 400 Again a continuous chip is formed with 

an expected reduction in chip length ratio. Thin vQun of a 

his been -, postulatc. d by sev,. ral. workers to be within thcý region of 

pl': stic dnforrna_iti. on. Although microcutting ha« aLsc been 

observed, Uns h ac often bean attribut :d to th, formation of a 

prow in front of thu tool effectively producing a , ponit: i_vo rsnJ« . 

In this uns", it f not Mar wh; a prow should ri , c,:.;. nK7 y ind=-, 

t, pn; :t t_i w- rnk :, . ctul why it sii uld also adh rü to the L001 whcii 

thL lattccr stcirt.; to cmorg-e from th, 
_ 

tý 7t pic : 

1"i(ý" 75 ca i00 Microcutting is not cviLll: nt 

uff; c. r, tt: tl tr: lBition o[a -rß, 5° h +: > Lh, , ri ox0, '. rdOld . tnd th.. metal 

d fornz? t: ion i. s Üsr3tr; t7_ýa1ly pp1IASItic. 

(ii) L 1DROIi )AL '2OO1 3 

l ig 75 dh=0.006 ixe. The pry vi. cu s sectic ns hclue pr ovickd 

fairly conclu,: ai. ve evid,, nc thr, t with this tool a tm, risi t ,l on in 

the mode of met¬? 1 doforrrration will occur at some point along 

tho gr"oovu V Ah. . li& Iwo f `'! i 10 shows thy: ' initial entry into 

the test 
." 

t'°<< , -to! ti.: tO squeal build up of material, 

Ms. g. 75 e I2 = 0.00E in. The pU f up in front of the tool har 

; t+ adi.; la increa sad until fracture occurs, and a tai, uce of metal 

is avvn to We& away from the t; z:, t material surfacv. The 

subs queat mode of metal deformation 
.: 3 not obvious from the 

photographs. AU though a transition has occurred thu continued 

formr, tion of a convention¬rl chip is not evident. It can, h 

conniud¬: di howevar, that th, conditions of tho ist . "r°action were 
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; such as i-, ) induce C icture in ' %o free pl: istic surface preceding 

the tool. Thu likelihood of such :^ fractur; occurring in n 

prncticr: l p. r nding opu ra. tion h-ns airvady buun suggootud as aii 

import,.. nt criterion in determining the grindability of rnetnl. s(30). 

In eddition, thy; prc.: 5ence of highly irregular shapes in grinding 

swarf(71) f suggc sto that the above mechanism is indeed nn 

: i. ntu.. gr<tl y wt of the grin�ging proct: s: rs. 

Fig� 75 fR=0.05 in. The groove width to depth ratio is v ry 

high nrld p1_, ý1stic deforrl"'it un occurs <rleng thy: full 
_l_engýth of the 

grOO VU 0 

4. '+ CONCLUSIONS 

Pn vious inveAigations of this nntur"i involving force rneasurcmunth 

have, in genoral, been carried out at very low specd. well outüicle 

the practical rang" of grinding, or at spt eds more appropriate to 

conventional metal cutting operations. In addition, the scale of 

deformation has often been greater than that resulting from the 

inter. action of a ringle abrasive grit in metal grinding. 

In contrast, th : press_rit t 6ts h: tv : been de ; ig ud to give -. 

r, :: 1i st1c simu]. tt: i on of the tbra vc r t-wo: rkp: i sac interaction. The 

tu., is 1;: ý, vc: Shown that the tool gvomt try impact speed, and scale of 

d formation all hiva: a very ;; igni3: icanL influence. on the g. E. For 

both 1yVUs of georuetry, th,: ýä. hýý incroasLA with an increa8o in the 

nt g itiv rake; r. ingrl , and a üc.: c: ease in thy.; irnp}L: ct sind scale of 

~L f ormrition. Those rusults i rarrmod: iut«Ly sug ;t st that cog idt r ', b1o 

thouid b: ox&: rcised whin r: aluatin j,, , aid in to ip eti. ng tht f inditigt 

of . 3imu1atud tL: OtS I)cr'formed uruic: r conditions tunrc,, tii tic of prnctical 

grinding op(rat1ofl . 

ý. ; 
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The S. F. w, ruc$ found t- c _, ý re1:, : well. wi ;h the mode of mtArtl 

deformation, higher values acing associated with extensive plastic 

ploughing type deformation add high interface friction. The encrL; y 

curves also signified a change in t. ho type of metal dc form, ition 

aat a=- 55 o 
and aeffective "" - 75 0 for pyramid--. 1 and sphQroidnl 

tools respectively. This wr» later confirmed to be a transition 

from microcutting to plastic dafor ation as a becomes : i_ncrcaaingiy 

negative. The corr. el. ition of energy with th, mode of metal deformation 

confirms the opinion of Marshall and Shtiw(46) that the former is fLn 

import-u, t consideration in grinding n chani cs. 

`l'hc behaviour of sph:: roidal tools is intr: renti. ng in th ,. t if 

charactorised by an effective negative rake angle, My function in 

the same way as pyramidal tools. In addition with R40.02 in. , 

a transition in the mode of metal deforwation win evident at 6orm: 

point along the groove. A similar effect was not observed with 

pyramidal tools, this being attributed to the basic difference in 

geometry between the two profiles. If the transition point is 

defined by a critical depth of penetration, t., then the latter was 

soon to incruuse with an incre; uue: in tool, radius and with a reduction 

: Lrº : iclpýtct SPUC(: 1. 

The oirnulcitiorr of an : Lbr ,3 , v¬: w1rt.:. i mirface i wing spheroid .. 

asperities is ndopted later (Chapter VI) to derive, , -L plc roi. hi: matica: l 

model of thn plunge grinding discussed in Chnpter V. It will be 

Noch that the muthomatical description of the surf ac. o is straightforward 

(A randomly orientated pyramids, AM and that the overall S. E. 

can be estimated by considering the outcome of individual grain- 

workpiece interactions using the c xporimental data of this section. 
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The -absence of a rubbing reg: i.: n at the tool entry position would 

suggest ;t that the stiffness j 
.n 

the normal direction of present 

system employed is higher than that of bonded grits in grinding wheels. 

The results of the simulation c. -in only be compart i, therefore, with 

very hard grinding wheels, i.;:. 
, those containinj. + large percentage 

of bond. In addition, the geometry of the groove formation as 

defined by Peichenbach's 
45 

classification, represents an extreme 

in operating conditions. In order to extend the simulation to cover 

th", rýo ep Li 1 r:. 11;:: e of wheels and operating conditions, two 

in , Il :: r-<. uE ýr sted. Firstly, an elastic module could be 

introduced into the. tool support system to t imrul. to the elasticity 

of the grain mounting. Secondly, r: simple variation In experimental 

procedure would unable the complete range of groove types to be 

reproduced. This could be accomplished by forming a circular groove 

as at present, and then indexing the workpirýce along 11 distance x 

in the horizontal direction (Fig. 17, Section 2.3.1). By varying x, 

th ; different groove types could be simulated and their influence 

upon the mode of metal deformation and S. E. determined. it is 

expected that both modifications would increase the probability of 

obtaining an initiril rubbing regime, since small values of x and 

: increased elasticity would effectively m duce the rate of L KA 

penetration into the test piece surface. 

In conclusion, the present simulation has provided a+ convenient 

moons of studying metal removal in rr_i, nding. Of particular importance 

hac been the observed influence of tool geometry on the mode of metal 

deform Lion and the energy consumed. Thom would appear to be 

consiclorable scope for future investigations. In addition to the 

modification already montione: d, thu range of materials could be 

extended, the impnct speuiL .1 ncr - ,. d, and simple theoretical 

considerations 5. ntroduc d, 



('11U; 1 TER V 

THE EPSIC MECHANICS OF 

A SIMPLE PLUNGE GRINDING OPERATION 

This chapter is concerne(l with an investigation into the Wisic 

mechanics of a simple grinding operation I viz. , the plunge grinding 

of metal strip under constant load. 

The study was initiated to assess the value of the previous 

abrasive surface measurements (Chapter III) and simulation tests 

(Chapter IV) as a contribution to the understanding of the mechanics 

of the grinding process, with particular reference to the influence of 

abrasive surface topography. 

The chapter also contains information relating to the effect of 

cutting fluids on the proce sn, and a brief indication of how the 

measurement techniques developed in Chapter III rn: i. ght be u: ned in a 

quantitative study of abrasive wheel wear is given. 

5.1 APPARATUS 

4 . 1.7. TEST RIG 

The advantages of studying a controlled force system as 

opposed to a fixed feed operatics have already been discussed by }sahnt 
W 

sie suggested that since the grinding action itself t 1. e. j the stock 

removal rate, the surface finish and the wheel wear, depends directly 

on the instantaneous force between the wheel and the work. p: i. ece, It is 

appropriate to relate these variables to the force directly. Aa a 
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consequence , tho grinding procc-, s i. ý Inkde, inctt pondont of the wheel. - 

workpiece system rigidity and th, determination of functional 

relationships between the grinding variables is simplif: i-;. 

In designing the test rig the following consideration were 

taken into account: - 

a) The rig must be adaptable for use with the Jones Shipman 

cylindrical grinder discussed in Section 3-1-1. 

b) Provision must be made for loading the test piece (metal strips 

11 it 
of cross-section /8 x /2 ) onto the wheel under a constant 

load in the range 0- 30lbf. 

c) Arrangements must be made for measuring the appli& d normal load, 

the tangential force developed during grinding, and the metal 

removal rate. 

d) Both the friction between moving parts and the inertia of 

the parts themselves must be minimised. The former improves 

the repeatability of test conditions by reducing the 

indeterminate frictional behaviour, whilst both effects 

ensure adequate sensitivity to a sudden change in operating 

conditions at the wheel-workpiece interfacL. 

e) AU moving parts require protection to prevent undesirable 

effects caused by the penetration of coolant, : >warf, and spent 

abrasive material between the bearing surfaces. 

The final design is shown in Fig. 77 and a diagramatic represent- 

ation of the configuration adopted is given in Fig. '? 8. The toot 

p, ii ce wct� mounted directly onto a two component dynamometer attached 

to a counterbalanced arm. This assembly was then supported on an 

air bearing positioned high above the cutting zones thuä preventing 
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f'orni. gn bodies en L i' it i; the main b: u. i_ng 
. ar c; rn� The workplece was 

to; rcled onto the wheel using h Ample r; l-;. e 1,,;, drf: urlic cylinder acting at the 

back of the dynamometer. WIi this arrtn(; cremt, the test piece does 

in fact appro ich the arm on a circular path, but ov, r the short infeed 

distances considered (max. 0.2-h-1. ) the departure from a straight line 

i3 only 0.001 in. and can be nej; 1. ecttýd. ruhe rid; could ho conven-i. ently 

mou, it ocl on the grä. ndinp machine t abl. e a; � en in Fig. "), 

The main it <. tturcy: _s of the xir are now icu,:,; ed in mo e ch tail: - 

MAI1J [ 1JPFO} T I3F; +RING 

For des igi purposes the shaft can be considered stationary which 

greatly simplifies the problem of bearing selection. In the 

final design, an internally compensated gag bearing was chosen 

baQause of the ease of rn inufacturo and the inherent advantages of 

an air supply over a fluid, i. e., a. tiY llab; i lLi ty and no recirculation 

system r qu iced. This type of hoLtrin{ in simpler in 

conc, truct_ion th, tu a more conventional pool hear: i. nf bec, tune no 

exte'l-n al : f]c; Vf riet: i. mployÜd and trt: <: a z : La ititr a, ltwe'l 

clircc; tly into} the though str:; ight-driJ. ied ho1r: äi. `ß`1i0. 

d( -, J -n cr: i L i"i. a for such huariu i are, ext. entsi. veiy In 

rcf. ". 72 , mml cc ycifflC i caacUiution WHY an the o. xFtnipa. a quoted 

in this r, f. i'e. nce ia given in Appendix 1: x. 1.. Me final bring 

design in given in iig. 79, The shaft wan ! made from otainless 

teel to milli mine corrohio cau8oc1 by minute traces of watts: 

vapour in. tho air Supply. For a similar reanon the inner and 

outer bus `E were made from Won on and were designed to give: f1 

cf: tntrxt]. ai r auppiy irinulue, on nssonibly. " Ax. 1I ].. bejc nti c-n pads 

were with ulitt: i}'i slots to )ei-m. 

from the bonrirlg eiol t i'ance r 
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An extensive investigation ir., ̀ o the bearing properties was not 

undertaken in view of the cclenentary function which it performed. 

It was noted, however, that the bearing was able to support a 

load of 70 lbs before metal to metal contact occurred. This 

figure is considerably higher than the total load which the 

bearing will encounter during actual tests. 

(ii) TI LOADING MECHANISM 

This consisted of a simple single acting hydraulic cylinder 

(Fig. 80) acting at the base of the suspended arm. Oil was 

allowed to flow freely out of the cylinder thus reducing friction 

caused by sealing. The piston was supported by P. T. F. B. bushes, 

since at low loads the oil pressure may not be great enough to 

ensure full film lubrication. The oil supply system is shown 

in Fig. 81. Oil was pressurised in a primary reservoir using 

the laboratory compressed air supply. By varying the air flow 

regulator valve, A, the oil supply pressure could be varied 

from 0 to 100 psi giving a corresponding load range of 0- 35 lbf. 

Returning oil was piped into the secondary container which could 

then be alternatively pressurised to refill the primary reservoir. 

The piston was attached to the base of, the support arm by a flexible 

coupling. This effectively absorbed the non-linear, movement of 

the arm and any misalignment errors. incurred during assembly. 

The coupling simply:, consisted of a stool ball moving, between two 

sets of , cylindrical runners. ;. -. The; runners were fixed, on the 

, mating parts and positionedý'at; right angles, thus=permitting 

Urelative movement �in-any, -, direction.; The, two: -sections wore then 

held together bye. light L, springs. ý", 
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(iii) MEASUREPUVT FACILITIES 

a) Force measurement 

The final dynamometer design enabled the simultaneous measurement 

of both the normal applied load, N, and the tangential force, T, 

and was based on the properties of thin circular rings when 

subjected to two forces which are mutually perpendicular. 

When a circular ring, built in at the bottom (Fig. 82) is 

subjected to a vertical force, N, on the axis AA the two points 

on the outside diameter will be in tension and the two points 

on the inner diameter will be in compression. Points on the 

axis B1 B2 and B3 B4 are not stressed. Similarly, when a 

horizontal force, T, is applied to the top of the ring, on the 

outside diameter points at BZ and B2 are in compression, and 

points at B3 and B4 are in tension. Points on the axis M 

are not stressed (These positions apply to points prior to 

deformation). Consequently, with suitable positioning of 

strain gauges and the appropriate electrical bridge, the 

strains resulting from the forces N and T can be measured 

independently without any cross-sensitivity. In practice, 

the rings are elongated to facilitate mounting of the workpiece, 

and assume an octagonal shape, the horizontal force gauges 

being located at 450 to the vertical (Fig. 83), 

The final dynamometer design was similar to the ring shown in 

Fig. 83 with slight modifications for mounting purposes. The 

value of L is not critical and was chosen to suit the overall 

design. The final dimensions and their method of selection 

based on a procedure given in rof. 73 can be found in Appendix B2. 
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Fig. 82 Deformation of a Thin Circular Ring 
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Fig. 83 Practical Shape for Dynamometer 
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The dynamometer was used in conjunction with a6 channel 

carrier amplifier (carrier signal 4V rms and 3 kHz) and a UV 

recorder. The appropriate electrical bridge circuits are 

shown in Fig. 84. 

NOTE: With the general rid; configuration adopted, certain 

following precautions had to be taken to prevent undosirable 

turning moments influencing the values of N and T at the wheol - 

test piece interface: - 

i) The interface should be vertically below the air 

bearing centre. This was implemented during the 

experimental procedure* 

ii) The support arm should be statically balanced 

about the air bearing centre. An approximate balance 

was first achieved by using a large mass operable on 

an extended arm capable of angular movement. Small 

weights located on a disc at the centre of the arm were 

then employed to effect a finer adjustment, in a 

manner similar to the standard technique for balancing 

grinding wheels* 

b) Measurement of the metal removal rate 

During a plunge grinding operation, the infeed of the workpiece 

is a function of: - 

i) metal removal rate 

ii) abrasive wear rate 

iii) thermal expansion of the workpiece 

iv) system elasticity 

In the short duration tests performed here, the last three 

effects are neglected, the metal removal rate then being 
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Fig. 84 Electrical Bridges for Force Measurements 
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a direct function of the infeed velocity. The velocity 

was measured using a SQhaevitz Standard Linear Variable 

Differential transducer. This is an olectromechanical 

transducer which produces an electrical output proportional 

to the displacement of a separate moveable core. There are 

no contacting sliding surfaces and hence detrimental frictional 

effects do not occur. The transducer was again used in 

conjunction with the carrier amplifier and UV recorder and 

gave a linear calibration of 0.05 in, infeed/inch galvo 

deflection. 

5.1.2 INITIAL RIG COMNISSIONINß TESTS 

Before beginning the experimental programme, initial tests were 

undertaken to determine certain characteristics of the completed system. 

These were combined with theoretical considerations to gain information 

relating to the limiting infeed velocity of the toot piece, and the 

sensitivity of the system to sudden changes in resistance at the 

wheel-test piece interface. The system was also loaded dynamically 

to investigate the response to vibrations obtained in practice as a 

result of the grinding wheel out-of-roundness. The results of these 

tests and the conclusion drawn are discussed in detail in Appendix B3. 

5.1.3 TEST PI E" E MATERIAL 

Threo materials were used, in the form of 72 in. x 
1/8 in, atrip: y 

a) FN 8- Rockwell hardness 20 

Approximate U. T. S. 49 tons/in2 
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b) TOOL STEEL - Composition: 0.9Col CIL. 1-1,3p Mn, 

0.1-0.3% Si, 0.4-0.6% Cr 

0,1-0,2% Va, 0,4-0,6, ö W 

0.03% maximum S and P 

Used in the fully hardened condition 

(hardened 800° C and oil quenched) 

Rockwell hardness 64 

Approximate U. T. S. 148 ton/in2 

c) TUNGSTEN CARBIDE 

Since the maximum amount of metal which could be removed during 

a grinding test was very limited (only 0,2 in. length of strip), 

the corresponding abrasive wear was negligible. In order to 

induce wheel wear using the test rig, the grinding of tungsten 

carbide was attempted, resulting in rapid wear rates with virtually 

no stock removal. 

5.1.4 WHEEL SPECIFICATIONS 

Three different wheels were selected with a view to considering 

the influence of grain size: - 

23 A 46 - K5 - VBE 

23 A 80 - K5 - VBE 

38A150- K8 - VB 
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501.5 GRINDING FLUIDS 

Two series of tests were undertaken to determine the influence 

of grinding fluids on the grinding action: - 

a) A general investigation using the soluble oil Shell Dromus B, 

in a 40: 1 concentration with water. 

b) A more detailed study on the influence of lubricant concentration 

using tap water, 60: 1 and 30: 1 concentrations of Shell 

Dromus D soluble oil, and Sintolin S. B. 2 -a synthetic 

lubricoolant containing E. P. additives. 

In all cases the rate of fluid supply was approximately three 

gallons/minute. 

5.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

5.2.1 DYNAMOMETER CALIBRATION 

The dynamometer was calibrated by separately applying incremental 

loads in the normal and tangential directions, and observing the 

corresponding output from both measurement bridges. Fig. 85 shows a 

typical calibration for amplifier settings of 27 db and 24 db in the 

N and T bridges respectively. In both cases, the cross- sensitivity 

is seen to be small, the actual value depending on the relative 

magnitudes of N and T. In practice, several amplifier settings were 

used to give maximum sensitivity over the entire working range. 

5.2.2 WHEEL DRESSING 

All experimontc werd carried out with newly dressed wheels, three 

tests being possible at intervals across the wheel surfaco prior to 
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redressing. The dressing operation ws sý: nd,: ýrd . Ued «s i_ndicr_ttod in 

Section 3.2, and the same range of conditions was employed: - 

Condition Dresser feed Dresser penetration 

f in/rui d in x 10 
4 

A11 

B 30 3 

C 50 5 

D 8o 8 

5.2.3 TEST PROCIMURE 

The test piece w{? s mounted onto the dynamometer and thr_ position 

of the grinding wheel adjusted until the wheal- test piece interface 
(Il) 

was vcrticilly below the air bearing centres (Section We 

tent piece was then loaded onto the stationary wheel and the applied 

load selected by adjusting the air flow valve, - &Q. 31) nAing the 

corresponding galvanometer deflection on the UV re: cordi r. The test 

piece wr s then momentarily retracted whilst the wheel was not in motion, 

and then reloüded. The normal and tangential force tr : cen and the 

tost piece time - displacement curve wore then recorded on UV paper. 

5.3 RMTtL` S 4'ºND DISCUSSION 

The experimental results arc: again discussed in terms of two 

basic grinding parameters, i. e .9 the specific energy rund th.; grinding 



In this case, the S. E. is given by: - 

? it. PnT 
s, = ov. J, in lb/i, 13 

I 

where R .- "tbrasive wheel radius, in. 

n=', /1teei E3pei; d, r. p. m. 

T= Y', -ingential force, l. b f 

A= test piece cross-sectional rares, 7n2 

vi = tost piece infei: d velocity, in/s,. c. 

Thus S, Iý,. 1.76 x 1O xV in lb/'in3 

It is int :; rest: ing to note that the enerj. ry i ci prnport: i cnal to P 

and inversely proportional to vi . Thu;, in addition to the energy 

variations resulting from choo, ngt: s in T (: is in C%ti pter IV) 
, the metal 

removal rate will also have an effect on the fint; l computed v lue of 

the ". 1 . This effect is ou :: n to be compatible with the already 

observed variations in S. E. arising from chi nges in the mode of metal 

dc. forrnation. Extensive plastic dcforrnntion will result in little 

metal being actually r. uwoveed, the infeetd velocity will be low, curd 

the energy will be correspondingly high. On the other nos crocutting 

will c: kusc high test piece i. nfuud rates, and low onergy consumption. 

In the renuit } thnt follow, except where given as a function 

T 
of t me avert e values of S. E. < ri. d AN are used, as doterminc: ti from 

the UV tr c. e s (Fi 
. 

86) 
. 

" 3.1 DIY TESTS 

In this first set of t; _r tl oc. rri. ed out its the abeiculCe of a 

, r. i. nding fluid, the c ffi: ct of sir, . r; rý r cone t c; ray, grain site, ýr:, s1'1.. E>d 

normal load and ra: Lterial ha. rdne 8u ppotn the result oat mode of me iu7. 
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deformation is discussed: - 

i. ) 
.) 

EFFECT OF DRESSING CONDITIONS ON T11" S. E. 

Fig. 87 shows the S. E. as a function of applied load for the 

different dressing conditions and grain sizes. It can be 

seen that as the severity of the dressing operation increases, 

there is r dramatic decrease in the S. E. The reason for this 

can be explained by considering the change in abrasive surface 

properties with dressing conditions, as discussed in Chapter III. 

With finely dressed wheels, the individual asperity peaks tend 

to fall at the same level, and the cuncentrat _on of potentiti 

cutting cdge: o in the outermost 1;: vuls of the wheel surfece: i 

correspondingly high. In a controlled force--free infe,: d 

oporati cn , this will r,. oust in the normal loads supported by 

individual contacting asp rities being relatively low. As n 

conL; equc, nce, the grit penetration dupths are also low, rind the 

individual grit - t,,:, -, t piece interactions are ch:, m cteri_sed by 

high groove width to depth ratios (form f- ctort) . In Chapter IV 

it was shown that such conditions favour extensiv,., l stic 

doformati. on and high energy consumption. 

is th4: severity of the dressing conditions increasos however, 

th,. 'isp:.: rity pc,. aks display a wide range of amplitudes, and the 

concontrntion of potential cutting edges in the outermost levels 

decreasua1 Consequently, th inlividunl groove width to depth 

ratios are low=r than thoýc experienced with fine dressing 

conditions. As discus t in Chapter IV, the Mont of the 

plastic deformation will docriane, the number of grits actively 

engaged in microcutting will ä. i cr(nine, and thure will be a 

corresponding reduction in the S. E. 
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(ii) EFFECT OF THE APPLITA NORMIºL IDAD ON S. E. 

As the load increases, except in the case of the fine dressing 

condition A, the S. E. is seen to decrease (Fig. 87). This can 

again be explained in terms of the individual grit-test piece 

interactions, increased loading reducing the groove width to 

depth ratios and hence the energy consumed. Although the energy 

continues to fall with increasing load over the range of loads 

considered here, the energies appear to be approaching a constant 

value dependent on the dressing condition and grain size, i. e., 

on the abrasive surface topography. This is probably due to 

the effect of asperities lying immediately below the outermost 

levels of the wheel surface being brought into contact with the 

test piece as the loading increases. Although the groove width 

to depth ratio associated with already contacting asperities will 

decrease, this will be offset by the introduction of now asperities 

which interact to give high width to depth ratios. Hence it is 

feasible that as the applied load increases, an equilibrium 

condition will be reached when the mean form factor, and 

consequently the energy consumed, remains constant. 

The case of the fine dressing condition A is interesting in that 

the application of increased loads does not reduce the S. E. 

This can be attributed to the very high concentration of 

asperities in the outermost levels. Increased loads do not 

substantially effect the individual groove width to depth ratios, 

and the latter ramain above the critical values associatod with 

the onset of microcutting. 
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(iii) EFFECT OF GRAIN SIZE ON S. E. 

Further examination of Fig. 87 reveals that the S. E. is also 

a function of grain size, although the effect is secondary to 

that of dressing conditions. For fine dressing associated 

with extensive plastic deformation, the S. E. is seen to decrease 

with a decrease in the nominal grain size. With coarse 

dressing conditions however, the reverse affect occurs, the S. E. 

decreasing with an increase in the nominal grain diameter. The 

reasons for this anomalous behaviour can be explained by again 

considering the geometry of the individual grit-test piece 

interactions. The individual groove width to depth ratios are 

influenced by two main factors, viz., the geometry of the grit 

and the depth of penetration into the metal surface. As the 

grain size decreases, the mean effective rake angle increases in 

a positive sense, resulting in relatively small width to depth 

ratios. however, the number of asperities in contact with the 

test piece surface also increases, resulting in decreased penotra- 

tion depths and larger width to depth ratios. Thus the nett 

result of a change in grain size depends on the outcome of two 

conflicting effects, which in turn will depend on the exact 

nature of the abrasive surface topography. 

For fine dressing conditions it can be assumed that the 

conditions of interaction are such that a decrease in grain 

size results in a nett decrease in the individual groove width 

to depth ratios, with a corresponding decrease in S. E. For 

coarse conditions however, the reverse effect occurs, the width 

to depth ratios decreasing because of the greater penetration 

depths. This causes the S. E. to fall with an increase in the 
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grain size. In addition, the more open structure of a larger 

grain size wheel may be conducive to "free" cutting conditions, 

with negligible interference between neighbouring grits. This 

could be expected to cause a further reduction in the S. E. 

(iv) EFFECT OF DRESSING CONDITIONS, GRAIN SIZE, AND APPLIED LOAD 

ON THE T/N RATIO 

The effect of the above variables on the T, 4 ratio is seen 

from the typical results reproduced in Fig. 88 and 89. An 

increase in the severity of the dressing operation causes a 

corresponding increase in the T/N 
ratio (Fig. 88). This is a 

further confirmation that the number of grits actively engaged 

in microcutting increases with coarser dressing conditions, since 

it was shown in Chapter IV that predominantly microcutting 

operations are characterised by high TIN 
ratios. 

The effect of grain size upon the TIN 
ratio was less predictable 

(Fig. 89) and showed no definite trends. This is probably to 

be expected in view of the small energy change resulting from 

a variation in grain size. 

It can be seen from Figs. 88 and 89 thrit the influence of applied 

load upon 
TIN is again not well defined. This is somewhat 

surprising in view of the considerable change in S. E. with 

applied load. It was noticed, however, that the S. E. values 

were much more a consequence of a change in infeed velocity 

than tangential force, and hence in this case, the T/N 
ratio 

may not be sensitive to changes in the mode of metal deformation. 
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(v) EFFECT OF N14TERI1,1 HUºRDNESS ON THE S. E. 

The S. E. was first condidered as a function of hardness by Marshall 

et al 
(46). 

They concluded that the S. E. was independent of 

hardness and attributed this to the small thickness of chips, 

causing metals to effectively exhibit the same theoretical strength. 

In the discussion of the report however, Tarasov indicated that 

the experimental conditions were such that the thickness of chips 

was unnaturally low, and reported th:. t for tests carried out under 

commercial conditions, the S. E. varied appreciably with material 

hardness. 

In the present tests, the S. E. is again seen to vary with 

material hardness (Fig. 90). With the exception of the fine 

dressing condition A. the energy associated with tool steel is less 

than that of EN 8 for low applied loads, and greater for high 

loads. This effect is interesting in that it gives a possible 

indication of a change in metal deformation with hardness. On 

account of the high hardness of the tool steel, it could be 

expected that the individual groove geometries will not change 

significantly with load. Consequently, the S. E. should remain 

virtually insensitive to load, which is seen to be the case from 

Fig, 90. In addition, it seems reasonable to assume that the 

extent of plastic displacement will be lower with the tool steel. 

This is confirmed by the lower energy consumption with tool steel 

when grinding in the predominantly ploughing regime associated 

with low applied loads. As the load increases however, the 

penetration depths incre; so with the softer EN 8, and duo to the 

increased microcutting, the energy falls below the corresponding 

value for tool steel. 
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5.3.2 EFFE, CT OF 1ü PLYING G1 C'wING FLUIDS 

1º11 tests were undertaken on the hardened tool steel using an 

80 grit size wheel. The results are initially discussed in terms of 

the general effects, and then later, the more specific effect of 

lubricant concentration. 

(1) GENER: L EFFECT 

In terms of the S. E., the general effect of applying a grinding 

fluid can be seen in Fig. 91. For conditions associated with 

extensive plastic deformation, i. e., fine dressing and low applied 

loads, the application of a fluid increases the S. E. However, 

for coarse dressing conditions and high applied loads where 

microcutting is predominant, the S. E. is reduced. 

The increase in energy for operations charactcrised by extensive 

plastic deformation can be attributed to two main effects: - 

1i hydrodynamic effect. Since it has already been established 

that under these conditions, the normal load supported by 

contacting grits is small, a hydrodynamic pressure generation 

at the whoel - test piece interface could cause a marked 

reduction in the grit penetration with a corresponding increase 

in. S. E. The effect has already been observed by fiahn(53), when 

investigating. the influence of cutting fluids on an internal 

grinding operation. The fact that grinding wheels can 

support hydrodynamic loads has also been demonstrated by 

Baul(74) when investigating a technique for applying fluids 

to the grinding zono when using high cutting speedo, In the 

present tests, the hydrodynamic effect has probably been 
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exaggerated on account of the large area of conformity between 

wheel and test piece. Nevertheless, as grinding speeds are 

increased, it is anticipated that there will not only be a 

problem in transporting the fluid to the cutting zone, but 

also in overcoming the decrease in grinding efficiency due to 

considerable hydrodynamic effects. 

b) A lubricating effect. The application of a lubricant to the 

grinding zone will cause a decrease in the true molecular 

coefficient of friction between the abrasive grits and teat 

piece. In the previously discussed slow speed tests under- 

taken by Kragolskii(26) (Section 2.2.1) a reduction in friction 

was seen to increase the transition depth between plastic 

deformation and microcutting. This effect would also explain 

, 
the experimental results since an increase in the transition 

depth would automatically be accompanied by an increase in S. E. 

It was considered beyond the scope of this project however, to 

obtain evidence to support Kragelskii's initial hypothesis. 

Evidenco of the above two effects is given in Fig. 92 where the 

x/r1 
ratio is plotted as a function of time for the wheel dressed in 

the fine condition, A. The TIN 
values are seen to decrease with 

the application of a fluid, indicative of both a reduction in 

friction and grit penetration, 

The observed decrease in S. E. when fluid is applied to operations 

where microcutting is the predominant mode of metal deformation, 

can be explained in terms of a reduction in the abrasive wear. 

As grinding proceeds, the cutting ability of individual grits 

gradually deteriorates as the edges become worn or dulled. The 
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application of a grinding fluid preserves these edges by a combined 

lubricating and cooling effect (as discussed in Section 2.3.4). 

Thus, the rate of increase in S. E. with time, caused by the loss 

of cutting ability should be reduced when a fluid is applied. 

This is confirmed by the results presented in Fig. 93 where the 

S. E. is given as a function of time for the wet and dry conditions. 

It can be assumed that when operating within the microcutting 

regime, the hydrodynamic and transition depth effects applied to 

plastic deformations are negligible. I 

(jj) EFFECT OF LUBRIC:, NT CONCENTRATION ON S. E. 

Considering the previous discussion on the general effects of 

grinding fluids, it seems reasonable to assume that an increase 

in the lubricating properties of a fluid will again have two 

different effects, depending on operating conditions. With 

predominantly ploughing mechanisms, the detrimental hydrodynamic 

and transition depth effects are increased with an increase in 

lubricant concentration. This is evident from the decrease in 

the TIN 
ratio with lubricant concentration when using fine dressing 

conditions (Fig. 94). The S. E. also increases as seen from the 

energy values associated with low applied loads (Fig. 95). 

On the other hand, with predominantly microcutting operations, 

an increase in the lubricant concentration results in a decrease 

in S. E. (Fig. 95). The energy curves suggest that there will be 

some optimum lubricant concentration depending on dressing 

conditions and applied load, i. o., on the mode of metal deformation. 

This agrees in principle with the worlt of Furuohi of al(62) who 

suggested that the optimum concentration is a function of dressing 

conditions. 
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The characteristic U-shape of the energy curves obtained when 

using Shell Dromus D soluble oil is also of interest, the rise 

in S. E. with increasing applied loads being an indication of 

the comparative failure of the lubricant properties at high 

pressures. In contrast, the continued down trend of the 

Sintolin curve demonstrates the effectiveness of an E. P. additive 

when operating at high pressures. 

NOTE: The anomalous behavior of tap water at high values of applied 

load (Fig. 95) was caused by bulk thermal softening of the 

test piece due to intensive frictional heating. 

5.3.3 MEASUREMENT OF ABRASIVE WHEEL 'JEAR 

The interpretation of the S. E. values obtained during the previous 

tests has been assisted by initial measurements of the abrasive surface 

topography. During the discussion on the grinding fluid tests 

however, it was indicated that the S. E. steadily increased as the 

grinding operation proceeded. This was attributed to a gradual 

wearing of the abrasive grits causing a progressive loss in cutting 

ability. The complexity of this wear process has already been 

discussed in Section 2.3.3, and in order to study the process in detail, 

an accurate measurement of the change in abrasive surface properties 

as grinding proceeds is an obvious requirement. Although a detailed 

investigation of this problem was considered beyond the scope of this 

project, the application of the measurement techniques developed in 

Chapter III is now briefly discussed. 
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As already indicated, appreciable wear rates cannot be obtained 

with the present strip grinding operation. Thus, in order to induce 

a measurable amount of wear, the unorthodox grinding of tungsten 

carbide was considered. As would be expected using a 23 A 80 - K5 - VBE 

wheel, the abrasive surface rapidly deteriorated with virtually no 

stock removal. In Chapter III it was shown that the probability 

density function and the power spectrum were two significant properties 

, 
of the abrasive surfacer and are consequently used here. 

Fig. 96 shows the change in pdf as grinding proceeds for the 

operating conditions N= 20 lbf, Dressing condition A. The scanning 

depth was 1x 10-31n. relative to the newly dressed wheel, the 

stylus remaining stationary as wear proceeded. The measurements 

were carried out using the exponential averaging mode, the meaningless 

zero probability being omitted from the figure. As expected, the 

newly dressed wheel shows a high probability at the outermost levels 

of the wheel surface. At t= 30 seconds however, this probability 

peak has moved to the left, the distance 'x' being a measure of the 

radial wheel wear. The peak has also increased in amplitude, 

signifying an increase in the concentration of height ordinates at the 

outermost level. This can be directly attributed to the development 

of wear flats on the abrasive grits. At t=1 min. the picture 

has changed completely. The outermost probability peak has decreased 

in amplitude, this being accompanied by a general increase in 

probability over the lower height range. This suggests that the 

surface now displays a wide variety of amplitudes and has effectively 

increased in roughness. This chznge in surface properties indicated 

by the pdf measurements agrees in principle with previous observations 
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on severe breakdowns of this type. Extensive wear flats are known to 

develop causing an increase in both the force on the grain and the 

heat input to it. A rapid deterioration then occurs, as a combination 

of mechanical and thermal stress fracture mechanisms causes grains to 

break away from the wheel surface. 

The change in surface properties as described above is also 

reflected in the power spectrum measurements. The variation in total 

power of the profile as a consequence of the radial wheel wear is 

indicated by a change in area under the Sy curve. The change in 

power with frequency is demonstrated by the spectral density functions 

shown in Fig. 97 where the reduction in higher frequency components 

with time signifies the development of wear flats. 

Because of experimental limitations, the above wear process was 

unavoidably severe and not representative of normal wear rates. There 

would appear to be no reason however, why the pdf and power spectra 

measurements could not be used with considerable success in the 

analysis of more practical wear processes. 

5.4 CONCLUSIONS 

The basic mechanics of a simple controlled force plunge grinding 

system have been investigated with particular reference to the influence 

of abrasive surface topography resulting from the initial wheel 

specifications, superimposed dressing conditions, and the normal 

applied load. The experimental data was again discussed in terms of 

the two well established grinding parameters, viz., the specific energy 
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and the grinding ratio (T%N). It was found that the dressing 

conditions, grain size, and applied load all influenced the resultant 

S, E. values, although the effect of grain size was secondary to the 

other two. The S. E. was seen to decrease with an increase in both 

the severity of the dressing operation and the normal applied load. 

The effect of grain size was not straightforward and depended to a 

large extent on dressing conditions. The material hardness was 

also seen to exert a considerable influence on the energy consumed. 

The above variations in energy with operating conditions were 

attributed to changes in the dominant mode of metal deformation, high 

epergy values being associated with extensive plastic deformation, 

low energies with microcutting. The reasons for these changes were 

explained by considering the individaul abrasive grit - test piece 

ipteractions. The abrasive surface topography measurements of 

Ciaptor III wore first consulted to establish the likely geometry of 

the groove formations, mainly in terms of the width to depth ratios. 

The experimental findings of Chapter IV were then used to determine 

the probable mode. of metal deformation, and hence the energy consumed. 

Thus, although during a grinding operation all modes of metal deforma- 

tion will occur simultaneously, by adopting the above procedure, the 

effects of different operating conditions can be determined in terms 

of a general swing towards either the high energy consuming plastic 

deformation or the low energy microcutting. 

The influence of cutting fluids upon the S. E. was soon to. 

depend on the dominant mode of metal defornmation. On applying fluid 

to operations characterised by extensive plastic deformation, the 
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energy was seen to increase. With predominantly microcutting 

operations however, the energy decreased. Further tests related to 

the influence of lubricant concentration suggested that in terms of a 

minimum energy consumption, an optimum concentration will exist 

depending on operating conditions. 

Although the results have provided valuable information regarding 

the mechanics of metal grinding, it is important to realise the 

limitations of this simplified process when drawing conclusions 

regarding the more conventional grinding operations. In these tests, 

the test piece was held stationary resulting in small grain depths of 

penetration. This tended to extend the range of conditions over 

which large scale elastic and plastic deformations occurred and the 

S. E. values were correspondingly high. This is evident from the 

maximum value of the grinding ratio obtained during the tests (0.2)ß 

which is considerably less than the values obtained in normal practice. 

It is thereforo suggested that for future work, whilst still maintaining 

the concept of a controlled force process, a more practical grinding 

operation should be considered. 

In the introduction to this project it was stressed that modern 

grinding practice could only be improved by a more detailed understanding 

of the metal removal process. To this end, the different modes of 

metal deformation occurring in grinding have been identified, and the 

influence of various operating factors upon these modes considered. 

From a practical point of view however, the successful prediction of 

the likely mode of metal deformation is not sufficient. The 

deformation must then be related to the importcnt process parameters 
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such as workpiece surface finish, quality of the surface, dimensional 

accuracy, rate and nature of the abrasive wear, etc. In experimental 

terms, this may simplify to a straightforward determination of the 

relationship between the S. E. and the above mentioned parameters. 

(On the subject of abrasive wear, suitable measurement techniques 

have already been indicated) Such investigations would undoubtedly 

provide a valuable intermediate stage before undertaking the more 

complex studies relating to the interdependence of process parameters, 

e. g., the correlation between abrasive surface profile and workpiece 

surface. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE COMPUTER SIMULATION OF A SIMPLIFIED CONTROLLED FORCE 

PLUNGE GRINDING OPERATION 

This chapter is concerned with a computer simulation of the 

previously discussed controlled force metal strip grinding operation. 

A simple mathematical model of the process is established which 

incorporates the results of the earlier surface topography and simulated 

abrasive grit investigations. Although the exact reproduction of the 

complex wheel workpiece interaction by means of a simple model is 

unlikely, it has been shown that the effect of different process 

parameters upon the mechanics of the grinding operation can be predicted 

with reasonable accuracy. These parameters include the dressing 

conditions, the normal applied load, and the grain size. 

This theoretical work was initiated so as to bring together the 

earlier experimental sections of the project in an attempt to substantiate 

as far as possible the conclusions already drawn. 

6.1 ESTABLISHING THE MODEL 

6.1.1 PRELIMINARY ASSUMPTIONS 

i) The abrasive wheel surface is assumed to consist of idealised rigid 

spheres, the radii, spacing and height distribution of these 

spheres being functions of the initial wheel specifications and 

dressing conditions. 

ii) The workpiece is considered isotropic and homogeneous, and is 

characterised by a metal flow pressure, p, determined from a 

straightforward hardness test using a spherical indentor. 
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iii) The effect of elasticity in the wheel- workpiece system is 

neglected. 

iv) Consideration is given only to the plastic and microcutting modes 

of metal deformation. 

v) The effect of a continual deterioration in the cutting profile 

as a result of abrasive wear is neglected. 

6.1.2 GENERATION OF THE ABRASIVE SURFACE 

The general configuration of the strip grinding operation is 

given in Fig. 98. The strip is seen to conform to the wheel surface 

and hence the apparent area of contact between wheel and workpiece is 

equal to the cross-sectional area of the strip. The important 

assumption is now made that the wheel- workpiece behaviour can be 

determined by considering the instantaneous contact of the strip with 

a segment of the wheel surface bounded by the strip perimeter (shaded 

area, Fie. 98). Such a segment is shown in Fig. 99. 

The abrasive asperity radii are assumed constant and equal to 

69) 
the nominal'grain radii as reported by Baul . The spacing and 

height distributions of the grits are assumed to be dependent on the 

grain size and the dressing conditions as discussed in Chapter III. 

The distributions are also assumed to be constant in the axial and 

circumferential directions and are determined in the following manner: - 

i) Grit spacing 

The grits are assumed to be equally spaced at a distance, a (Fig. 99) 

For the fine dressing condition, A, the grits are considered 
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to be spaced at intervals of s nominal grain diameter. This 

gives the total number of potential cutting edges, n, = (L x 
2R 

A check on this assumption can be made by considering the 

experimentally derived values of the percentage spacing, S, 

(Chapter III) with the theoretical figures, for different scanning 

levels. Assuming all grits to fall at the same levol with the 

fine dressing condition A, a typical abrasive profile (Section XX 

Fig. 99) would be as shown in Fig. 100. From Fig. 100; 

Percentage spacing, S= 100yß 

= loo(]. - 
OR - 6)5 ) 

R 

The theoretical and experimental values of S are shown in 

Table 3 for different values of b. (In establishing the model, 

the behaviour of the 46 wheel is considered, in view of the 

greater accuracy of the topography measurements resulting from 

minimal stylus distortion. ) 

TABLET 

WHEEL 46 

SCANNING DEPTH, bSS 
in x 103 (theoretical) (experimental) 

1 50.3 49 

2 32 32 

3 20 25 

As can be seen, the agreement between experiment and theory, 

assuming a= 2RI is extremely good. 
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For coarser dressing conditions, the value of s is adjusted 

according to the experimental values of the percentago spacing, S. 

Let the value of S for dressing condition, A. be Sl . Then 

if the percentage spacing for a coarser condition is given by 82 

in Fig. 101, 
S2 

q=gXY 
1 

and the size of the roughness array, N, is n= Wh 
4(R +q^ y)2 

Table 4 gives the size of the roughness array for the different 

dressing conditions (Wheel 46). 

TABLE 

DRESSING CONDITION ABCD 

SIZE OF ROUGHNESS ARRAY, n 264 203 156 110 

The above derivation of n assumes that the increase in S with 

coarser conditions is mainly a consequence of grits being 

fractured from the surface. In practice, S may also vary because 

of changes in the height distribution of the existing grits. 

However, the assumption does permit the simulation of the 

observed decrease in potential cutting edges with coarse dressing 

conditions as reported by Tsuwa(51) and Pattinson et al(15). 

ii) Height distribution 

The peak height distribution of the simulated grits is assumed 

to be equal to the overall height ordinate distribution as 

determined by the earlier pdf measurements of Chapter III. The 

heights are generated using a continuous random number generator 

having a discrete distribution corresponding to the experimental 
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probability mersurcmenti. The method of generatinC such numbers 

using a digital computer is outlined in Appendix Cl. To 

illustrate the procedure a simple example is also given. 

To summarise, the abrasive topography is completely defined in 

terms of the following parameters: - 

a) The number of abrasive grits, n, constituting the roughness 

array 

b) The peak height distribution 

c) The radius of the grits, assumed constant and equal to the 

nominal grain radius. 

NOTE The assumption regarding the spheroidal nature of the abrasive 

grits is also seen to fulfill the volumetric considerations of the 

wheel structure. The volumetric proportions of grain and bond, 

and the porosity, for a 46 wheel of hardness grade K and 

structure number 5 are: - 

Grain = 52% 

Bond = 7.5% 

Porosity = 40.5% 

(Reported by L. V. Colwell from V. J. Yobomudov - Grinding work 

materials and their manufacture, MASGIS 1953). 

In the model, the wheel is assumed to consist of uniformly packed 

spheres representing the abrasive grains. Consider one grain 

of nominal radius R: 

Volume of grain 3 AR3 
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For a 46 wheel, R= 15 x 10-3 in. 

and Volume of grain = 1.77 x 10-6 cu. in. 

Volume of bond = 0.075 x (2R)3 

0.25 x 16-6 cu. in. 

Volume (grain and bond) = 2.02 x 10-6 cu. in. 

. '. Volume of air = (2R)3 - 2.02 x 10-6 

= 1.36 x 10-6 cu. in. 

. '. Porosity = 
1.36 

= 40.396 cf. 110.5% 
(2R)3 

6.1.3 THE MECHANICS OF THE WHEEL - WORKPIECE INTERACTION 

Consider the static indentation of the workpice by a single 

abrasive grit (Fig. 102) 

Assuming d «« R 

r2 = 2Rd 

and the normal projected area An = 2nRd. A simple ompirical 

relationship for the tangential projected area is: - At = 1.32 rd 

Now consider the contact of the wheel surface and the workpiece as 

indicated in Fig, 103 (for a typical section XX Fig. 99). 

It is assumed that the abrasive grits will penetrate the metal 

surface until the total normal area of contact, ZAR 
I is sufficient 

to support the applied load, N. In terms of the model, this 

equilibrium position is determined by adjusting the value of b (Fig. 103) 

until 
N Zýc-- 

W* 

2 
(The normal area of contact is divided by 2 

since it is assumed that when the wheol is rotating, the normal load 

will be supported on the front half of the grains only) 
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By considering the geometry of the individual penetrations, the 

following parameters can now be determined: - 

i) The number of contacts, co 

This is a straightforward measure of the number of abrasive 

grits actively engaged with the workpiece. 

ii) The average form factor or groove width to depth ratio 

This is an average value of the form factors associated with 

'co' individual contacts. 

iii) The tangential force, T 
3 

This is defined by T=p EAt = 1.32 p (2R)3 2 dý 

iv) The infeed velocity, vi 

It seems reasonable to assume that the amount of metal removed 

by a segment of the wheel length, h, (Fig. 99) will also be a 

V) 

function of the total tangential projected area. Thus the 

average infeed of the strip may be written as 
'EA At 

If the nominal wheel diameter is 12 in, and the wheel speed is 

t=zx 1zn seconds 

For h=0.125 in. 

1500 rpm then the time taken to remove 2A 
taw material is 

given by: - 

bt = 1.33 x 10`4 seconds 

1.32 x (2R) 3x2 
d3%` 

and vi ¢ ------ 3n. /sec 
0.5 x 1.33 x 10`1 

The specific energy S. E. 

Having obtained estimates of the tangential forco and the infeed 

velocity, the relationship already applied in Chapter V can bo 

used to determine the S. E., i, ©., S. E. = 1.76 x 104 xT3 /vi in. lb/in 
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6.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

6.2.1 INITIAL RESULTS 

The results reported in this section represent the average of *ive 

sets of readings, obtained by considering five consecutive segments 

of the wheel surface. In practice, the readings did not differ 

appreciably as seen in the specimen output shown in Appendix Cfz 

The simulation is representative of the grinding of EN 8, characterised 

by a value of p=0.3 x 106 lb/in2 . The results are considered in 

terms of the effects of dressing conditions and applied load upon the 

output parameters listed in the previous section. The influence of 

grain size is discussed later in Section 6.2.3. 

i) Number of contacts, co 

Fig. 104 shows the variation in 'co' with applied load for the 

different dressing conditions. In general, an increase in load 

results in an increase in the number of contacts but the increase 

takes place at a far greater rate in the case of fine dressing 

conditions. The number of active grits is seen to increase 

with a decrease in the severity of the dressing operation. 

These observations are in keeping with the assumptions made in 

Chapter V when interpreting the effects of dressing conditions and 

load upon the specific energy values. In addition, if the 

number of contacts associated with increased values of N is 

taken to give an indication of the underlying nature of the 

wheel surface, the results agroo with the findings of Tsuwa(51) 

and Pattinson(15) concerning the influence of dressing conditions 

upon abrasive wear. 
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ii) Average form factor 

The average form factor values are given in Fig. 105. The 

curves again justify the previous assumptions (Chapter V) 

regarding the influence of dressing conditions and applied load 

on the individual form factors. The factor is seen to increase 

with coarser dressing conditions, this being a direct consequence 

of the lower density of potentially active grits associated with 

coarse dressed wheels. The form factor also decreases with an 

increase in applied load, the curve tending to a constant value 

depending on the dressing condition. In Chapter V this effect 

was suggested as a possible explanation for the levelling out 

of the S. E. curves at high loads (Fig. 65). The effect was 

attributed to the attainment of an equilibrium as N increases, 

between the decrease in form factor associated with grits already 

engaged with the workpiece, and the higher values characteristic 

of the newly contacting grits. In the case of the model, 

there is another contributary factor to the shape of the form 

factor curves, since from geometrical considerations of the 

abrasive grit alone, the form factor = f(N4). 

iii) Tangential force, T 

The theoretical and observed experimental values of T are given 

in Fig. 106 (the experimental values being only approximate 

in view of the poor correlation of T with N as discussed in 

Chapter V). An can be seen, the curves are in good agreement 

although this may be somewhat fortuitous in view of the many 

simplifying assumptions inherent in the model derivation. 
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iv) Infeed velocity, vi 

Model and experimental values of the infeed velocity, vi 'are shown 

in Fig. 107. The model values are seen to be far in excess 

of the experimental results which suggests a fundamental error 

in the model derivation of vi . 

v) Specific Energy, S. E. 

Since by definition S. E. = f(ý) and from the model, 
i 

T= f(> d34) and vi = f(; `3d3A) 

S. E. = constant 

For p=0.3 x 106 lb/in2, S. E. = 0.35 x 10 5 in. lb/cu. in 

This result is in sharp contrast to the experimental results of 

Chapter V where the S. E. was found to be strongly dependent on 

the normal applied load and wheel dressing conditions. 

In view of the failure of the model to predict the above effects, 

the derivation of the S. E. expression was reconsidered. 

6.2.2 MODIFICATIONS TO THE MODEL 

The investigation into the metal removal by simulated abrasive 

grits (Chapter IV) has shown that the resultant S. E. is influenced 

by the following factors: - 

i) The effective rake angle of the abrasive grit 

ii) The size effect 

iii) The impact speed 

iv) Material hardness 

v) The actual mode of metal deformation resulting from a 

combination of the above effects. 
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In this came, eff , to : "' I) and iv) can be neglected since the 

simulation is concerned with the grinding of one material, viz., F18 

at constant speed. However, effects i) ii) and v) may influence 

the S. E. to a considerable degree and cannot be disregarded. 

The results of the previous section have shown that the major 

discrepancy between the model S. E. predictions and the observed 

experimental values is due to the considerable error in the infeed 

velocity estimates. This may be caused by neglecting, in particular, 

the mode of metal deformation, since extensive plastic deformation 

will result in only a small amount of material being physically 

'removed' from the surface. On the other hand, microcutting could 

be expected to produce high infeed rates. Hence it was decided to 

consider the mode of metal deformation in the following manner. 

The important conclusion has already been drawn that the mode 

of metal deformation associated with individual grit- workpiece contacte 

is largely a consequence of the geometry of the interaction. In the 

case of the simulated spheroidal tools of Chapter IVY as R increased, 

a transition from microcutting to plastic displacement was observed 

in the region R=0.02 in. Since d=0.001 in., an equivalent 

critical form factor can be derived equal to 12.5. In the model, 

the form factor of each individual interaction is examined and compared 

with some critical factor, cff. If the form factor is less then 

'cff' then microcutting is assumed to occur. Alternatively, if the 

factor is greater than 'elf', plastic displacement is the assumed 

mode of metal deformation, the metal being displaced without actual 

removal. The effect of this is then simulated by not including the 

tangential projected area of that particular interaction in the 

general expression for the infeed velocity, 
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In the simulation, the value of cff was adjusted until the 

predicted S. E. values were in the same range as the experimental 

results. This was finally accomplished with a off value of 30. The 

reason for this figure being much higher than the observed value 

of 12.5 lies in the original assumption that the wheel surface consists 

of idealised spheres of radius 0.015 in. This tends to inflate the 

range of form factors above those obtained in a practical grinding 

operation, since in reality, some grits in the wheel surface will 

undoubtedly possess small cutting radii which will interact with the 

workpiece to give individual grooves characterised by low form 

factor values. It is obvious when the speed of the wheel is taken 

into account, that only a few microcutting interactions would be 

required per revolution to produce a measurable infeed velocity. 

NOTE 1. The expression for the tangential force associated with an 

individual interaction, i. e., T= pAt was also ro-examined, by 

applying the relationship to the spheroidal tool data of 

Chapter IV. Fig. 108 shows the theoretical and experimental 

values of T plotted against groove cross-sectional area for the 

tool R=0.021n. interacting with aluminium alloy at a speed 

of 750 ft/min. (R = 0.020 being the nearest value to the modal 

equivalent of 0.015 in. ) As can be soon, Ta KpAt where K is 

a constant considerably greater than unity. This difference 

is due mainly to the work hardening und frictional offocta, etc., 

not previously considered. (Related work on slow speed tests in 

the fields of friction and wear has shown K to lio typically 

in the range 1 to 10(26)) It can be aeon also, that K is not 
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constant and depends on the groove area as a result of the size effect. 

However, an approximate value of K=8.5 can be obtained by 

plotting K against the groove area (Fig. 109) and assuming a value 

when the area is extremely small, as in practice. This value is 

then further modified by introducing a speed factor to compensate for 

the lower speed of the single point data. This was derived from 

Fig. 65 and effectively reduced the value of K to 295. 

Thus T=2.5PAt 

= 0.75 x 106 At 

2. The assumption that the normal applied load is effectively 

supported on only the front half of the simulated grits was also 

checked using the previous single point data. Table 5 gives 

the experimental and theoretical (N = pAnA) values of N for the 

test discussed in Note 1. 

TABLE 

GROOVE AREFº N(experimental) lbf N(theoretical) lbf K 
inz x 106 

15.7 17.5 1.57 11 

31,8 34 3.18 10.7 

47 1+2.5 4.7 9 
62 60 6.2 9 

The range of values of K compares favourably with those obtained 

in the tangential direction suggesting the relationship for N to 

be satisfactory. 
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6.2.3 FINAL COMPUTE ENERGY VALUES 

A copy of the final program is given in Appendix C2 together 

with a typical output for the conditions stated, 

The complete set of energy values is shown in Fig. 110. As 

can be seen, the predicted values are in remarkably good agreement 

with the experimental results. (Dressing condition A is not shown 

since, in this case, the individual form factors are always greater 

than the critical form factor thus giving an infeed velocity of zero 

and an infinite energy comsumption) The reproduction of the 

dependence of S. E. on the applied normal load and the wheel dressing 

conditions has two important implications. Firstly, the results 

reaffirm the conclusion that the S. E. in a practical grinding operation 

is very much a function of the mode of metal deformation. Secondly, 

the results would indicate that the mode of deformation is primarily 

a function of the abrasive surface topography. 

In Fig. 111 the S. E. values for the 80 grain size whool are 

shown relative to the 46 wheel for the same critical form faotor 

of 30" As seen, the model fails to predict the observed docreaco in 

energy with increased grain size Associated with coarc© dresaing 

conditions. (Fig. 87 and discussed in Chapter V) The results do 

not support the argument based on topography which was presented in 

Chapter V as a possible reason for this effect. Howovvr, although 

the more open structure of the wheel could be an explanation as also 

suggested in Chapter V, the effect may be due to the 'size effect' since 

the cross-soctional area of the individual grooves was coon to be 

much smaller in the case of the 80 wheel. Possible evidence for this 
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in given by the fact that the error between the experimental and 

theoretical values of T is significantly greater in the case of the 

80 size wheel. 

6.3 CONCLUSIONS 

n simple mathematical model has been established which is 

capable of predicting specific energy values which are in good 

agreement with practical values. The model was based essentially 

on considerations of the individual asperity workpioce interactions 

and utilised experimental data from the earlier surface topography 

measurements and simulation tests. The results have confirmed many 

of the previously drawn conclusions regarding the influence of 

abrasive surface topography on the grinding action. In addition, 

it is important that the results also confirm the value of an approach 

based on the study of the likely outcome of individual grit- workpiece 

interactions when attempting to predict the influence of various 

parameters on the mechanics of the grinding process. 

From the point of view of further work, it would seem that the 

future value of such a modelling technique will depend to a largo 

extent on the accuracy with which the true wheel topography can be 

simulated. This concerns not only the highly irregular shapes 

constituting the surface, but also the scale of measurement. This 

is because it can be strongly argued that for simple models in which 

wear and elastic effects are neglected, etc., the relevant profile 

information is contained in a range bounded by the maximum grit 
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penetration (recorded at 2.5 x 10-4 in. in this model). However, 

tho model could possibly be extended to cover a more practical grinding 

operation, thus providing the opportunity to study the influence 

of different groove types on the mechanics of the metal removal. 

r., 



CR4PTER VII 

CONCLUSIONS 

This project has been concerned with the influence of abrasive 

surface topography on the basic mechanics of the metal grinding process. 

The work was initiated in the belief that a detailed investigation of 

the mode of metal removal, and its dependence on various operating 

parameters, would make a valuable contribution to the study and eventual 

prediction of abrasive wheel performance. The investigation has been 

conveniently divided into sections covering a quantitative description 

of the abrasive wheel surface, the influence of abrasive grit geometry 

on the mode of metal deformation, and the analysis and subsequent 

computer simulation of a simplified grinding operation. Although 

detailed conclusions and recommendations have been presented at the 

end of each section, the main points are now sumrmmarised: - 

1. The abrasive surface can be successfully defined using the 

techniques developed for random signal analysis, i. e., in terms 

of the probability height distribution, the autocorrelation 

function and derived power spectrum. The measurement procedure 

adopted facilitates tho rapid computation of the above functions, 

thus permitting the analysis of a wide variety of abrasive wheels. 

In addition, the possible observation of the change in wheel 

properties as grinding proceeds has also been discussed. 

2. Realistic simulations of the abrasiva grit-workpioco intoractions 

have shown that in grinding threo distinct modus of mota1 

deformation are possible, viz., elastic displacement, plastic 
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3! 

49 

displacement, and microcutting. The geometry of the grit- 

workpiece interaction has been found to be the most important 

single factor in determining the deformation mode. This 

geometry has in turn been found to be dependent on the overall 

distribution and size of abrasive grits, and the geometry of 

individual grit profiles. 

It has been shown experimentally that grooves formed by grits 

having large negative rake angles or edges of large radius 

involve extensive plastic deformation. On the other hand, as 

the rake angles become increasingly positive and the radii 

smaller, conditions favourable for microcutting prevail. 

A transition between these two modes of metal deformation was 

observed and defined in terms of a critical rake angle or 

equivalent groove width to depth ratio. 

The surface topography measurements have shown the initial 

wheel specifications and superimposed dressing conditions have 

a significant effect on the distribution of abrasive grits 

in the wheel surface. Consequently, the mode of metal deformation 

is strongly dependent on those two considerations, as indicated 

by tho analysis of the controlled force plunge grinding operation. 

5. The importance of the specific energy and the grinding ratio in 

the study of metal grinding mechanics hue been underlined. Both, 

parameters correlate well with the modo of metal deformation. 

T 
High S. E. values and low ii ratios are associated with 

extensive plastic deformation, whereas low values of Z. E. and 

high T 
ratios are associated with microcutting. 
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6. The effect of applying grinding fluids is dependent on the 

dominant mode of metal deformation, increased lubrication being 

advantageous in microcutting situations, but detrimental to 

operations characterised by extensive plastic deformation. 

When grinding under severe contact conditions, extreme 

pressure additives are desirable, 

7. The energy values observed when studying the controlled force 

grinding operation have been predicted using a simplified 

computer simulation. The results confirm the conclusions 

regarding the influence of surface topography on the mechanics 

of metal removal, and underline the value of considering the 

nature of individual grit-workpiece interactions when determining 

the influence of various process parameters on the grinding 

operation. 

3. It is recommended that future investigations based on the 

findings of this project should be concerned with one of the 

well established practical grinding operations. Priority 

should be given to establishing the relationship between the 

mode of metal deformation and important process parameters such 

as surface finish, abrasive wear, dimensional accuracy and 

quality of workpiece surface. 



APPENDIX A 

Al THE CORRELATOR 

Before discussing the operation of the instrument in terms of 

the basic measurement requirements, it is convenient to oonsid©r the 

averaging procedure, since both probability and correlation measurements 

are processes in which the final computed functions are the average of 

many samples. The correlator possesses two distinct averaging modes: - 

a) Summation averaging. This operates by sur. ng N samples and 

then dividing the total by N, which may be selected in the range 

27 to 217 . This mode anticipates thy: number of samples 

contributing to the final value of the function and is therefore 

a process of predetermined length. 

b) Exponential averaging. This is a continuous filtering process. 

If AP 
I is the current value of the running average and a now 

sample Ip arrives, the new average would be given by 

Ap a lºp-x + (Ip - Ap-li%N 

In fact, this running avorage algorithm is the digital 

equivalent of an RC smoothing filter. 

Although both modes should eventually give the scmo answer, they 

do have separate uses. In general, the summation mode is suitable 

when the amount of data is limited. On the other. hand, the exponential 

mode can be used as a "quick look" facility, since a rough approximation 

to the final function is given immediately, the value being steadily 

refined as the measurement proceeds. The mode can also be used as 

a test for stationarity as the change in statistical properties with 

time can be freely observed. 



The two measurement facilities of interest to this project are 

now considered: - 

1, PROBABILITY IDDE. 

This is capable of computing either of two functions: - 

a) amplitude probability density function (pdf) 

b) the integral of the pdf, or, the cumulative probability 

density function (cdf) 

In both cases, the signal amplitude is represented by the 

horizontal axis of the display, whilst the vertical direction 

is a measure of the amplitude probability. 

The main instrument settings are: - 

HORIZONTAL SENSITIVITY. Variable from 0.05 to 4 V/cm depending 

on the maximum amplitude of the signal. 

HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION. One hundred discrete l©vels across 

10 cm wide display, i. e., 10 levels/cm. 

VERTICAL SENSITIVITY. This depends on the averaging mode. 

When summation averaging is used, the process will automatically 

stop when any an© level reaches full scale deflection =8 cm. 

This corresponds to N events having occurred at that particular 

level. 

VERTICAL RESOLUTION. 256 discrete levels in 8 cm high display, 

i. e. 1 32 levels/cm. 

SLING RATE. This can be sot from 1 Hz to 3 kHz. 

These correspond to sampling times, t of 1 second and 

0.33 millisec. 

BODWIDTH. The instrument bandwidth is da to 

250 kHz. Two lower cut-off frequencies are available, viz., 

da and 1 Hz. In terms of the probability measurements, the 

centre of the horizontal scale represents the zero voltage 



level. Thus, when used in the DC mode, only 50 points on 

tho CRT are utilised. 

2. CORRELATION MODE. 

Consideration is given here to the autocorrelation function (ACF) 

only. The instrument computes and simultaneously displays 

100 values of the ACF. The vertical axis is a measure of the 

correlation1 and the horizontal axis represents the time delay. 

The instrument settings are: - 

HORIZONT4L SENSITIVITY, This in calibrated in time/mm and is 

variable from 1 us to 1 sec. This gives a total delay span 

of 100 " to 100 sec. 

HORIZONTAL RESOLUTIONS One hundred points across 10 cm. 

VERTICAL SENSITIVITY. This is calibrated in V2/cm and is 

automatically displayed on an illuminated panol at the eich 

of the instrument. Values can be selected from 5x 10-6 V2/cm 

to 5V2/cm. 

VERTICAL RESOLUTION. This depends on the display sensitivity, 

the minimum resolution being 25 levels/cm. 

SAMPLING RATE. The sampling time, tj is automatically 

equal tothe horizontal sensitivity setting, t/mm. 

BANDWIDTH. Same as for probability measurements. 

When used in the dc mode, information is obtained over the 

entire frequency range. However, in situations where the 

signal contains a do level or powerful low frequency components, 

the vertical sensitivity has often to be set at a low value 

to keep the displayed function within the confines of the 

CRT. This usually results in a loss of information regarding 

the higher frequency data. 



This can be overcome by operating the instrument in the ac 

mode (1 Hz cut-off), but information is then lost concerning 

the dc level. Also, the low frequency data is unavoidably 

attenuated by an amount depending on the filter characteristics. 

A2 ESTIW. TION ERRORS 

Errors associated with the analysis of sample records of random 

data may be divided into three main categories: - 

a) estimation or statistical errors 

b) instrument errors 

c) usage or personnel errors 

Estimation errors are now briefly discussed, but it must be remembered 

that these are over and above instrument and usage errors. 

The estimation error obtained when measuring a random process 

is in itself random and consists of a mean component called the bias 

error, and a fluctuating component termed the variance. A common 

measure of the error introduced by measurement is the normalised 

error, E" given by, 

variance of parameter estimate 
(parameter)2 

For a continuous signal, the error associated with the measurement 

of a parameter is given by 6R f(BT)`` where B= signal bandwidth 

in c/s and T is the length of the sample in seconds. 

1. Errors in the probability measurements 

A detailed account of the estimation of statistical errors when 

.., using digital analysis techniques is given in ref. 67. It seems 

that in general, the estimation errors associated with probability 

measurements are not major considerations. This in because one 



sample of the signal is generally used to determine all the 

statistical properties, and the sampling time Alt and the 

sample size, N, are selected to give the desired accuracy 

for the later spectral measurements. In the present Work 

also, a rigorous analysis of the errors associated with the 

pdf measurements was not conducted. However, it is reasonable 

to assume that the likely value of E will be loss than 0.05 

for the conditions quoted in Section 3.2.3. 

2. Errors in correlation and spectral measurements 

As already indicated in Section 3.2.3, it is necessary to 

smooth the spectral estimates determined from the raw 

correlation measurements. This is generally accomplished by 

weighting the original correlation function non-uniformly. 

This is carried out using what is known as a spoctral window 

of which several different types are in common use. In the 

present work, a Tukey window 
(6 ) 

is used, mainly because the 

available computer program (Appendix C) for determining the 

Fourier transform of the ACF incorporated this particular 

window. 

The equivalent resolution bandwidth, Be, of this window is 

given by 

1.3 
e at xm 

With At= 100 millisecs, and rn chosen equal to 80, an. 

adequate resolution bandwidth of 0.167 c/s was obtained, 

If the sample size is N, an estimate of the normalisod error 

for spectral calculations is given by E_ (m/N). 



With a sample size of N= 2048 giving a corresponding trace length 

of 3.4 in., E=0.2. The value of 4E could be reduced by 

taking larger samples. For a fixed smaple size, however, 

the accuracy could be steadily increased by increasing the 

resolution bandwidth, i. e., reducing m. The value of m can 

then be adjusted to give acceptable resolution consistant with 

the maximum permissible error. This is the window closing 

technique discussed in ref. 68 



APPENDIX B 

Bi SPECI? 1 CALCULATION FOR AIR BEARING DESIGN (reference 72) 

Specifications: - 

i) Maximum load carrying capacity - 75 lbs 

ii) Maximum available supply pressure - 100 psi 

iii) Design for minimum bearing diameter consistent with 

economy of fluid supply 

Nomenclature: - 

radial clearance, ins 

ks = static stiffness of full Journal bearing, lb/in 

b= circumferential spacing of orifices, ins 

D= bearing diameter, in 

L= bearing length, in 

Ae= effective area, in2 

Ps = supply pressure, psi 

alp a2 = dimensionless flow pressure sensitivities 

bl, b2 = dimensionless displacement flow sensitivities 

k= ratio of specific heats = 1.4 for air 

g= acceleration due to gravity = 386 in/sec2 

R= gas constant, ft lbf/lb °R 

Ts = bearing supply temperature, OR 

p, = viscosity, lbf sec/sq. ft 

Cd = orifice discharge coefficient 

d= diameter of inlet orifice, in 

W= mass flow rate, lb/sec 

A= flow area of compensating orifice, in2 

All = area of hypothetical choked orifice pormitting flow Wi, in2 



To conserve supply fluid, the bearing clearance should be as 

small as possible and a value of h=0.0008 in. is taken here as a 

practical minimum. 

For design purposes, the maximum allowable load = 0.5 k8h 

i. e. k8 =0=1.875 x 105 lb/in 150 
40008 

For an I. C. bearing b1=1, and for laminar flow in the 

clearance, b2 = 3" 

Three inlet regions were chosen giving b= TcD 

Aß irDL 

Eq. (16) becomes 
P 

kah 6< mi 2 
AQPs = nDL P$ (a 2) 

P 

-- 
=' 

x1 has a maximum at 0.8 and then a+a=3.5 Ps a1 + a2 Ps 12 

Hence DL 4.2 

Select D=1. and L 

From (36) 
PD h2 0.35 2k x 192- 00 x 

spd 

i. e. d=6.5 x 10"3 in. 

In practice, two sets of three orifices were chosen situated 0,75 in. 

from the ends of the shaft. As a very rough approximation, this 

was assumed to correspond to a bearing with one set of three orifices, 

having an D ratio = 1. 

Thus d=0.013 in. I in. approx. 



As an estimate of the mass flow rate 

0.532 Ps AM 
xÄ W= it dhC dx (Tr 

P 

for P=0.81 1.21 
S 

and W=5.65 x 10-5 lb/sec 

B2 SPECIMEN CALCULATION FOR DYNAMOMETER DESIGN (reference 73) 

Nomenclature: - 

t= thickness of ring, in. 

R= radius of ring, in. 

b= width of ring, in, 

Kr = effective spring constant, lb/in 

M= spring mass 

N= normal applied load, lbf 

T= tangential cutting force, lbf 

E= Young's Modulus lb/in2 (M. S. 0 30 x 106 lb/in2) 

r: a = strain on axis AA (Fig. 82, Section 5.1.1) 

46b = strain at points B 

fn= natural frequency, Hz 

From elastic ring theory, 

_ 
1.1NR 

AwEb t2 

2.2TR 

Eb t2 



Assume R=0.75 in. which gives sufficient space to affix the 

strain gauges on the octagonal flats. Put b=1 in. and t= in. 32 

Then for N=T=llbf. 

Ea=3. Q5 x Ö, 

tad Eb-6.1x10-6 

These were considered to be of sufficient magnitude to give the 

required sensitivity. 

The spring stiffness, Kr = 
1.39E b t3. 

R 

The natural frequency$ fn = 21 
M 

For M=2.51bs 

1 8, ý15x1o4x 84 
fn 2n 2.5 

560 Hz 

8,15 x 104 lb/in 

NOTE: The natural frequency of the dynamometer was determined 

experimentally and found equal to ßt50 Hz, the discrepancy between 

theory and practice probably being due to the minor modifications 

for retaining the specimen. In reference 73 it was suggested 

that an optimum value for fn is 500 Hz , which is slightly 

higher than. the observed experimental value. Despite this 

fact, the dynamometer performed satisfactorily with the dimensions 

and characteristics quoted above. 



B3 RIG COMMISSIONING TESTS 

Nomenclature: - 

P= oil pressure 

A= effective cross sectional area of piston 

x= lateral displacement of piston 

0= angular displacement of suspended arm 

M1 = mass of piston 

M2 = mass of suspended arm 

k= radius of gyration of arm 

I= moment of inertia of arm = M2k2 

R= perpendicular distance of line of action of applied 

load from the bearing centre 

V= infoed velocity 

VL = limiting infeed velocity 

Klo K2 = constants of proportionality 

t= time 

fn = natural frequency of vibration 

i) THE LIMITING INFEID VELOCITY 

As metal is removed during the grinding actions the test piece 

will move towards the wheel, a limiting velocity being reached 

when equilibrium conditions exist between the contact resistance 

and thu applied load. If the rig is assum©d to approximate 

to the idealised arrangement of Fig, lb, then for a frictionless 

system the equation of motion is 

F-K1V a Ml + 
RÖ 

assuming the resistance forces to be proportional to the infeed 

velocity. The limiting velocity occurs when the acceleration 

is zero and is given by VL tKF 
PA 

aK 



In the case of metals with poor grindability the resistance 

forces may not be a linear function of V and may not pass 

through the origin(31). 

Thus VL 
(PA 

1 

where B is the threshold value of the force required for initial 

metal removal, and n is the exponent of the force/infeed velocity 

curve. In addition, the effectiveness of the applied load will 

be reduced by the inevitable frictional resistance inherent in 

the mechanism. If these frictional forces are assumed to be 

purely viscous and proportional to velocity then, 
((PA 

- K2VL) - B] 
VL K1 

It is important to note that the dynanomoter measures directly 

the magnitude of (PA - K2VL). Consequently, the presence of 

unpredictable frictional forces does not influence the degree 

of reliability with which the applied normal load can be selected. 

From the point of view of repeatability and sensitivity, however, 

every consideration was given to reducing all possible sources 

of friction in the system to a minimum. 

ii) RESPONSE OF THE SYSTEM TO A SUDDEN CHANGE IN OPEP4TING CONDITIONS 

If there is a sudden change in conditions at the wheel- test piece 

interface, e. g., a rapid increase in the rate of metal removal, 

the system must respond in a manner that will maintain the 

concept of a continuous controlled force operation. The 

response will in fact depend on the inertia of the system 

(and to a lesser extent the frictional characteristics), and 
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in order to investigate these further, the effect of applying 

a step load was considered. In practice, this was obtained 

by loading the test piece against a mechanical stop which was 

then suddenly removed. The experimental time displacement 

curve was then'recorded and compared with the theoretical curve 

derived in the following manner: - 

The equation of motion can be written: - 

PA-K2x aM1K+ 

For small values of A, x= C/ß and putting I= M2k2 

1MR2 + M2k2 
PA = 

R2 
x+ K2 x 

MIR2 + M2k2 
Let M3 =2 

R 

Then PA Max it f + K2x 

Applying the known boundary conditions this can be solved 

to give 
K 

x= 
KA t+Ke 

M3 
_ .:. 

22 K2 

i. e. the displacement depends on the oil pressure, the effective 

area of the piston, the combined moment of inertia of arm and 

piston, and the constant of proportionality K2. 

Now K2 = 
va ( VT - terminal velocity) 

T 

and was determined experimentally by varying I' and measuring 

the resultant terminal velocity. In practice, the magnitude 

of K2 was seen to increase slightly with increasing pressures 



suggesting the presence of coulcomb friction between the piston 

and supporting bushes. 

The radius of gyration of the arm was determined by pivoting 

the arm about a point 8 in. from the centre of gravity. The 

period of oscillation was found to be 1.46 seconds and by using 

the concept of an equivalent simple pendulum, and knowing M2 1 

a value of M2k2 = 1400 lb in2 was obtained. 

Knowing M1 and R, M3 can be determined and the displacement is 

given by 

X=jt KZ 

- 
K2 

ot 

+ 
1o. 6 elÖ 

-110 K2 K2 

Fig. 2b shows the experimental and theoretical displacements for 

values of P giving an approximate applied load of 3 and 9 lbf. 

Agreement between the two curves is quite reasonable for this 

type of comparison, the discrepancy possibly being due to 

indeterminate coulomb frictional effects not considered in the 

theoretical derivation. 

By comparing the time displacement curves with the later metal 

removal rates from equal values , of N., it was concluded that the 

response of the system was rapid enough to maintain a controlled 

force concept over the entire operating range. 

iii) THE DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF THE SYSTEM 

Since during a grinding test, the system will be subjected to a 

periodic excitation resulting from the wheel out-of-roundness, 

it is necessary to consider the dynamic response. This was 

achieved by subjecting the test piece to a periodic force in a 



direction corresponding to the line of action of the applied 

load, N. The force was generated using a Goodman 390A Vibrator 

capable of giving a peak force of 30 lbf, linear within the 

range 0.4k Hz. The amplitude of vibration of the test piece 

was measured by an accelerometer attached to the main support 

arm, used in conjunction with a Dawe Vibration meter. 

The response of the system to a periodic force of peak value 

7.5 lbf is given in Fig. 3b, for different values of the load 

cylinder oil pressure, P. (P is expressed in terms of the 

equivalent applied load, N). The curves indicate that the 

system possesses reasonable damping properties and provide a 

means of estimating the natural frequency, fns for different 

values of N. 

In general, with a newly dressed wheel the out-of-roundness is 

unilobal, further lobes developing as grinding proceeds. For 

the short duration tests conducted in this investigation, the 

out-of-roundness was assumed to remain unilobal, resulting in 

an excitation frequency of 25 c/s. For a minimum applied load 

of 2 lbf the corresponding system natural frequency is 85 c/a 

(Fig. 3b), which is well above the expected frequency of 

vibration. 

NOTE: If the rig had been designed to give high stiffness in the 

infeed direction regardless of the magnitude of the applied 

load, any wheel out-of-roundness would have induced largo 

normal load fluctuations thus destroying the concept of a 

controlled force operation. 
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APPENDIX C 

C1 COMPUTER GENERATION OF RANDOM VARIABLES 

1) Generation of a discrete random variable (due to rtarsaglia(75) 

Lot Y be a discrete random variable with point probabilities Pi . 

Let pi for 1=1,21 ... n be expressed by k decimal digits: - 

i. es pi = bli 621 ,... 6ki 
n 

Define Po 01 Pr = lÖ r bri for r= 11 21 ... k 

and ns = 10r Pr for a=1,2 ... k 

Number the computer memory locations by 0,19 2. " k- 1 

The memory locations are divided into k mutually exclusive sets 

such that the sth set consists of locations ns 
_ 11 ns 

-1 
+1 

The information stored in the memory locations of the sth set 

consists of yl in b81 locations, y2 in bs2 locations """ yn 

in 6 
sn 

locations. 

Denote the decimal expansion of the uniform deviates generated 

by the computer by 

uý d1 d2 d3 

and finally, let a (m) be the contents of memory location m. 

Then if 
M"1 c 
2 Pi `U< 

, 
pi 

0 i-Cs 
put 

yt = Ardld2 " dß + nBw1 - 10 pi 



Example 

Value of Variable 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Point Probability 

0.3277 

0.4096 

0.2048 

0.0512 

0.0064 

0.0003 

By definition, 

Po ̀ 0+ P1=io(3+4+2) =0.9 

and similarly P20= 0.07, P3 = 0.027, and P4 = 0.0030 

no=0 n1=10x0.9=9 

and n2 = 16, n3 = 43, and n4 = 73 

The 73 memory locations are divided into 4 mutually exclusive 

sets such that 

Set Memory Location 

1 o, 1, ... 8 

2 9,10,... 15 

3 16,17, ... 42 

4 43,44, ., - 72 

Among the nine memory locations of Set 1, zero is stored 6 

610 =3 times, 1 is stored 611 =4 timos, 2 is stored 512 =2 timas, 

etc. 

The seven locations of Set 2 store zero 620 =2 times, 

store 3 623 =5 timesI etc. 



The locations can be summarised: - 

Value of Random Variable 
0 

+_ 
1 234 5 

Frequency Set 1 3 4 200 0 

Set 2 2 0 050 0 

Set3 7 9 416 0 

set4 7 6 824 3 

Then to generate the random variables if 

0u (0.9 put y=a (d1) 

0.9 {u<0.97 y=a tdLd2 
- 81) 

0.97 u(0.997 y=a 
(d1d2c13 

- 954! 

0.997 u<1.000 y=a 
[dld23d4 

- 9927, 

ii) Generation of a continuous random variable 

The above method can be adapted to random variables having a 

continuous distribution. Let F(y) be the cumulative 

distribution function and assume that the domain of the random 

variable is (a, b) where the interval is finite. Divide the 

interval (b - a) into n sub intervals of lenth A such that 

n6=b-a and the boundary of the ith intorval is 

(yi 
-1 I yi) where yi =a+i, A for i= 01 1w... n 

Define a distribution having domains- 

yi*Vi 
- zi t: 2 

J. 

with point probabilities pi = F(yi) - F(yi 
. 1) 

Finally let N be a random variable having a uniform distribution 

within the interval - 
Q/2 

' 
X72 

This can be done by setting 

W =, Q (U - 3). Then random deviates having a distribution F(y), 

can be generated approximately be setting yz+w 

z+A(u-) 



This is simply an approximate decomposition of the continuous 

random variable into tlio sum of a discrete and continuous random 

variable. The discrete variable can be generated quickly by the 

method described previously. The smaller the value of 6, the 

better will be the approximation. 

Each number can be generated by using the leading digits of U 

to generate the discrete random variable Z, the remaining 

digits forming a uniformly distributed deviate having (0,1) 

domain. 

02 METAL STRIP GRINDING SIMULATION 

Nononclature 

alpha = class interval of experimental height 

ordinate distribution 

b= equilibrium level (Fig. 103) 

beta I1; m) = height distribution probability array 

cff = critical form factor 

co = number of contacting grits 

contact [1: co) = array containing individual penetration 
depths of contacting grits 

de a dressing depth, in* 

depth (1: n) = array containing individual penetration 
depths (including non-contaoting grits) 

f= dressing feed in/min. 

force = tangential force, T lbf 

form Coo) a array containing the individual groove 
form factors 

hG metal strip thickness (0.125 ino) 



This is simply an approximate decomposition of the continuous 

random variable into tue sum of a discrete and continuous random 

variable. The discrete variable can be generated quickly by the 

method described previously. The smaller the value of L', the 

better will be the approximation. 

Each number can be generated by using the leading digits of U 

to generate the discrete random variable ZI the remaining 

digits forming a uniformly distributed deviate having (0,1) 

domain. 

C2 METAL STRIP GRINDING SIMULATION 

Nonenclature 

alpha = class interval of experimental height 

ordinate distribution 

b= equilibrium level (Fig. 103) 

beta fl: m J= height distribution probability array 

off = critical form factor 

co = numbcr of contacting grits 

contact [isco) = array containing individual penetration 
depths of contacting grits 

do = dressing depth, in. 

depth (i: nl = array containing individual penetration 
depths (including non-contacting grits) 

f= dressing feed in/min. 

force = tangential forco, T lbf 

form (co) a array containing the individual groove 
form factors 

h= metal strip thickness (0.125 in. ) 



infeed = infeed velocity in. /sec. 

load = normal applied load, N, lbf 

m = no* of height distribution intervals +1 

n size of roughness array 

p = effective material flow pressure 
(0.75 x lob ibAJ) 

pen = scanning depth of the profile measurement, in. 

percent = percentage accuracy in determining the 

equilibrium indentation position 

R = nominal grain radius, in. 

rough 
I 1: n) = height ordinates of the simulated surface, in. 

space 1 = percentage spacing, S, in fine dressing 

condition 

space 2 = percentage spacing in a coarse condition 

total = number of consecutive wheel engagements (5) 

w = metal strip width, (0.5 in. ) 

wh = wheel grain size (mesh number) 

widtb/co = average form factor 

x = random number generator starter (4376) 



EBNIDGG 13 APU-x4/36/02 1,2111/7 1) 
STIL ii 1 57HRS 

begin 
comment This program presents a mathematical model oPa simplified controlled force plunge grinding 
operation viz. the grinding of metal strip. The influence 
of dressing conditions, grain size, and normal applied 
load upon the specific energy of metal removal is 
predicted. In determining the specific enerr values, 
the likely mode of metal deformation associated with the individual grit-workpiece interactions is an 
important consideration.; 
libraýr Au, A6, A 12; 
nti eger i, j, z, int, pia, pib, pic, pid, m, for, x, xb, xd, rana, tots 1, wh, f, p, na, nc, n, load, fa, c, con, s can, co, add; 

real force, alpha, pa, pb, pe, xa, dom, xc, ran, ranb, w, r, b, an, 
suma, h, step, inf eed, de, dis t, eff, percent, space 1, s pace 2, pen, 

$, q, width; 
oolean bool; 

open 3); open(30); 
percent: =read (20) ; 
w : =read 2U ; 
h: =read 2U " 
wh: =read(20); 
r: =read(20); 
f: =read(20) ° 
de: =read(20); 
p: =read(20); 
cff: =read(2o)" 
load: =read(2u); 
pen: =read (20) ; 
alpha : =read (2U) ; 
m: ==read(2U) ° 
total: =read 

(20); 

x v-read (20 ); 
scan: =U; 
space1: =read 2U)ß 
space2: =read 20); 
for: =format sss-d. ddddia-ndc1, ); 
fa: =format ass-d. ddddio-nd) 
write text v, ain*s ize *'sj) ; 
write (30, for$w 

; 

write text(3U, nominal*grain*radius*lsJ, ); 
write (3j, for, r J, write text(30, feed*in*ins*per*min*isj); 
write (3o, for, f 3 
write text(30, depth*in*ins*isI); 
write (3ü, for, de) ; 
write text (3U, Lapp lied* load* is. 1) ; 
write (3U, f or, load) ; 

1 then 
in ýe 

nntier(hrw/2xr ; 
nc : =ent(2xr; ); 
n : =naXnc 
end 
eise 



begin 
y: =; r-sgrt (2xr-pen)xpen) ; 
q: =spac: e2/space 1(y; 
na: =entier w/ 2xr+2X q-y) ) 
no: =en(h/(2xr+2x qýýf)))9 
n: =naxac9 
end; 
write text (30, Ls ize *of *rouShness *array* isI) ; 
write (3o, for, n ; 
new line (3D, 3); 
bFin 
int array beta( 1: m ], gamma [ 1: m, 1: 3 ]; 
rval ar as X theta, omega, omerb, omegc, omo d[ 1: m], rpußh, depth[ 1: n]; 

rn: =1 steh? 1 until m do fe 
UF- 
bpa i] : ==read (20) 
sgan: =scan+beta[i3; 
end; 
Lose(2U); 
c: =add: =l; 
for i: =1 std 1 until m do 

omeg i] : =beta(i]/scan; 
theta[ i] : =(i-1)xalpha; 
eend; 

for ii=1 step 1 until m do 

omeca i]: =10. Gxome a[i]; 
gamma i 1] r=entier (omega[ i]) ; 
omegb ii: =1i. OX(omega[i1-gamma[i, i]); 
gamma i 2] : =entier(omegb[ i] ) 
omesc il : =1C). vx(omeßb[ i] -gamma[ i, 2] ); 
s4mma i 3]"=entier(omege i] 
omesd ii : =omeSc [i] -gamma[ i, 

3 
J; 

j 
. 
ornegd[ i]>0.5then gamma[ i, 3J: =gamma[ i, 3]+1; 

ed; 
pa : =pb: =pc : =. i; 
for i: =1 step 1 until m do 
begin 
pas=pa+gamma(i, 11/10,0 

pb: ==pb+gamma[ i, 2] 1. )c ; 
pc : ==pc++amma (i, 3] /1000; 
end; 
p1a: =pax1O; pib: =pia+10oxpb; 
3: 820; Z : nj; 
pid: =pic-1 
begin 

pie : =pib+1 UrJOxpc; 

array sigma[ u: pid]; 
for int: =1 step 1 until 3 do 

ori: m1 sste2 iuý, tilThi do "'ý' 
oen 
loop: 
if gamma[ i, int]iOthen 
sigma[ j ]: =theta[ i=, l<ramna, [ i, ant 3+z 
if in 
j : s= +1, o to loop; 
MA; 
j: =j+1; 
another : 

Toto another; 

then 



z : =z+camrna[ i, int ] 
end 

rear rocedure sud(x); 
-er, e rr x; 

55 470 314; 3ý 
7170/16 

V 1w2 147 483 647; 
tx1; Vo; xD; st +16; sHA+16; 
=' o; REV; ZERO; +D* REV; 
SHA-16; +; DUP; =fxj; V1; 
+; SET '); FLOAT; 
EXIT; ALGOL; 
marker: 
xa: =sud (x)X1orx:; 
xb: =entier(xa); 
dom: ==xb/10009 
xc := (xa--xb) X1UUJ9 
xd r==entier (xc) 9 
ran: =xd/10009 
if o. 0000e ran and ranS pa then 

kin 
ran: =ranX lOy 
rann: =entier(ran); 
ranb: =s igrna[ rang ; 
end 

. pa S, ranand ran s pa+pb then eise IS 
b 
ran: =ranx1.30; 
rana: =ontier(ran); 
raub: =si[na[rana+pia-1O0Xpa19 
end 

nif 
pa+pb<ran and ranS1.0000 then 

raranx1000p 
con: = ran+pib-1CX)OX(pa+pb) S 
if con>pid than toto label; 
rar. b : =s iSma con ] ; 
end 9 
'if ranb=U U then dist: =) else dist: =ranb+alphax(dom-0.5Jv); r gh[c]: =dissty 
c : ==c+19 
if c<n then goto marker, 
än: = oad p; 
label: 
infeed : =width: wforce : =ü; co : r0; 
b: =alpha; 
bool: =false; 
step: =a p a. 
tab: 
suma: =J. UUUU; 
for i : =1 ste 1 until n do depth[i1: =0.0000y 

or i: =1 s1 ur t11 n do 
, ýF 

rough[i]>b then depth[i1: =rouph[i3Mb3 
sump.: =soma+(3. '1 2xrxdepth[ il j; 
end; 3 "'abs ((an-suma)/an). 4ýpereent then moto mark; 
if suma>an then 
be ýjn if öol then step: =step/1Uü; 
b : =b+s top; 



bool: =false; 
end 
e We 

n 
:_ -step/1U; 

bool: =ttrruee 
end; 
t; oo tab; 
mark: 
föri: =1 . 

sýte,, ý? 1 until n do 
iUdepthL iJ>j tfien co: =co+1; 

jin 
real array contact, form[ 1: 00 1; 
co: =a9 
for i: ffi1 ste 1 until n do 
IT-de pth [i th n 
begin 
co: =co+1; 
contact co]: =depth[s]; 
form[co] : =2xsgrt (2xrxdepth[ i])/depth[ il.; ' 
end; 
Tor i: =1 s tee� 1 until co do 

cÜin 
;f orm[i]<cff then inpfeed: ==infeed+contact[i]T1.5; 

VW ! '^"J`ý. I'l''IfV+c 4n VaCytI`i2i 0. 
ý'. 

) pM 
1P 

width: =width+form[ i] ; 
end 9 

eed: =(1.87xsgrt (r)Xinfeed)/(wX1.33io-Z); 
force: = 1.87xsqrt (r)xpxforce; 
write text(30, Lirafeed*vel. +*in*Fins*per*sec#is j); 
write (30, for, infeed); 
write text(3a, Louttinß*force*in*lbs*isj. ); 
write (3o, for, force) ; 
write text(3J,, js. e. *in*in. lb. *per*cubic*inch*isj, ); 
if infeed=U then write (3U, for, 1i1J) else 
write (3Jfor, -1700xf ° 
write text (3cß, number*of*contaets *is1); 
write (31a, for, co) , p* 
write text (3o, Laverage *form*factor*is]) ; 
write(30, for, width/co); 
new line (30,2); 
if add=1 then 
Ue in 

writ o text(30 L****penetration***form*factorl, ); 
new line (33,1) ; 
for 1: ==1 steh 1 until co do 

wr e 30, fa, contact i]); 
write 

(3U, 
for, form[ iii) ; 

end; 
en ; 
ac : =add+1; 
if add<total then 
'67, in ý 
C "ý 1p 
new 

line (30,2) ; 
oto markeri 

en ; 

cloae(33); 

end; end; 
=en t 



TYPICAL OUTPUT 

GRAIN SIZE IS 4.6000 1 
NOMINAL GRAIN RADIUS IS 7.5000 -3 
FEED IN INS PER MIN IS 5.0000 1 
DEPTH IN INS IS 5.0000 -4 
APPLIED LOAD IS 2.5000 1 
SIZE OF ROUGHNESS ARRAY IS 1.5600 2 

INFER VEL. IN INS PER SEC IS 2.9994 -2 
CUTTING FORCE IN LBS IS 1.7005 0 
S. E. IN IN. LB. PER CUBIC INCH IS 9.9785 5 
NUMBER OF CONTACTS IS 1.8000 1 
AVERAGE FORM FACTOR IS 3.3119 1 

PEf1ETRATION FORM FACTOR 
1.2860 -4 2.1600 1 
9.0700 -5 2.5720 1 
3.8300 -5 3.9580 1 
9.3500 -5 2.5332 1 
8.9900 -5 2.5834 1 
2.2100 -5 5.2105 1 
1.5300 -5 6.2622 1 
5.0800 -5 3.4367 1 
3.0300 -5 4.4499 1 
3.1500 -5 4.3644 1 
6.1100 -5 3.1337 1 
1.5050 -4 1.9967 1 
1.4640 -4 2.0244 1 
1.0570 -4 2.3825 1 
2.1600 -5 5.2705 1 
6.7400 -5 2.9836 1 
1.3560 -4 2.1035 1 
1.2520 -4 2.1891 I 

INFEED VEL. IN INS PER SEC IS 2.9061 -2 
CUTTING FORCE IN LBS IS 1.7079 0 
S. E. IN IN. LB. PER CUBIC INCH IS 1.0343 6 
NUMBER OF CONTACTS IS 2.000 1 
AVERAGE FORM FACTOR IS 3.3910 1 

INFEED VEL. IN INS PER SEC IS 2.1915 -2 
CUTTING FORCE IN LBS IS 1.5272 0 
S. E. IN IN. LB. PER CUBIC INCH IS 1.2265 6 
NUMBER OF CONTACTS IS 2.2000 1 
AVERAGE FORM FACTOR IS 4.8354 1 

IN ID VEL. IN INS PER SEC Is ' 3.0708 -2 
CUTTING FORCE IN LBS IS 1.7744 0 
S. E. IN IN. LD. PER CUBIC INCH IS 1.0170 6 
NUMBER OF CONTACTS IS 1.6000 1 
AVERAGE FOM FACTOR IS 3.8164 1 

INFEED VEL. IN INS PER SEC IS 3.0749 -2 
CUTTING FORCE IN LBS IS 1.8258 0 
S. E. IN IN. LB. PER CUBIC INCH IS 1.0451 6 
NUMBER OF CONTACTS IS 1.8000 1 
AVERAGE FORM FACTOR IS 3.1328 1 



C3 DETERMINATION OF THE SPECTRAL DENSITY 

Nomenclature 

cal 

cov 
10 

max mI 

delta 

f 

= calibration factor inch/volt 

= array of autocorrelation values 

= sampling time, seconds 

= resolution bandwidth c/o 

m (j] = array of Intl number of lags 

main = maximum number of correlation points 

n= sample size 

of =I number of frequency points required in the 

spectrum 

nt = number of spectra required, each computed 

with 'm' correlation points 

period = equivalent period of the abrasive surface, in 

run = experimental reference number 

spec = power spectrum (divided by [covo)32 to 

give density) 

speed ratio of tape recorder speed to the 

original scanning speed 



EBrlGSA79APU-M/36/ä2 27/10/70 
STR 10 1358HRS 

begin 
comment A program to 

. 
determine the spectral density 

estate of an abrasive profile from the raw 
autocorrelatiqn measurements; 
libra A3U, A6, A12P 
real elta, c, vO, vI, v2, spec, logspec, speed, f, period, cal; 
in e er run, n, maim, nf, nt, j, k, b, i, fa, f b; 
open o); open(30); 
run . ==read 20j; 
cal: =read 2Q ; 
n: tread (2v ; 
maxm: ==read 20) " 
delta: =read(2ü); 
of : =read 2'3 ; 
nt: =read(20 ; 
speed: =read(2. ); 
be in 
n eger array m[ 1: nt]; 
real arra cov[ v: maxm], w[ u smaxm ; 
for ý: = _sýt_e_p 

1 until nt do m[ji: =read(23); 
tor k: =U 1 ýý txm do 
beet in 
c ov ]:: read(20)3 
cov k : cov[k]Xcal; 
end; 
close (2U); 
La : =format 2s-nd. ddddl) " 
fb: ==format (L2s -d. dddio-nd j) , 
for j: =1 step 1 until nt do 
be in 

"=m i]; 
write text(3: ), 4c1, run ; 
write (30, forma 2sndd 

), 
run)- 

write text (3U, aIs amp e *s ize j) ; 
write (1), forma snddddI), n); 
write text (3'), c truncation*pt's (lags ), l) 3 
write(3J, format snddj) )" 
write text (3U, c bandwid h (hz)1, ) ; 
write (30, fb, ý4 Xdelta)); 
write text(3'), 2csIfrequ(hz)L5s, jspeoL7s, llopspecL6sjperiodj, ) 
for k: =1 step until b-1 do 
w kl : =j. 5X +cos r159xk77) ); 
for 1: ==J step 1 until of do 
begin 
e: =cos (3.14159xi/nf 
VJ: =V 1 : =U; 
for k: =b-1 step -1 until 1 do 
gin 

v 
!n 

vJ: =v l; 
v 1: =v2; 
end; 



spec: =2xdeltaX(cov[ Uj+2X(vlXo-vO)) ; 
if spec< lOio-1U then lo , spec : =. 1 UU 
Me loespec: =ln spec)/1n(10); 

: =f/(nfx2xdelta ° 
write text(3J j� c. 

j), ); 
write 3ä, fa, fj; 
write 3-), fb, spec/cov[O]T2); 
write 3ü, fb, loSspee) ; 
if f=a then period: =li3G else period: =speed/(6oxf); 
Write (3 )t , rb, period) ; 
eý 

liýp . 
end; 
o nW; 
arse(3)); 
endT 
r 
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